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Chief Executive’s Review

In 2016, MegaFon once again
confirmed its position as a
major player in the Russian
telecommunications market
and consolidated its leadership
in technology.

DEAR SHAREHOLDERS,
PARTNERS AND COLLEAGUES,
In 2016, MegaFon once again confirmed
its position as a major player in the
Russian telecommunications market and
consolidated its leadership in technology.
In 2016, we took stock of the results we had
achieved in the strategic development cycle
that had ended a year before. We also closely
analysed the new market environment and
recent trends; specifically, the growing
uptake of innovative digital technologies
across all sectors of the economy, and the
increased demand for simple and effective
solutions which will enable subscribers to
handle personal and business tasks in the
most convenient and efficient way possible,
by leveraging mobile data.
This review led us to revise our strategy.
Given the high mobile penetration rates in
Russia (179% in 2016), we decided it was
no longer economically viable to continue
pursuing the policy of prioritising the
expansion of our customer base. This led
to our decision to refocus on maintaining
the loyalty of our existing customers, by
providing better services and offering a
range of unique products and services based
on advanced technologies. Accordingly,
we made the decision to abandon the old
development model and embarked upon a
digital growth path. This will be achieved by
meeting the needs of digital customers in

the most efficient way; through ensuring the
perceived quality of connections and being
the first to implement innovative products
and services, to encourage our subscribers to
stay with us for a long time.
With this in mind, in early 2017 we completed
the acquisition of a controlling voting stake in
Mail.Ru Group. This transaction will support
the transformation of our business and
further aide our transition from a traditional
mobile operator to an integrated digital
communications company. Through our
partnership with Mail.Ru, we plan to develop
completely new products and services that
combine the benefits of mobile data and IT.
We believe these efforts will not only signal
a new chapter in the history of MegaFon,
but probably in the entire Russian telecoms
industry.
2016 marked the beginning of our
transformation, as we sought to hone
our historical competitive advantages,
notably in technology and our diversified
brand portfolio. We also re-organised our
business, dividing it into Commercial and
Operations divisions, and we strengthened
the teams in charge of our new strategy. The
Operations division comprises infrastructure,
procurement and logistics, legal and GR.
It is led by Mrs Anna Serebryanikova, who
previously served as Legal Affairs and GR
Director, and branch directors report directly
to her. The Company’s Consumer Business

Development and Corporate Business
Development functions were combined into
an integrated Commercial division. This is
led by Mr Vlad Wolfson, who previously
served as Director for Corporate Business
Development.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
IN LINE WITH EXPECTATIONS
In 2016, the Russian telecommunications
market remained highly competitive, with
continued changes in consumer demand
and the introduction of new regulations. All
this certainly put pressure on the industry
in general and on MegaFon’s performance
in particular, as one of the key players in
the market. However, despite the external
challenges, we delivered solid results in
2016, in line with our previous guidance on
key metrics.
The Company’s financial performance in 2016
fully reflected the overall situation in the
Russian telecoms market. Our consolidated
revenue grew by 0.9% year-on-year to
RUB 316bn. Adjusted OIBDA decreased
by 8.5% year-on-year to RUB 121bn. Total
CAPEX for the year amounted to RUB 65.6bn,
a reduction of 6.5% year-on-year. Although
our capital expenditure was below guidance,
MegaFon fully met its network construction
targets due to better prioritisation of
investment projects and optimised
deployment of technology solutions.
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Chief Executive’s Review (continued)
MegaFon’s mobile subscriber base continued
to grow, reaching 77.4 million as at the end
of 2016. Further promotion of data services,
along with continued growth in penetration
rates of data-enabled devices among our
subscribers, increased the number of mobile
data users to 31.7 million, a 5.8% increase
year-on-year. As at the end of 2016, over 57%
of all devices registered on the MegaFon
network were data-enabled. Mobile Internet
users accounted for 41% of the Company’s
total mobile subscriber base.

IMPROVING OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY
Operational efficiency improvement is one
of our priorities. In 2016, we continued a
number of important organisational projects
aimed at optimising internal processes and
significantly reducing operating expenses.
Let me mention some of our more important
projects. Our Unified Billing project was
launched in 2015 and aims to merge several
billing systems used across MegaFon
branches and subsidiaries into a single
billing platform. In 2016, the project entered
a new phase, as we piloted the migration of
subscribers from the existing billing systems
and launched sales in the retail and fixed-line
segments.
In July 2016, we established a Shared
Services Centre in Samara, which will act as
the Company’s back-office and a platform
to co-locate several support functions,
including procurement planning and
support, accounting and reporting, financial
control and treasury, and others. The
Shared Services Centre will streamline and
standardise business processes and improve
business scalability. After the project is
completed, we expect to achieve RUB 470
million in annual OPEX savings and the
Shared Services Centre may start providing
services to third parties.
Last year, MegaFon also launched a SAP
re-engineering project to migrate to the
latest S4/HANA system. This nationwide
SAP re-engineering project covers eight
branches and subsidiaries and involves
300 experts from MegaFon and SAP. It will
significantly accelerate and facilitate key
business processes in the Company.
MegaFon’s extraordinary General Meeting
of Shareholders, held in September 2016,
approved the reorganisation of MegaFon
through the spin-off of the Joint-Stock
Company First Tower Company. Controlling
Russia’s largest tower portfolio, it will
operate over 15 thousand mobile towers.

RUB 316.3bn
revenue in 2016

This spin-off will allow MegaFon to
apply a service-based approach to tower
infrastructure management, improve
performance by introducing best practices
in management and servicing, realise
savings through partnerships, increase
CAPEX margin, and to benefit from active
involvement in the fast-growing tower lease
market.

TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP
Since its establishment, MegaFon has striven
to be a technology leader in its industry
by anticipating and, to a certain extent,
driving the development and landscape of
the Russian telecommunications market.
A rapidly changing environment prompts
us to look for new solutions and ideas and
encourages us to make another successful
‘step beyond the horizon of the possible’,
that MegaFon is already so well-known for.
At present, MegaFon operates one of the
largest and most advanced infrastructures
in Russia. The number of base stations grew
by 9% in 2016 to 143,700 units, with 4G base
stations accounting for a fifth of the total. Last
year, MegaFon’s 4G Internet services were
available to subscribers in 82 Russian regions,
while subscribers in 27 regions can now
enjoy LTE-Advanced 4G high‑speed Internet
connection at speeds of 150–450 Mbit/s.
The total length of our backbone network
increased by 4% year-on-year and reached
130,600 km. As of the end of 2016, MegaFon
had one of the longest FOCL networks among
Russian mobile operators.

In 2016, MegaFon and its international
equipment partners played an active role
in the development of the next generation
(5G) communication standard. In 2016,
we conducted two tests, becoming the
first company in Russia and one of the
first companies globally to demonstrate
superfast mobile Internet speed. In
September 2016, we managed to achieve
a speed of 4.94 Gbit/s during the test. It is
an important step towards formation of
the 5G standard, which will offer customers
a fundamentally new, improved quality of
service.
In July 2016, MegaFon and Nokia signed
a memorandum of cooperation in the
development of the 5G standard in Russia.
This includes all technical aspects of
its adoption and engaging with Russian
regulators and international bodies
concerning the requirements and parameters
for its commercial launch. The partnership
seeks to develop and test new solutions as
part of joint pilots, which may include the
construction of trial 5G clusters at Russian
stadiums hosting the 2018 FIFA World Cup.
We also see great potential in the Internet
of Things (IoT). In 2016, MegaFon signed a
memorandum of cooperation on the roll-out
of IoT solutions with Huawei, and a strategic
partnership agreement with the Russian
Association of Industrial Internet to support
the development of the IoT market in Russia,
the drafting of universal industry standards
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Since its establishment,
MegaFon has striven to be a
technology leader in its industry
by anticipating and, to a certain
extent, driving the development
and landscape of the Russian
telecommunications market.

and regulations, and the implementation of
joint IoT projects. In addition, MegaFon and
Huawei have joined forces to promote NB-IoT
(Narrow Band IoT) in the Russian market,
a new communication standard for the
technology that significantly reduces power
consumption by terminal devices, ensures
broader signal coverage and penetration, and
increases the maximum number of connected
devices.

CONNECTING TO OPPORTUNITIES

The Company is already offering products
across all IoT application areas. Our existing
infrastructure provides services to more
than 3.9 million SIM cards installed in
various connected devices. In 2016, we
signed an agreement with Russia’s largest
grid operator ROSSETI to fit out 300,000
substations with intrusion detection
and telemetry systems by 2020. These
systems will also monitor grid parameters,
minimise power losses, control equipment
performance online, and prevent equipment
failures.

We have much work ahead of us in 2017
to transform MegaFon into a company that
will fully meet the growing expectations of
our customers in the long term. We have
everything we need today to make this huge
step forward – advanced technologies, a
well-known brand, high-quality services
and most importantly, an exceptional team
of professional, like-minded people. I am
confident that our team is well prepared
to deal with new challenges and to further
strengthen MegaFon’s position in every key
segment of the market.

75.6m
subscribers in Russia in 2016

We are confident that the future of the
telecommunications market lies in the
creation of a digital environment that is
convenient and comfortable for users.
MegaFon is consistently developing a
diversified offering of fundamentally new
products and services that will enable our
retail and corporate customers to fully enjoy
the benefits of new innovative technologies.
SERGEY SOLDATENKOV
Chief Executive Officer
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Industry Overview and
the Company’s Market Position
GLOBAL MOBILE MARKET
The global mobile market continued to grow
rapidly during 2016. According to the GSMA,
the number of unique mobile subscribers
grew to 4.8 billion, while the global mobile
penetration rate was 65%, with the largest
growth recorded in India and China. As
the mobile market becomes increasingly
saturated, subscriber base growth rates will
slow down going forward, and by 2020 the
total number of unique subscribers will reach
5.7 billion, with a mobile penetration rate
of 73%.
While the voice market appears sluggish,
mobile data has remained the key growth
driver for mobile operators across the globe.
According to GSMA, in 2016 global mobile
Internet penetration rate was growing
strongly, at 48% vs 44% a year before, on
the back of widespread deployment of 3G and
4G and increasing smartphone penetration
rates, which hit 65% in developed and 47%
in emerging markets.
In 2016, users continued to migrate to mobile
broadband, a trend bolstered by the rapid
expansion of 4G/LTE networks. In recent
years, the world has been actively adopting
new generation networks. According to
GSMA, while back in 2011 2G networks
accounted for over 80% of global mobile
connections and 3G accounted for the
remaining 20%, in 2016 2G only accounted
for 45% of total connections, while the
combined share of 3G and 4G was 55%.
Notably, 2G, 3G and 4G are expected to
have equal shares by 2020.

MOBILE MARKET SIZE (RUB BN)
+ PENETRATION (%)

RUB 885.5bn
2016

885.5
179.0%

2015

884.0
176.3%

2014

889.9
168.2%

Market size, RUB
Penetration, %
Source: Company estimates based on AC&M Consulting
and public filings of Rusian moblile operators.

According to the GMSA, a quarter
of mergers in the telecoms industry over
the last five years were takeovers of cable
or satellite TV players by mobile operators
(or their syndicates). The most vivid examples
include Vodafone’s acquisition of cable
companies in Germany (2013) and Spain
(2014) and AT&T’s acquisition of DirecTV
(2014).

Russian Telecoms Market in 2016

According to Ericsson, total global mobile
traffic grew 60% year-on-year from 5.3 EB
per month in 2015 to 8.5 EB per month in
2016. The Company forecasts that by 2022
traffic will grow to 69 EB per month at an
average annual growth rate of 45%. In 2016,
the monthly mobile traffic on smartphones
rose 36% to 1.9 GB per device. The largest
growth came from tablets, for which traffic
grew by 40% to 3.5 GB per month per device.

2016 was a challenging year for the Russian
telecoms industry. The overall economic
recession and stronger market competition
resulted in all-time record lows for the
cost of mobile services. At the same time,
operating and capital expenditures of
telecom operators kept rising. The era of
massive gross customer additions is over,
and, on the back of a high mobile penetration
rate of 179%(1), mobile operators refocused
on subscriber loyalty and the retention of
existing customers.

Other global trends of recent years in the
telecoms industry include the widespread
adoption of converged services, which led
to a number of major M&A transactions in
the market.

According to TMT Consulting, in 2016 the
Russian telecoms market totalled RUB
1,597bn, while the combined revenue growth
rates of operators was 0.6%, slightly lower
than the previous year’s figure of 0.8%.

(1)
(2)

According to AC&M.
The Company’s estimates based on AC&M Consulting estimates and public filings of Russian mobile operators.

179%
mobile service penetration
in Russia in 2016

Mobile Business
Mobile services still account for more than
half of revenues in the Russian telecoms
industry, although their share of total
revenue continues to show steady declines.
According to TMT Consulting, in 2016 the
share of mobile services was down to 55%.
Overall, the mobile services market in Russia
came to RUB 885.5bn(2). MegaFon’s market
share stood at 29.2%(2), and the Company’s
revenue performance was in line with the
general industry trend. The subscriber base
kept growing, with the number of users up
1.5% year-on-year to 256 million, according
to AC&M.
The market shows signs of saturation and
slowdown, while subscriber base growth is
mostly driven by mobile Internet and M2M
subscribers. This trend is typical for both
Russian and global mobile markets, as
stagnation in the mobile voice segment is
offset by growing revenue from mobile data.
Mobile voice
Traditional voice services remain the largest
segment in the mobile market despite the
growth of 3G and 4G, and the stronger
adoption of digital voice services and OTT
content. However, the voice segment is
stagnant, while mobile data is growing.
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Value Added Services (VAS)
Apart from standard VAS services offered by
every mobile operator, high-potential areas
such as M2M/IoT (Machine-to-Machine and
the Internet of Things) solutions are growing
rapidly. A survey by AC&M Consulting
suggests that major mobile operators
unanimously agree that the Russian M2M
market will continue to post strong growth
over the next two to three years.
J’son & Partners Consulting estimates
that at the end of 2015 there were a total
of 193 million consumer IoT control devices in
Russia and that by 2020 this will reach
290 million devices.
According to AC&M Consulting, in late
Q3 2016, over 10 million M2M devices were
registered on Russian mobile networks, up
30% year-on-year. According to a consensus
forecast from experts surveyed by AC&M
Consulting, in 2017 the number of M2M
devices in operation will increase by more
than 40%.
As all “Big Three” operators seek to bolster
demand for voice services, they came up with
special rates to boost the volume of voice
traffic within their own networks. MegaFon’s
range of tariffs includes the "Perekhodi na 0"
("Switch to Zero") tariff which provides free
minutes for on-net calls within the region in
which the subscriber resides.
Mobile data
Mobile data remains the most rapidly
growing mobile services segment and a
key growth driver of revenue for mobile
operators. In 2016, traffic consumption
growth was mainly driven by more affordable
data-enabled devices, operators’ campaigns
to promote such devices, and more
affordable mobile data offerings. According
to Ericsson, about 75% of Internet users in
Russia aged from 15 to 69 use online services
on a daily basis, while one in every three
users access more than seven online services
a day. The most popular services, including
messengers such as Viber, WhatsApp, and
Facebook Messenger, gradually lead to
streaming media like YouTube, which results
in higher traffic. Over the last two years,
video streaming was integrated into various
user-generated content applications such
as Facebook. Although users still mostly
prefer using WiFi to access these services,
the share of traffic on mobile networks keeps
growing.

According to Cisco, Russian mobile traffic
grew 60% in 2016 to 365.1 PB per month.
In 2016, average traffic per data-enabled
device was 1,489 MB per month, up 59%
year-on-year.
Further growth in the traffic and revenue
of telecom operators is also linked to the
future growth of the emerging OTT market.
The market is so immature that its collection
of participants is still taking shape, while
truly commercially viable projects are yet to
emerge. Various sources estimate the size of
the Russian OTT content market at RUB 6bn
in 2016.
There are a number of barriers to the
development of the OTT market. They
include the lack of tradition of purchasing
paid legal content; piracy and the inflexibility
of some major content owners in negotiating
periods during which content is made
available, as well as fees as a percentage
of the sale price. There is no doubt that
the market will gradually overcome these
barriers, including through the active
involvement of the government and newly
emerging players such as MegaFon.TV,
which are positioned to grow as the market
matures.

According to AC&M, MegaFon is one
of the key players in the Russian M2M
communication market with over 3.9 million
M2M SIM cards in operation (approximately
37% of the market). The Company offers M2M
services in all areas while placing a special
focus on the needs of customers in the
corporate and public segments.
Broken down by industry, transport and retail
are currently the largest buyers of services
in the M2M market. The most popular
M2M devices include wireless tap-to-pay
validators, cash collection machines and
ATMs. These devices are also widely used by
utilities. For example, in June 2016, MegaFon
and ROSSETI signed an agreement for
MegaFon to fit out 300 thousand substations
with M2M SIM card based intrusion detection
and telemetry systems by 2020.
Most players in the M2M market believe that
the structure of demand for M2M solutions
will rapidly change over time as potential
target audience expands. For instance,
the Connected Cars segment will become
one of the biggest growth stories for M2M
technology applications in the medium term.
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Industry Overview and the Company’s Market Position
(continued)
Telcos are increasingly seeking to monetise
their expertise in Big Data analytics through
VAS services, and their efforts are already
bringing commercial benefits across
a number of categories. 451 Research
estimates that the global market for these
services will grow to US$ 80bn by 2020,
driven mostly by mobile ads, marketing
and geolocation services.

B2C BROADBAND MARKET SIZE (RUB BN)
+ PENETRATION (%) IN RUSSIA

RUB 125.6bn
2016

According to IDC’s estimates, the size of the
Russian Big Data market was US$ 340m in
2014, and was growing 40% faster than the
global market. However, Russia can still only
boast of relatively few successful projects
in this segment, while customers that
exhibit most interest in these services are
predominantly comprised of organisations
operating in highly competitive markets such
as retail, telecoms and banking.

2015
2014

In 2016, MegaFon continued actively
developing its B2B and B2G fixed-line
segments by offering a broad range of
services and options. Wireline revenue grew
9.5%, from RUB 23.4bn in 2015 to RUB 25.7bn
in 2016.
Broadband Internet access
According to TMT Consulting, by the end
of 2016, the number of retail broadband
subscribers in Russia had grown 4.7% to
31.3 million as compared to 30.0 million in
2015. In 2016, the broadband penetration
rate among households was 56%. In 2016,
the top five Internet providers accounted for
68% of the B2C broadband subscriber base
in Russia. Internet providers’ revenues rose
2.9% year-on-year to RUB 125.6bn in 2016.

(1)

iKS-Consulting.

122.0
54.0%
116.9
51.5%

Market size, RUB
Penetration, %
Source: TMT Consulting

FIXED-LINE BUSINESS
Just as in previous periods, revenues
continued to decline across all segments
of fixed services in 2016, due to traffic
migration to mobile networks and OTT
services. According to TMT Consulting, over
the year, the number of fixed-line telephony
users shrank by almost 1.7 million people.
Although traditional telephony no longer
appeals to the mass market, it will not
go away completely: according to TMT
Consulting, its penetration rate will reduce
from 42% in 2016 to 33% in 2021.

125.6
56.0%

In 2016, stiffer competition in the market
prompted operators to abandon the policy
of aggressively building their subscriber
bases through short-lived promotions, in
favour of increasing customer retention
and placing a greater focus on customer
service excellence and customer loyalty.
To this end, they adopted multi-service
strategies, developing digital communication
channels, introducing bundled offers, putting
together co-branded tariff plans, and offering
subscribers more advanced broadband
equipment and online-based VAS services
such as smart homes, video surveillance
and alarm systems.
J’son & Partners Consulting estimates that
in cities with a population over 100k, about
44% of households use bundled offers and
their share will only grow going forward,
driven by the high proportion of bundled
tariffs in operators’ new sales.

According to iKS-Consulting, the Pay-TV
market grew 8.7%, from RUB 73.2bn in 2015.
Revenue growth was supported by a tariff
increase that took place in 2015 and by
stronger consumption of additional digital TV
services like video-on-demand, multi-screen,
interactive services, and the uptake of extra
TV channel bundles.
According to TMT Consulting, in late 2016,
the share of cable TV in the total subscriber
base declined by 2.2 p.p. to 44% (46% in
2015); the share of satellite TV by 1 p.p.
to 39% (40% in 2015); while the share
of IPTV grew 3 p.p. to 17% (14% in 2015).
IPTV accounted for 70% of new additions,
while satellite TV growth rates showed a
significant decline.
The market continued to consolidate in 2016.
As a result, the share of the top five Russian
operators grew to 73%(1) by subscriber base.

Pay-TV

EQUIPMENT SALES

In 2016, Pay-TV services remained one of
the few segments in the Russian telecoms
market to exhibit steady growth. Although
sign-up rates kept declining, they still
remained relatively high. According to
iKS-Consulting, the number of Pay-TV
subscribers reached 41.2 million (up 4.9%
year-on-year), with a penetration rate
of almost 73%.

Smartphones
The Russian smartphone market has been
growing faster than the global market.
According to J’son & Partners Consulting,
in 2016 smartphone sales in the Russian
market grew 4.4% year-on-year to
26.4 million devices, driven by improved
consumer sentiment on the back of
macroeconomic recovery and stronger
rouble.
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KEY RUSSIAN PLAYERS BY SUBSCRIBERS
IN RUSSIA IN 2016
16.3%
29.6%

22.8%

29.6%
MegaFon

31.3%
MegaFon
MTS

VimpelCom
Others

Source: AC&M Consulting

Consumer started to increasingly favour
smartphones over regular handsets.
According to J’son & Partners Consulting,
in 2016 the share of smartphones in
total handset sales grew 5 p.p. to 71% as
compared to 67% a year before.
In 2016, sales of LTE-enabled devices were
the key growth driver for smartphone sales.
According to J’son & Partners Consulting,
almost half of all devices sold in 2016 were
LTE-enabled, a more than two-fold increase
from a year before. Key growth drivers in
the market included a wider choice of LTEenabled devices, their lower average price,
and higher demand for devices in the medium
and premium price segments.
In 2016, the average retail price for
smartphones grew 22% year-on-year to RUB
12,100. This is the highest average retail price
for smartphonews since 2009. The year-onyear price increase was driven by the growing
demand for devices priced above RUB 15,000,
which, in turn, was supported by higher sales
of devices purchased on credit.
Tablets
As large-screen smartphones gained
traction, tablets are becoming less popular,
and sales in this segment declined for a third
consecutive year.

According to IDC, in 2016 the Russian tablet
market shrank 22.9% year-on-year to 4.71
million devices. The market was down 27.8%
in monetary terms. Since tablets are not
a basic necessity, many consumers keep
postponing their purchase waiting for prices
to drop.
Phablets
Phablets (smartphones with screens
of 5.5 inch plus on the diagonal or more)
continued to enjoy increased demand in 2016.
According to a research by retailer Svyaznoy,
over 12 million phablets were sold in Russia
in 2016 for a total of about RUB 165bn. Sales
of these devices grew 60% over the year
both in unit and in rouble terms. The share
of devices with a screen between 5 and 5.5
inches grew 13 p.p. in the Russian market,
from 26% in 2015 to 39% in 2016. In 2016,
devices with screens of 5 inch plus accounted
for 50% of the smartphone sales revenues
of Russian retailers.
IDC’s analysts believe that phablets will
become the main growth driver in the market
due to a wide choice of functionally rich
models both in the premium and low price
segments.

KEY COMPETITORS
MegaFon’s key competitors include:
●●

●●

●●

MTS: founded in 1993, the largest mobile
operator in Russia;
VimpelCom: founded in 1992, the third
largest mobile operator in Russia;
Tele2: founded in 2003, the fourth largest
mobile operator in Russia.
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Strategy
In 2016, MegaFon started developing a new strategy
based on substantial changes in the economy and
telecoms industry. In the coming years, the Company
will focus on fostering its digital growth.
In 2015, MegaFon successfully completed its three-year strategic cycle designed to achieve
sustainable growth. The Company focused on striking a balance between a higher market
share and stronger cash flows. MegaFon was able to achieve its objectives for the period
by strenghtening its market position and building a platform for strong business growth
in a rapidly changing market.

CIS(1)
Subscriber penetration
2016

2020

78%

83%

Smartphone adoption
2016

INDUSTRY TRANSFORMATION
In 2014–2015, MegaFon, as all other industry
players, was challenged by the depreciating
rouble, lower household incomes, tougher
market competition, and a swiftly changing
landscape of telecom services consumption.
Digitisation became the most important
trend that included an upsurge in demand for
mobile data and OTT services, the wider use
of smartphones, and boost in mobile content
consumption.

2016 was an extremely competitive year.
The Russian mobile market plateaued
for the first time in its history, due to
the absence of gross subscriber additions.
This led to service price reductions as
the main tool to compete for customers.
Given the high churn levels typical for
prepaid markets, these efforts resulted in
subscriber base ARPU erosion without visible
redistribution of market shares. At the same
time in Q4 2016 mobile penetration was at
179%(2), one of the highest rates in the world.

2020

48%

66%

Furthermore, tougher government regulation
of the industry became another important
trend, which also required changes in
the Company’s strategic approaches
and operations.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STRATEGY IN 2012–2015

Increase market
share

Result:
From 2012 to 2015, MegaFon had a 1.5 p.p.
increase of market share by revenue among
top four operators

(1)
(2)

GSMA report, The Mobile Economy 2017.
According to AC&M.

Develop second core
segment

Result:
The share of the second core business
segment in MegaFon’s revenue rose from
15.7% in 2012 to 17.5% in 2015, through
tapping into the full potential of its
corporate segment, boosting revenue from
fixed broadband and launching new digital
products, including MegaFon.TV

Deliver best-in-class efficiency
in business management

Result:
For the period of 2012–2015, MegaFon
demonstrated the highest OIBDA – Capex /
Revenue margin among Russian telecom
operators
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Globally(1)
Subscriber penetration
2016

65%

2020

73%

Smartphone adoption
2016

51%

2020

65%

DIGITAL GROWTH
With a half of the world’s population being
online(2), data transfer penetration keeps
growing. Russia is no exception. As of today,
Internet penetration in Russia exceeds
70%, with two thirds of Internet users
utilising mobile data.(3) Nine of ten Russian
intern users are connected to social media,
spending an average of two hours per day on
such services.(4) Unlike most other countries,
Russian users watch online videos more
often than TV.(5)
The digital trend is already affecting user
behaviour, which is now mainly focused on
having multiple devices and multitasking.
Users surround themselves with multiple
devices and smart appliances, number
of which is expected to grow even further
in the future.
The digital trend can be seen through
the global digitisation of the economic
system. Important drivers of digital growth
include the spread of the Internet of Things
and its extended concept of the Internet of
Everything, which brings together devices,
processes and people. Experts estimate that
smart keys, vehicles, fridges, houses and
entire cities will become a reality as early
as 2020. For ordinary consumers, this means

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

the automation of routine processes such as
cooking or indoor temperature control, while
for businesses, this means the optimisation
of logistics and management costs, savings
on resources and considerably enhanced
performance of all processes.

NEW MEGAFON STRATEGY
Driven by such drastic changes in the
industry, MegaFon decided to transform
its business and re-design its corporate
strategy. In 2016, our team set an ambitious
goal to maintain the Company’s growth while
supporting the market’s recovery. Each and
every employee should aspire to become
a leader in their area of expertise and work
towards success for all.
Therefore, MegaFon has redefined its
approach to business to be driven mainly
by customer-centricity, management
model agility and flexibility, ability to turn
challenges into opportunities, and an open
and proactive approach to partnerships.
The Company’s new strategy is now
focused on digital clients, i.e. subscribers
who consciously use mobile data services.
We intend to offer products and services that
will best meet the needs of digital clients
throughout their life cycles.

The Company is preparing to enter a new
strategic cycle – towards digital growth
that can be brought on only by sharpening
MegaFon’s historical competitive
advantages, which include technology
leadership, a balanced distribution network,
a diversified portfolio of strong brands,
and an experienced and bright team of
professionals.
As part of revising our approach to business
organisation and realization of business
performance enhancement targets, we have
initiated a commercial and operational
transformation. Already in 2016, we
re-designed our organisational structure
by dividing our business into Commerce
and Operations. We launched a Shared
Services Centre to simplify and speed up all
operating processes and launched a largescale transformation of our IT infrastructure.
In line with the industry’s digitisation trend,
we substantially reinforced our portfolio
of digital services, including new smart
business solutions and IoT-based services.
The acquisition of a stake in Mail.Ru Group
proved to be an important step towards
MegaFon’s new strategy, which will enable
us to offer mould-breaking solutions and
services in the near term, by drawing on
the strengths of both companies.

GSMA report, The Mobile Economy 2017.
Report by Broadband Comission, 2016.
GFK study, Internet Penetration in Russia: 2016 Results, January 2017,
http://www.gfk.com/ru/insaity/press-release/issledovanie-gfk-za-2015-god-internet-auditorija-v-rossii-uvelichilas-eshche-na-4-mln-chelovek/.
Romir study, April 2015, http://romir.ru/studies/670_1432155600/.
Millward Brown study, 2015, http://www.millwardbrown.com/adreaction/video/.
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Strategy (continued)
MEGAFON’S MISSION
Seeking to cement its leadership in a rapidly evolving industry, MegaFon revised its goal and objectives to come up with a new
mission. Today, our mission is not only to create opportunities for communication – as one of the key players in the industry, we are
also helping to create the new digital world to make life better for each subscriber.  

PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES
MegaFon helps to create a modern world
to make your life better in every aspect

Focus on connection
MegaFon is connecting Russia,
removing the barriers and developing
communications to become a natural choice
for everyone

Past

Future

Focus on service
MegaFon helps to create a modern world,
that will improve all aspects
of your life
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MEGAFON’S VISION
#1 CHOICE AND PARTNER FOR LIFE

Our new corporate mission and vision are ambitious and set the tone for MegaFon’s new strategy. Inspired by them,
we came up with four key strategic principles.

MEGAFON’S FOUR KEY STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES

Offer products and services
that create value for
customers instead of
maximizing gross adds and
expanding the PoS network
In today’s mobile business,
adding new subscribers becomes
more and more costly, while
cash flows from gross adds are
gradually drying out. The large,
expansive retail network in
the Russian market is therefore
redundant. We intend to refocus
from increasing our subscriber
base to increasing the loyalty
of our existing client base.
This means creating products
and services that will offer real
value to customers and which
they will be willing to use for as
long as possible.

Focus on digital customers
and expanding the digital trend
to our own base
To increase the loyalty of our
own subscriber base, we will
focus on understanding and
meeting the needs of digital
subscribers. They currently
account for 31% of our unique
customer base and for 58%
of revenue. We will continue
designing new products and
services that will cater for these
customers. Meanwhile, we
will also seek to maintain
the penetration of the digital
trend into our wider customer
base. We will promote new
digital opportunities among our
regular customers to digitize
them.

Build a unique ecosystem
of services and partnerships
that digital customers would be
willing to spend more time with

Provide the best perceived
quality for digital customers
through total technology
leadership

Creating high-end digital
services that are genuinely
attractive to digital customers
requires relevant capabilities.
The deal with Mail.Ru Group,
an absolute leader in digital
customer coverage in Russia,
works towards this end.
We have joined our efforts to
build a unique digital ecosystem
of services enhanced by
partnerships with other digital
players. The stronger it becomes,
the deeper our customer
relations will be.

Through consistent strategic
investment in its network,
MegaFon has built the country’s
best telecom infrastructure both
by number of base stations and
by frequency spectrum. Our next
challenge is to transform our
technology leadership into
leadership in perceived quality
for a digital customer.
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Business Model

RESOURCES AND ASSETS

143,700
base stations

Our business model is based on a
strategy of growth and reinvestment.
We always try to strengthen our
positions in the market by reinvesting
incoming cash flows into business
development.
We make sure that a sufficient part
of the free cash is distributed in
the form of dividends, providing
shareholders with an attractive
return on invested capital.
Interaction with suppliers is carried
out within the framework of open
tenders, as well as business
meetings, participation in specialized
Russian and international unions and
organisations.

EXTENSIVE
MOBILE
NETWORK

RETAIL
NETWORK

>130,000 km

FOCL backbone
network

>8,000

points of sale in controlled
distribution network

CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGIES

Wide range of products
and services

RECOGNIZED
BRAND

Brand recognition
and strong loyalty

We strive to build long-term
and stable relations with suppliers
and business partners.

>31,000
OUR
TEAM

employees

High quality of services
and products
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Dividends
RUB 50BN

PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

Free cash
flow
RUB 46.9BN

OIBDA

(3)

CUSTOMER BASE

RUB 121.1BN

OIBDA margin
38.3%

WIRELESS SERVICES

83.4%

(1)

WIRELINE SERVICES

8.1%

(1)

77.4m

Revenue
RUB 316.3BN

WIRELESS SUBSCRIBERS(2)

31.7m
MOBILE INTERNET USERS(2)
SALES OF HANDSETS
AND ACCESSORIES

8.5%

(1)

(1)

As % of total revenue.

(2)

In Russia and abroad.

Adjusted OIBDA. Adjusted OIBDA is OIBDA net of impairment charge in the amount of RUB 3.4 bn related
to the goodwill allocated to the Broadband Internet cash generating unit.

(3)

CAPEX
RUB 65.6BN
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Review of Operations
SERVICES AND PRODUCTS

DSU*, (MB PER MONTH)

Mobile voice

4,286 MB/month

Mobile voice communications remain
the largest segment of MegaFon’s business;
however, traditional voice services are generally
becoming less popular due to customers using
digital services and the increasing popularity of
OTT services and bundled offers.

2016

In 2016, the total number of MegaFon’s
subscribers increased by 0.8% year-onyear to 77.4 million users and the number of
subscribers in Russia grew by 1.1% year-onyear to 75.6 million. The slower growth of our
subscriber base was due to the Company
shifting its focus from gross additions to
retention of the existing customer base and
increasing subscribers’ life time value.
With the rapid advances in technology,
the penetration of mobile services has now
reached its saturation point (179% as at the end
of 2016(1)). This is mostly due to the increased
affordability of mobile services and devices in
Russia, which resulted in tougher competition
in the market.
In 2016, MegaFon ran a number of marketing
campaigns to reinforce the loyalty of
the existing customer base, increase
the proportion of subscribers using “Vse
vklyucheno” (“Everything included”) bundled
tariffs and boost the volumes of voice traffic
consumed on MegaFon’s own network (“lock
in” traffic). In March 2016, we transformed the
entire “Vse vklyucheno” line of tariff plans
and tailored it to meet the specific needs of
each individual branch according to the local
consumption patterns for each service type
and also ran a campaign to promote bundled
tariff plans offering a 50% discount for the first
month of usage. In September, we launched a
phased roll-out of “Semiya” (“Family”) service
for the “Vse vklyucheno” line of tariff plans,
which enables a user to give other MegaFon
subscribers the option to use the mobile
data allowance available on his/her package.
These campaigns enabled us to significantly
increase the share of subscribers using
“Vse vklyucheno” tariff plans, which became
the most popular tariffs of 2016. Based on the
share of users, they outpaced the “Perekhodi
na 0” (“Switch to Zero”) tariff, the previous
year’s leader, offering free on-net calls within
the region in which the subscriber resided.
In December 2016, MegaFon restructured
the “Vse vklyucheno” line of tariff plans,
changing bundle composition and allowances
to bring them in line with the market.

1)

According to AC&M.

4,286

2015
2014

3,286
2,614

* DSU (monthly average data services usage per user)
is calculated by dividing the total number of megabytes
transferred by our network during a given period by
the average number of data service users during such
period and dividing the result by the number of months
in that period.

In late September 2016, MegaFon became
the first among Russian mobile operators
to commercially launch a fully-fledged
VoLTE (Voice over LTE) network in Moscow.
VoLTE technology offers markedly higher voice
quality for calls and significantly faster call
set-up times. The roll-out of this technology
will enable us to migrate voice users onto the
LTE network and reduce the load on our 2G and
3G networks. In 2017, we plan to launch this
technology in other regions of Russia as well.

Mobile data
Mobile data is the key growth driver for our
revenue and one of the most strategically
important segments. The Company’s new
strategy is focused on digital subscribers who
consciously use mobile data services.
MegaFon is developing 4G and LTEAdvanced networks, stimulating mobile traffic
consumption and continuously increasing
mobile internet penetration rates. In 2016,
the number of subscribers using mobile data
services increased by 5.9% year-on-year to
31.7 million users, accounting for 41% of our
total subscriber base. The number of data
users in Russia grew by 5.8% year-on-year
to 31.0 million customers.
To capture the traffic growth potential and
monetise traffic, we rely on the development of
new and value added services for subscribers,
including content, financial services, and
innovative products such as M2M and cloud
solutions. In 2016, DSU (monthly average data
service usage per user) in Russia increased by
30.4% year-on-year to 4,286 MB per month.
This growth was mostly driven by our efforts

to encourage subscribers to switch to dataenabled and data consuming devices:
the share of such devices on MegaFon’s
network was 57.2% as at 4Q 2016. DSU also
grew due to an increase in the number of
4G-enabled devices on MegaFon’s network
up to 10.2 million units (+30% year-on-year);
upgrades of our tariff plans and internet
options offering users more mobile traffic
at better prices, which we made in March
2016; the launch of the "Bezlimitny Internet"
("Unlimited Internet") stand-alone option,
which was previously available only for
subscribers to the "Vse vklyucheno" tariff plan;
the development of mobile infrastructure;
and improved quality of connections. In 2016,
the total volume of traffic carried by MegaFon’s
network was driven mostly by traffic in our
4G network, which grew 56% year-on-year,
accounting for approximately 43% of the total
traffic.
As at the end of 2016, the service offerings
for MegaFon subscribers using mobile data
services were well-balanced and provided
a wide choice of tariffs and options to best
satisfy the needs of the most demanding
customer. In February 2017, MegaFon decided
to discontinue offering unlimited internet
tariffs across the range of its products to pave
the way for the future monetisation of traffic,
and also because those tariffs comprised
a niche offering primarily targeting active users
of mobile data who are heavy consumers of
traffic, mostly through online viewing of video
content, and as such had low take-up rates.
The mobile data needs of most MegaFon
subscribers are well-met with the amounts of
traffic available in bundled offers and options.
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With the active development of 4G networks,
subscribers are becoming more demanding
of the quality of data transmission services.
As services such as audio streaming,
HD video, online games, and social media
are gaining in popularity, and consequently
boost the volumes of traffic flows, customers
increasingly seek consistently high-speed
data services and fast response times.
Therefore, ensuring adequate network
capacity heads the current agenda for
operators.

AVAILABILITY OF 4G SERVICES

82 regions
2016

82
65%

2015

77
59%

2014

To address this need, in 2016 MegaFon
continued developing 4G networks in
the regions where 4G services were already
available and launched the network in five new
regions. As at the end of 2016, MegaFon’s 4G
services were available to 65% of the Russian
population. MegaFon also continued to
develop its 4G/LTE-Advanced network. It is
currently the most advanced standard in
mobile data services. At the end of 2016,
LTE-Advanced services were available in
27 Russian cities and regions at speeds
of 150–450 Mbit/s.

72
51%

Number of Russia’s regions where MegaFon
4G services are available
% of population covered(1)

In 2016, ARPDU (average monthly revenue
per data service user) declined by 1.3%
year-on-year to RUB 230, as subscribers
were increasingly opting for bundled tariffs
with increased mobile data allowances.
Overall, in 2016, our revenue from mobile data
services was RUB 84.4bn (or 26.7% of total
revenue), up 5.7% from 2015.

Further development of digital technologies
and the evolving needs of digital subscribers
place new demands on the speed and quality
of the mobile internet. In 2016, MegaFon
took some important steps towards
the development of 5G, the next generation
communication standard.

In July 2016, MegaFon and Nokia signed
a memorandum on the joint development of
5G networks in Russia. The two companies
agreed to explore the technological aspects
of introduction and development of 5G, as
well as to maintain dialogue with Russian
regulators and international bodies concerning
the requirements and parameters of its
commercial launch.
In 2016, MegaFon also conducted two
tests and demonstrated new superfast
mobile internet speeds. Specifically, in
September, MegaFon carried out a test,
during which a 360-degree video with 8К Ultra
HD (7,680×4,320 pixels) resolution was
demonstrated and transmitted over a mobile
network at a speed of 4.94 Gbit/s.

Federal regions covered by
MegaFon 4G/LTE network
Cities where LTE-Advanced
available

Kaliningrad

Saint Petersburg
Kostroma
Yaroslavl

Moscow

Tambov

Sochi

Rostov-On-Don
Krasnodar

Yakutsk

Ivanovo
Nizhny Novgorod

Samara

Perm
Ufa

Chelyabinsk
Omsk

Krasnoyarsk
Novosibirsk

Russian population as of the latest census in October 2010.

Khabarovsk

Blagoveshchensk

Chita

(1)

Sakhalin

Neryungri

Ekaterinburg

Vladivostok
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Review of Operations (continued)
Fixed-line communications
for the mass market
MegaFon provides its fixed-line services to
corporate and retail customers through its
wholly-owned subsidiary NetByNet Holding
LLC (which operates under the NETBYNET
brand), including broadband services, Pay-TV
and telephony, operates in seven Russian
federal districts covering the Central,
Northwestern, North Caucasian, Southern,
Volga, Ural, and Far Eastern Federal
Districts.
In 2016, NETBYNET continued the
implementation of its strategy of acquisitiondriven growth. The Company completed
several acquisitions of assets owned by
CJSC Startel, Atlant-Telecom and CJSC
Startelecom-Centre, which provide fixed-line
services in the Moscow region and Tver.
In 2016, the total number of services
rendered in the fixed-line segment of
NETBYNET and in the mobile segment, when
NETBYNET provides mobile data services
based on MegaFon’s infrastructure, totalled
930 thousand. In the reporting year, the trend
of services bundling continued due to a high
customer demand for bundled offerings,
including from two to three services in one
package.
In 2016, NETBYNET started the promotion
and development of communications
services and products under the new Wifire
brand. The company’s flagship product,
Wifire TV, was made available to customers
on Apple TV, as well as on Sony, Samsung
and Philips smart TV sets. As part of its
service development, the Company launched
a personalised recommendations feature
for customers, significantly expanded TV
content, improved user interface and the
quality of content offered.
The Company continues growing in line
with its strategy, launching new services
for customers across its geography.
In 2015, a mobile internet service based on
MegaFon’s infrastructure was introduced
in Moscow and the Moscow Region. In 2016,
the service was launched in Orel, Lipetsk,
Cheboksary, Belgorod and in some smaller
regional towns, and in 2017, the Company
plans to complete the service roll-out across
all regions in which NETBYNET operates.

+8% y-o-y
B2X total revenue

The IoT-driven development of the VAS
market is a special priority for NETBYNET. In
2016, the Company launched Wifire Camera,
an online video surveillance service for retail
customers, which offers a video monitoring
system with cloud storage of archived data.
NETBYNET continued to provide important
strategic and social infrastructure for
communications services in Russia’s
capital: in 2016, the company built Russia’s
largest Wi-Fi network as part of Moscow’s
surface transport system, with 8,000 public
transport vehicles equipped with internet
access points. The company’s project
received the Innovation Time award in
the category of the Largest Wi-Fi Network
for Russia’s Surface Transport System.
In 2016, NETBYNET focused on its subscriber
base and the further optimisation of its
sales and customer service processes.
The Company launched a project to
implement a unified CRM system. In 2016, our
subsidiary also started serving customers
via online chats and Telegram, an initiative
widely appreciated by users.
In 2017, NETBYNET plans to develop and
expand its service portfolio under the single
brand of Wifire, which will offer a full-fledged
convergent product combining mobile, fixedline and TV services.

B2X telecommunication services
To ensure further growth of business,
MegaFon offers innovative VAS services
and comprehensive products solutions for
the B2B, B2G and B2O segments. We offer
reliable and technological solutions that
meet the requirements of our corporate and
government clients, enabling us to meet
their business needs and improve the quality
of consumer experience. The company pays
great attention to improving the quality
of services and customer service, and
the development of self-service channels,
which are the key elements of our strategy
to increase customer satisfaction.
This approach enables us to consistently
deliver stable and solid performance year
after year.
In 2016, the number of B2X subscribers
grew by 7% year-on-year to 297.7 thousand
entities, while mobile users in the segment
reached 10.3 million, up 25% year-on-year.
Revenue in the B2X segment was growing
faster than MegaFon’s total revenue (up
8% year-on-year), while mobile revenue
increased by 6% year-on-year. According to
the Company’s estimates based on TMTConsulting data, in the mobile segment
in 2016, MegaFon had a 33.3% share of
the market by revenue.
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MAJOR PROJECTS
In 2016, MegaFon signed a number of
large contracts and delivered a number of
major projects in the corporate and public
sectors. In particular, MegaFon provided
telecommunication services and technical
support at two major events, the Russia –
ASEAN summit (May 2016, Sochi) and the
2017 FIFA Confederations Cup Official Draw
(November 2016, 12 venues in Moscow and
Kazan). In late 2016, the Company launched
a large-scale project to provide mobile and
broadband services to the Treasury of Russia
http://www.roskazna.ru/en/.
In April 2016, MegaFon signed a contract
with the state-run navigation network
operator GLONASS to provide access to
certain elements of the Company’s network.
The contract also provides for MegaFon
to act as an eCall operator and a partner
of GLONASS in developing and operating
commercial services. The GLONASS
nationwide project is based on the Full MVNO
(Mobile Virtual Network Operator) model,
which provides for certain network elements
to be operated by MVNO, with MVNE
infrastructure also used to handle different
types of calls.
In June 2016, MegaFon and ROSSETI
signed an agreement for MegaFon to fit out
300 thousand substations with intrusion
detection and telemetry systems by
2020. Data transmission will be enabled
with MegaFon’s M2M SIM cards (for more
information see page 45).
In 2016, MegaFon concluded contracts with
a number of large corporate and government
clients, including United Shipbuilding
Corporation, United Aircraft Corporation,
SIBUR Group, Novolipetsk Steel, ENEL Russia,
Linde Gas Rus, SAP, Siberian Generating
Company Company, GC “T-Plus”.

EVOLUTION OF SERVICES
In 2016, MegaFon focused its efforts on
expanding the product line for its customers
in B2B, B2G and B2O and on increasing the
level of user-friendliness, functionality and
reliability of services. MegaFon is aimed
at meeting the needs of its customers and
increasing the value of its proposals.
In 2016, MegaFon concentrated on the
development of innovative products and
additional services, through an expansion of
traditional telecommunication offerings with
the help of new solutions IoT, М2М and Big
Data.
The Company also focused on developing and
improving the most-demand services: 8 800,
Virtual PBX, MultiFon (for more information
see page 49) and Employee Monitoring (for
more information see page 45) services. We
launched MegaFon Target, a new targeted
SMS and MMS messaging service designed
primarily for small and medium businesses
(for more information see page 49).
In 2016, MegaFon continued developing
services that were first offered in 2015,
among them Digital eSignature, Wi-Fi with
Authorisation and a unique service for secure
encryption of data transmitted over VPN
networks.
The Wi-Fi with Authorisation service enables
MegaFon’s partners to offer Wi-Fi access to
their employees or customers, e.g. visitors to
a café or a store. Customers are provided with
user authorisation tools in full compliance
with the statutory requirement for mandatory
identification of users accessing public
Wi-Fi hotspots. Several major corporate
clients and the Constitutional Court of the
Russian Federation have already taken up
the service since its launch. In 2016, MegaFon
implemented a number of projects, such
as providing Wi-Fi coverage at VKFest in
St Petersburg and the Baltic Artek youth
forum in the Kaliningrad Region. Wi-Fi
connection from MegaFon is now available
in Samara public transport, Lukoil filling
stations in the Central region of Russia, some
branches of the Russian largest banks and
retail outlets.
Throughout 2016, MegaFon focused on
improving its online service offering for
corporate customers. Now they have an
opportunity to digitally sign contracts with
the Company right from their home or office.
In addition, SIM cards can now be delivered by
courier, thus making the sign-up process even
easier.

+7% y-o-y
B2X subscribers base

Customers who signed their contracts
digitally now also benefit from receiving bills
and invoices in a digital form. Online digital
signing is already available for the most
popular contracts – mobile communications
and 8-800 services (Easy Start tariff plan).
The Company will continue improving this new
online customer service channel.
The Electronic Document Flow service
enjoys a growing demand from MegaFon
customers as it helps them accelerate
administrative processes and slash costs.
Customers can use this service to deploy
e-invoicing and e-signature solutions enabling
e-document exchange with other businesses
using the service. Corporate users of the
service also benefit from instant access to
communications services invoices and bills.
Demand for our unique service for secure
encryption of data transmitted over VPN
is driven mostly by public and financial
institutions, law-enforcement authorities
and organisations focused on personal
data processing. This service enables full
protection of information transmitted over
fixed channels against third-party interference
or theft. To deploy this solution, an existing
VPN network is equipped with a special tool
which encrypts all data flows passing through
it. The cryptographic service is provided in
full compliance with the applicable Russian
national standard, GOST 28147–89, and meets
regulatory requirements, including those
imposed by the Federal Security Service
of the Russian Federation (FSB).
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Review of Operations (continued)
As part of the core project, construction of the
DREAM backbone line connecting Europe and
China, MegaFon built a cross-border passage
between Russia and Mongolia and launched
a DWDM-based backbone line going from the
Russian-Mongolian border to Frankfurt.
Another DWDM-based line was also completed
in the reporting year to connect Moscow and
Frankfurt via Belarus and a new cross-border
gateway was built through partnership with
the Belarusian alternative telecoms operator
National Traffic Exchange Centre. Vladikavkaz–
Moscow and Vladikavkaz–Frankfurt lines of
the SWAN (South West Asian Network) project
were upgraded to boost their capacity.

In 2016, MegaFon continued developing its
M2M (machine-to-machine) offering, including
geo-location services. The market for machineto-machine communications is growing rapidly
as M2M solutions offer more opportunities to
dramatically improve the efficiency of many
business processes and drive business growth.
According to AC&M, MegaFon is a key player of
the Russian M2M communications market with
over 3.9 million M2M SIM cards in operation
(approximately 37% of the market).
The Company offers M2M services to corporate
and public sector customers across all IoT
applications. M2M services are used by one in
six MegaFon corporate customers. According
to the Company’s estimates, MegaFon’s
growth in the M2M segment outperforms the
market, driven, among other things, by winning
business from large corporate customers, such
as RT-Invest Transport Systems and ROSSETI
(for more information see page 46).

These measures created additional traffic
routes and thus drove sales through
acquisition of new customers, including
Mongolian operators, who can now lease
backbone telecommunication lines. In addition,
MegaFon signed contracts with its existing
customers China Telecom and China Unicom for
2017 to lease out new DWDM-based lines.

In late 2016, MegaFon launched FMC Partner, a
new converged service for the interconnection
segment. Introducing a new agency business
model, the service enables fixed line operators
to provide their corporate customers with
virtual PBX-based mobile services and speed
dial functionality (short numbers for calls
between mobile and fixed corporate numbers).
The service will help telecoms operators
to expand their offerings and drive loyalty
among corporate customers in 2017. It is
provided through partnerships with MegaFon’s
subsidiary NETBYNET (Wifire brand) and the
company Mango Telecom.

In 2016, MegaFon also continued developing
its content delivery network (CDN) securing
high-speed data transmission to the most
remote Russian regions. In particular, CDN
allows for HD quality streaming and stable
connection even at peak loads. In 2016, the
number of CDN nodes was increased to
18 by adding new nodes in PetropavlovskKamchatsky and Tashkent. The CDN is used
by major data providers, such as software
vendors, online cinemas and TV channels. New
large customers acquired by MegaFon in 2016
include the OTT provider TVZavr and retailers
Sportmaster, Ulmart and Detsky Mir.

B2O projects in the sphere of development of
the backbone network connecting different
Eurasian regions via Russia also remained on
MegaFon’s agenda for 2016.

Roaming services
MegaFon’s subscribers can enjoy our mobile
services in 220 countries worldwide. LTE
roaming services are available in 88 countries
through partnerships with 141 operators.
In 2016, MegaFon updated the range of
products available when roaming outside
Russia. For instance, in June we changed our
base internet tariffs; now customers obtain
internet packages of 10, 50 or 65 MB per day
(depending on the country) when going online
for the first time while travelling abroad,
instead of paying on a per MB basis. Due to
this approach, consumption of data traffic by
subscribers increased 2.7 times.
In Italy, we piloted the “Bezlimitnaya Italia”
(“Unlimited Italy”) roaming option offering
unlimited mobile data in Italy, the Vatican City
and in part of San Marino. The option launch
was enabled by a successfully negotiated
agreement with local operators, Telecom
Italia and Vodafone Italia, which granted us a
major volume discount for high traffic volume.
Although priced at RUB 500 per day, the option
nevertheless reached a penetration rate of
10% among subscribers using mobile internet
in Italy. Based on the pilot results, we decided
to extend the option to a number of other
countries subject to agreements with local
operators.
In 2016, the “Ves mir” (“Around the World”) tariff
remained the most popular roaming option
among our customers. Now the option offers
40 free incoming minutes per day compared
to 30 minutes in 2015. The subscription fee for
the option was also increased; nevertheless it
is still the best roaming price on the Russian
market at less than RUB 1.5 per incoming
minute.

Key transit trunk lines
DREAM route
Transit trunk line (via TransBaltic Gateway)
Transit trunk line
(via National Traﬃc Exchange Centre, Belarus)
Transit trunk line (Mongolia)
Transit trunk line (SWAN)
MegaFon Backbone
Cross-border links
Vilnius

Berlin

Moscow

Nizhny Novgorod
Ekaterinburg

Tula
Minsk Orel

Omsk
Novosibirsk

Samara

Voronezh

Belgorod /
/

Krasnoyarsk

Irkutsk

//

Saratov //

Vienna

Uralsk

//

Frankfurtam-Main

Bratislava

Saint Petersburg

Mongolia
Astrakhan

Stavropol
//

//

Georgia
Azerbaijan

Almaty

//

Khorgos
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In 2016, external factors had a significant
impact on the roaming services segment.
The ban on travel to Egypt and Turkey, and
the challenging macroeconomic environment
in Russia led a 10% decline in the flow of
outbound travellers. These factors put
downward pressure on consumption of
roaming services and drove up service costs
on a per service unit basis, given the fixedrate payment provisions contained in our
agreements with foreign operators.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND
VALUE ADDED SERVICES (VAS)

This prompted the Company to revise
international roaming charges for voice
services, SMS and mobile internet in December
2016. The number of roaming zones was
increased from 4 to 12, which enabled us to
divide countries into groups based on service
costs, contracted volumes and inbound
travel flow forecasts, and adjust pricing for
every roaming zone to secure a margin before
changes in service costs and FX rates.

In 2016, MegaFon continued developing a
variety of innovative and value added services
(VAS) by leveraging available technology,
accumulated expertise and partnerships
with third-party researchers and product
developers. Product design and development
at MegaFon is concentrated in its subsidiary,
MegaLabs JSC, which is focused on products
that fuse telecom and other industries
(MegaFon bank card, MegaFon.TV, Life
Control smart home family, etc.), and in PJSC
MegaFon’s New Services and Partnerships
unit, focused on the development of
classic value added (payment and partner)
services. The Company’s Director for New
Businesses and Partnerships acts as a single
management centre that coordinates tasks
and streamlines key processes.

As MegaFon enters a new strategic
development cycle of digital growth,
the Company is focused on building a uniform,
seamless digital environment. We are
designing and introducing advanced solutions
for digital subscribers to help them handle a
multitude of daily tasks, whether business or
personal, rapidly and effectively.

MegaFon.TV

Q:
A:

How did the MegaFon.TV project
progress in 2016?

MegaFon.T V is one of the most
impressive projects in the Russian
OTT content market.
VLAD WOLFSON
Chief Commercial Officer

MegaFon.TV is one of the most
impressive projects in the Russian OTT
content market. It has already proved
an important means of driving loyalty
among existing MegaFon subscribers and
as a channel to acquire new customers.
The project has been evolving for over
1.5 years and has changed significantly since
its launch. The content and functionality
offered by the service have expanded as
user demands have grown. As at the end of
2016, the MegaFon.TV audience comprised
1.6 million users, with 70% signed up to "Vse
vklyucheno" tariff plans, benefiting from free
access to 50 TV channels and up to four
movies per month.

Video services
In 2016, MegaFon continued developing
MegaFon.TV, its key product offering OTT
content. MegaFon.TV provides anytime
access to an impressive content library,
including 150 TV channels (30 HD channels),
over 2,000 movies and over 300 TV series,
from leading Russian and international
content owners, such as Amedia, Discovery
HD, HBO, Disney, Warner, Universal, Sony,
Paramount and others.
MegaFon.TV can be accessed via a mobile
app on iOS and Android mobile devices, PCs,
Smart TVs and Samsung and LG TV sets.
Subscribers pay for the content from their
personal accounts with the operator. Special
terms of use are offered to subscribers on
the “Vse vklyucheno” (“Everything included”)
tariff plans and packages that have access
to 50 TV channels and up to four movies per
month at no extra charge.
In 2016, the number of registered MegaFon.TV
users grew to 1.6 million, and 70% of this
number are subscribers to “Vse vklyucheno”
tariff plans and options.

Q:
A:

What is MegaFon.TV today?

MegaFon.TV is an ideal solution for
those who want to have anytime access to
a vast library of top-quality licensed content,
including TV programmes, movies, TV series,
sports broadcasting, and music concerts.
MegaFon.TV is available on a wide range of
devices, including smartphones, tablets and
Smart TV sets. Individual recommendations
based on ratings and subscribers’ preferences,
deeply personalise this service. We keep
improving the service to make it even faster,
more convenient and more attractive for every
subscriber.
The content catalogue is regularly expanded
thanks to agreements with leading
Russian and foreign content owners.
In 2016, we offered our customers access
to a new content by CTC-Media, a Russian
entertainment TV leader, before its official
release on television. This offer had very high
rate of uptake among our existing audience
and helped attract new users. We will
continue this practice in 2017.
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In 2016, the number of registered
MegaFon.TV users grew to
1.6 million, and 70% of this
number are subscribers to "Vse
vklyucheno" tariff plans and
options.

As the user base and content volume grew
rapidly throughout the year, MegaFon
made it a priority to improve system
stability, increase download speeds and
enhance customer experience. In particular,
MegaFon.TV’s functionality was expanded
to include a content download option (for
offline playback), editor’s choice features,
a Try&Buy option and push messages (short
notification pop-ups displayed on the screen
of a mobile phone or a desktop PC to alert
the user to important events or updates).
Android and iOS based mobile apps accounted
for the largest proportion of MegaFon.TV
traffic in 2016. To provide an even better user
experience for the product, MegaFon added
new devices to the range of those supporting
the MegaFon.TV service. Now service
users can use Google Chromecast, a digital
multimedia player, to stream content from
the phone straight to the TV screen.
In 2017, MegaFon will continue focusing on
product quality and new tools and functions
to enhance user comfort. Plans include
integrating MegaFon.TV into the Client
Account and introducing promo codes giving
access to content. In 2017, the MegaFon.TV
service will become available on Androidbased TV sets and apps will be launched for
Philips, Sharp and Sony Smart TVs.
The Video-on-Demand (VOD) library offered
by MegaFon.TV was further expanded
in 2016 with additions of new movies to
the catalogue, both free and pay-per-view
(on the "Vse vklyucheno" tariff plans).

MegaFon also successfully negotiated a more
than fivefold reduction in the cost of one
content unit with the major content owners.
In May–June 2016, MegaFon ran a campaign
(including advertising on TV) offering
the new season of Game of Thrones to “Vse
vklyucheno” tariff plan subscribers for free.
Designed to enhance the promotion of tariff
plans and grow the user base, the campaign
demonstrated the strength of MegaFon’s
content-driven model of promoting tariff plans
and opened up new opportunities for their
differentiation. As a result of the campaign, the
number of subscribers to the AMEDIATEKA TV
series package increased to 180 thousand.
In 2016, MegaFon launched the Russian
Series, a new MegaFon.TV package that
offers over 150 TV series produced in Russia.
In October–November 2016, MegaFon ran
a unique campaign giving free access to
a new season of the Molodyezhka series,
seven days before it was first aired by CTCMedia, a Russian entertainment TV leader.
The campaign acquired 40 thousand new
subscribers to the Molodyezhka series
package.
The number of paying subscribers to
MegaFon.TV more than doubled in 2016,
driven mostly by promotion campaigns
and special offers, particularly for TV
series packages. According to in-house
estimates, MegaFon.TV has a 9% share of
the paid OTT content market. The Russian
OTT market is still in its infancy, with
the pool of key players still taking shape

and commercially viable scenarios yet to
emerge in the market. There are a number
of barriers to the development of the OTT
market. First, consumers are not used to
buying paid legal content; second, many
consume illegal (often free) content; third,
some of the largest content owners are
inflexible in negotiating on the periods of time
during which content is made available, as
well as the fees as a percentage of the sale
price. Emerging market players, however,
are gradually changing the paradigm.
By expanding MegaFon.TV’s top-quality
content library and providing special terms
of use and offers, MegaFon is growing
the number of paying users and giving
content owners an opportunity to expand
their distribution channels, by leveraging
MegaFon’s unique capabilities in promoting TV
services and capturing new revenue streams
as a result.
A survey of over 500 MegaFon.TV users is
run every month to investigate the product’s
quality with a view to enhancing it and
measuring the customer satisfaction index
(CSI). In 2016, the CSI grew from 60% in 2015
to 79%. A SWOT analysis undertaken in late
2016 showed that the net promoter score
(NPS) stood at +31%, i.e. promoters prevailed
over detractors.
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M2M AND GEOLOCATION SERVICES
In 2016, MegaFon continued developing
its M2M (machine-to-machine) products,
including geo-location services. The market
for machine-to-machine communications
is growing rapidly as M2M solutions offer
more opportunities to dramatically improve
the efficiency of many business processes.
According to AC&M, MegaFon is a key player
of the Russian M2M communication market
with over 3.9 million M2M SIM cards in
operation (approximately 37% of the market).
The Company offers M2M services to
corporate and public sector customers across
all IoT applications. M2M services are used
by one in six MegaFon corporate customers.
According to the Company’s estimates,
MegaFon’s growth in the M2M segment
outperforms the market, driven, among
other things, by winning business from large
corporate customers, such as RT-Invest
Transport Systems and ROSSETI.
MegaFon has competitive advantages by
developing comprehensive ecosystems
of solutions relating to IoT and has a wide
range of services for its customers, its own
research and development centre, where we
can test our own technological developments,
mobile applications and devices. By providing
“smart” services to customers from diverse
industries, MegaFon contributes to the overall
digitalisation of the national economy.
MegaFon’s most in-demand services include
M2M Monitoring, Employee Monitoring and
Car Fleet Monitoring.
In 2016, MegaFon continued to develop its
M2M Monitoring platform designed to enable
remote online monitoring and management
of a pool of SIM cards in organisations with
five to up to several thousand employees.
M2M Monitoring enables tracking the location
of SIM cards, checking their activity and
network connection, controlling changes of
device IMEI numbers, setting up spending and
traffic limits, and generating analytic reports.
The platform can be adapted to any industry
and provides flexible functionality and a
user-friendly interface to meet the SIM card
management needs of this business segment.
The product has been available in all MegaFon
branches since 2015. In 2016, MegaFon
continued to further develop the product.
In particular, a unique geolocation feature was
incorporated into the M2M Monitoring platform;
the range of limit and reporting settings was
expanded and is now wider vs competitors.

Enhanced API capabilities were also
introduced to make it more convenient for our
customers to integrate the M2M Monitoring
platform into their data landscape. As at
the end of 2016, 1.7 million SIM cards were
signed up to the M2M Monitoring service.
COOPERATION WITH RT-INVEST
TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
In 2015, MegaFon signed a contract with
RT-Invest Transport Systems for the provision
of М2М services, which will be used in the
Platon system to collect road tolls collected
for road repairs on federal highways. In 2016,
we supplied over 500 thousand SIM cards for
in-vehicle devices installed on trucks weighing
over 12 tonnes.
EMPLOYEE MONITORING
The Employee Monitoring service enables
organisations to improve the quality and
efficiency of staff management. Our customers
can use the solution to pinpoint employees’
locations through interactive maps in the
service interface. The service can be used
to track employees’ movements, monitor
when they visit particular areas on the map
(offices, rooms), and exchange messages with
employees directly from the interface. In 2016,
MegaFon focused mostly on improving
customer experience of using the service.
In particular, the interface was enhanced
with various features, such as viewing metro
stations nearest to a customer’s location,
days until demo expires, and daily subscription
charges.
CAR FLEET MONITORING
The Car Fleet Monitoring service enables
MegaFon’s corporate customers to
monitor and track their vehicle fleets in
real time, monitor mileage, idle time, and
fuel consumption. The service enables our
customers to significantly optimise their
activities and cut costs by up to 30% by
reducing the probability of vehicle misuse.
During 2016, the Car Fleet Monitoring product
was enhanced with the addition of a new,
convenient interface, and an option enabling
online map-based monitoring.
INTERNET OF THINGS
MegaFon was the first in the Russian
market to demonstrate the capabilities of
an integrated solution based on the Narrow
Band IoT (NB-IoT), a communication standard
developed for IoT devices.

>3.9 million
M2M SIM cards in operation

The NB-IoT technology dramatically reduces
power consumption by terminal devices,
improves signal penetration, increases
the maximum number of possible network
connections, and reduces radio module costs,
thereby facilitating the growth of the Internet
of Things. In particular, NB-IoT enables
connecting up to 50 thousand devices to
a single base station cell, which is dozens of
times more than the number supported by the
existing mobile communication standards.
In March 2017, MegaFon demonstrated its first
integrated NB-IoT-based solution through
a partnership project with Huawei and the
company “Bolshaya troika” (manufacturer
of meters), and with the participation of
the Ministry of Construction, Housing
and Utilities of the Russian Federation.
The product will enable utilities and
management companies to gather real-time
data on resource consumption, automatically
control costs, instantly view the balances,
and prevent payment gaps. Residents using
the new solution will no longer have to
record and submit meter readings manually.
Moreover, they will be able to track
electricity, water, and gas consumption
using a convenient application and download
statistics for any given period.
MegaFon is now preparing to run its first
commercial NB-IoT pilots.
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RADAR SERVICE

~300 th.
substations with telemetry
sensors will be installed
according to the agreement
with ROSSETI

SMART SUBSTATIONS
FOR PJSC ROSSETI
In June 2016, MegaFon signed an agreement
with ROSSETI to equip around 300 thousand
substations with telemetry sensors and
surveillance systems by 2020.
MegaFon has developed for ROSSETI
an integrated solution comprising the
MegaBox equipment set (sensors, video
cameras, control system) and a control
centre service based on MegaFon’s Global
Network Operational Centre (GNOC). The
monitoring and analysis process is as follows:
a substation is equipped with sensors which
collect and process data from equipment and
video cameras and transmit these data to
MegaFon’s analytical centre, where operators
analyse it in real time. All this enables
operators to make fast decisions in case of
equipment malfunction and take corrective
actions before the problem escalates into an
incident, while a live video feed will alert them
to any unauthorised access to the substation,
allowing them to prevent emergencies.
MegaFon assigned a dedicated dispatcher to
the project, who monitors the situation and
informs ROSSETI in line with the approved
regulations.
The new IoT solution will enable ROSSETI
to cut operating expenses for substation
maintenance by 20%, streamline the
resource management process, and improve
the monitoring and emergency response
processes.

The Radar service enables subscribers to
locate mobile devices in real time based on
GPS technology and is popular among families
with children as an extra safety system.
In 2016, the Radar website was updated and
made mobile-friendly. With location options
expanded to include Tele2 subscribers, it is
now possible to locate subscribers of any of
the “Big Four” operators.
SMART HOME SOLUTIONS
In December 2016, MegaFon launched sales
of its Life Control integrated family of
branded, easy-to-connect smart products
grouped into the Smart Home, Fitness and
Geolocation categories.
Life Control is a proprietary system designed
specifically for MegaFon and offering a
variety of remote home control and safety
capabilities. The system is controlled via the
Lifecontrol.ru web portal or a mobile app on
the user’s smartphone or tablet. Alerts of
important events are sent in real time to the
owner as push messages or emails. A Smart
Home Centre is the only thing needed to make
the system fully operational. The Centre
supports all modern communications
protocols and accumulates sensor data. It is
controlled via a SIM card transmitting mobile
data and hence can be used in any remote site
where there is mobile coverage, for example,
in homes in the country. Other devices
are selected depending on the user’s
specific needs and home layout. The Smart
Home service is available in 2G, 3G and 4G
networks and supports all types of network
connections, including Wi-Fi and Ethernet.
Built-in or Wi-Fi cameras can broadcast video
signal or upload video to a storage cloud.
At present, the Life Control family includes
a smart socket, leak detector, motion sensor,
smart lamp, open/close sensor, smoke
detector, Wi-Fi camera, and fitness tracker.
Sales of the system were launched across
MegaFon stores in December 2016. In early
2017, the family is expected to expand with
the addition of a SIM-enabled GPS tracker,
an air quality monitor and a plant sensor.

Big Data solutions  
In 2016, MegaFon remained active in
developing and delivering Big Data solutions
both to improve its own performance and
to drive its service offering for corporate
and government customers in the finance,
retail, services, and other customer-facing
industries. The Company uses all the latest
technologies in Big Data storage, processing
and application. As of today, MegaFon offers
its clients the broadest range of Big Data
solutions.
The MegaFon Big Data platform delivers
highly accurate results by using geo-mapping
to exponentially improve the quality of
geolocation, achieving an accuracy of up to
350 meters in an urban environment.
The use of Big Data in our activities reduces
investment costs, increases revenue from
our existing customer base and enables
smart subscriber acquisition mechanisms.
In particular, machine learning algorithms
in personalised subscriber communications
and an omni-channel subscriber strategy
increased the share of Big Data services in
MegaFon’s B2C revenue from 1.7% to 1.9% in
2016.
Financial analytics and geo-recommendations
are key Big Data services offered by MegaFon
to corporate customers.
FINANCIAL ANALYTICS SERVICES
We have been active in developing financial
analytics services using machine learning
methods. Machine learning based on
MegaFon’s data enables financial institutions
to improve borrower management, mitigate
credit risks and enhance anti-fraud
performance.
MegaFon’s analytical services are purchased
by many of the Top-100 banks and multiple
microfinance institutions. In 2016, a number
of several nationwide Russian banks became
clients of MegaFon’s analytics service.
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According to experts, the use of MegaFon’s
analytics in existing bank scoring models
increases the Gini index (a key measure
of analytical model quality) by 5% to 10%,
which in turn improves the overall credit risk
management by 7% to 8%.
GEO-RECOMMENDER
The geo-recommender is an online tool
that analyses data flows and generates
recommendations in real time. Geospatial
analysis provides accurate, real-time insights
into the life of a district, a town/city or
the entire country. This service supports
faster, informed decision-making on CAPEX
allocation, growth opportunities, retail network
optimisation and new product launches.

In 2016, the geo-recommender service
was relaunched as an open platform with
an accuracy seven times higher for data
analysis than the previous version.
In 2016, MegaFon continued undertaking its
contract with the Government of Moscow to
provide geo-recommender services. Analysis
of people flows based on base station loads
provides more accurate insights into city life
and enables better management decisions.

Cloud solutions
With the goal of providing safe and easyto-use data storage, MegaFon continued
enhancing its MegaDisk service in the
reporting period. MegaDisk synchronises data
on a user’s PC, Mac, Android or iOS based
smartphones with the storage cloud.

MegaFon card

Q:
A:

Why does MegaFon need
a bank card?  
The MegaFon bank card, a unique
product on the market, was launched through
a partnership with MasterCard and Round
Bank, to best meet the growing demand from
our customers for simple and convenient
services that offer effective solutions to
a variety of routine daily tasks. This new
financial product is in fact a debit card fully
integrated with the user’s mobile account.
The card can be issued in a few minutes at any
MegaFon store and is available to all MegaFon
subscribers.

MegaFon card enables us to begin
transitioning to a business model
that combines mobile and financial
services, while minimising risks
for our core business.
VLAD WOLFSON
Chief Commercial Officer

The project enables us to begin transitioning
to a business model that combines mobile and
financial services, while minimising risks for
our core business. This product is completely
unique in the world and given that the Russian
financial services market is in the early stages
of development, we see great potential for
further growth and expect MegaFon bank card
to become widely popular.

Q:
A:

What are the benefits offered by
MegaFon bank card?

(1)

If certain conditions are met.

With this bank card MegaFon
subscribers can use their phones as a wallet,
making payments everywhere where

In 2016, the number of service users increased
by 55% to over 88 thousand people.
The Company maintained its focus on the
service throughout the year to improve user
experience and expand user functionality.
One of the added new functions is an option
to upload pictures from the memory card of
a user device. The MegaDisk website was also
updated, with the user interface improved.

Financial services
MegaFon’s mobile financial services and
products enable our subscribers to conduct
a wide range of banking and payment
transactions using mobile phones and tablets.

MasterCard is accepted, making money
transfers to friends and relatives in Russia,
and withdraw cash from ATMs. The account
balance accrues interest of 8% per annum(1).
Card holders receive cashback of up to
50% for online and offline retail purchases.
Subscribers can install the MegaFon Bank free
mobile app, available for all operating systems,
or use bank.megafon.ru. The mobile app helps
users keep track of their spending and accruals,
make money transfers, pay for products and
services, and do many more things.

Q:

The bank card project was
launched in 2016. What results have been
achieved so far?  

A:

During the first few months since
the launch we have seen that the product
is in high demand. The card was piloted in
August 2016 in two cities, and in October 2016
it was made available to customers across
the Company’s geography. By the end of 2016,
customers had already been issued nearly
400,000 bank cards, while the total transaction
volume for the last four months of the year was
almost RUB 2bn. MegaFon expects to issue
several million bank cards over the next three
years.
I am pleased to note that our card project was
praised by the panel of experts judging the
Innovation Time annual awards, given under
the auspices of the Russian Ministry
of Economic Development.
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BANK CARD
In 2016, MegaFon launched a new product,
which is still totally unique in the market –
a debit card linked to the user’s mobile phone
account. The project is a partnership with
MasterCard and the Moscow-based Round
bank. The launch of the bank card signals
MegaFon’s transition to a business model
that combines mobile and financial services.

~400 th. cards

The card offers subscribers new options,
including using a mobile phone account to
make purchases and free money transfers.
The card is easy to obtain and top up,
and card holders can receive up to 50%
(depending on specific arrangements) cash
back from MegaFon’s partners. In addition,
under the Company’s own loyalty program,
an 8% p.a. interest is paid on the account
balance, if certain conditions are met.
In August 2016, the bank card was piloted
in Moscow and St Petersburg and quickly
rolled out nationwide in October 2016. As at
the year end, MegaFon had issued nearly
400  thousand cards. About a quarter of
the card holders are active users (i.e. making
regular transactions on the card on
a monthly basis), comprising the core of
the card holder base. The total spending on
the cards reached RUB 2bn, with the monthly
spending per card averaging ca. RUB 11,000.
To manage card transactions, MegaFon has
developed a fully functional mobile app and
introduced a web interface for subscribers.
The Company plans to continue developing
the project into 2017, focusing mostly on
Apple Pay, Samsung Pay and MegaFon
Pay services and integrating the card into
the Wallet app by CardsMobile. Other plans
are to expand the range of value added
products. The Company is also working on
the launch of partner lending products and
the development of the loyalty programme,
while maintaining a relentless focus on
customer service excellence, including
the streamlining of customer-facing
processes and procedures.
MOBILE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS
In 2016, MegaFon focused on optimising its
existing financial services and launching
new, easy-to-use financial and payment
tools for its subscribers. The Company
introduced the option of money transfers
using the #Amount command and payments
to the Apple Store from a mobile phone
account, and improved the MegaFon Money
transfer data mart service.

MegaFon issued
as at the year end 2016

The number of unique users of MegaFon’s
standard payment solutions exceeded
10 million subscribers as at the end of 2016,
and kept growing across certain categories.
For example, parking payments from mobile
accounts increased by 23% year-on-year,
while unique users of this service grew
by 21% for the same period.
In 2016, the total number of mobile payment
transactions in our system declined by 5%,
but at the same time the revenue in the
segment remained flat year-on-year.
MOBILE TICKET
Since 2015, MegaFon has been developing
the Mobile Ticket service in conjunction
with the Moscow Government’s Transport
Department and the Moscow Metro. Users of
the service can pay for public transportation
by simply tapping their device on a ticket
gate validator. As at the end of December
2016, the Company issued 26,560 SIM cards
with the Mobile Ticket functionality, which
was active on almost 7,000 devices.
The plan for 2017 is to update
the transportation payment application to
version 2.0 and integrate the Mobile Ticket
into our Mobile Bank Card product.

PAYMENT TERMINALS
The Company took a number of measures in
2016 to further expand its payment terminal
network. These efforts increase subscriber
and non-subscriber traffic to MegaFon
Retail stores and improve the use of human
resources by freeing up time for other tasks.
Payment terminals are also used to promote
MegaFon’s other services and partner
products. During the last year, new services
were integrated into the terminals, including:
Parking payments in Moscow
Payments of traffic fines
●● Top-up of Strelka transport card
(for St Petersburg residents)
●● Payments for flight tickets
●● Top-up of Tinkoff cards
(using a contract number).
●●
●●

As at the end of 2016, payment terminals
totalled 1,747 units. The Company did not
increase the number of terminals during 2016,
but optimised their locations, with some
terminals relocated to stores with higher
footfall. The volume of payments increased
by 53% to more than RUB 16bn for the year.
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Mobile advertising
In 2016, the Mobile Advertising and Mobile
Notification services were enhanced with new
functions. The possibilities for targeted SMS
messaging were expanded to enable more
effective advertising campaigns. Targeting was
improved, with new targeting options added.
In August, MegaFon launched Mobile
Notification Light (a new service renamed
MegaFon Target in February 2017) offering
targeted SMS and MMS messaging.
The service helps alert customers to
promotion campaigns, special offers
and new products via the web interface at
reklama.megafon.ru. Targets can be set
across a variety of parameters, including
gender, age, phone operating system and
location. The service can significantly improve
the effectiveness of advertising campaigns.
At present, it is available in some of MegaFon’s
branches only.
In December, MegaFon successfully tested
MegaBanner, a new product to be launched
commercially in the second quarter of 2017.
MegaBanner is designed to run targeted
advertising campaigns through the mobile
internet.

Converged services
Convergent (FMC) services facilitating
the management of voice calls are in demand
in every Russian region. The FMC service
offering comprises 8 800 free call numbers
(including Hotline), Virtual PBX, MultiFon,
and quick dial codes (FMC). Demand for
these value added services from corporate
customers was growing throughout 2016.
8 800
In developing its 8 800 free call service
in 2016, MegaFon focused on making its
purchase process more straightforward.
For this purpose, a new option was added to
the website interface enabling customers to
select and book the 8 800 number they like,
for 10 days. The service can be purchased
online if the corporate customer has
an electronic signature.

VIRTUAL PBX
MegaFon keeps expanding the functionality
of its Virtual PBX solution and improving
customer experience of the service.
The service can be easily integrated
with popular complementary systems,
including CRM and call tracking systems.
Major improvements introduced to the service
in 2016 include dynamic queuing, ‘return call
from queue’, ‘SMS business card’ and ‘last
chance’ options, 8 800 automatic dialling in
outgoing calls, and an option of connecting
subscribers on any tariff plan to the service.

CONTROLLED SALES NETWORK,
NUMBER OF STORES

25%

50%

25%

MULTIFON BUSINESS
MultiFon is a cost-saving, fast-to-deploy office
telephony solution. The service enables users
to receive and make calls over the internet.
The service has no subscription fee, with only
outgoing calls billed. In 2016, the Company
focused on improving the quality and
reliability of the service and enhancing its
functionality.

SALES AND MARKETING
Controlled distribution channels are
MegaFon’s valuable assets used to acquire
new and retain existing customers through
sales of services, products and devices.
We also view them as an important customer
service channel.
In 2016, MegaFon continued improving
the efficiency of its own retail network,
increasing service levels and promoting
MegaFon-branded stores against
the backdrop of intense competition in
the distribution segment and macroeconomic
instability.

Own sales network
MegaFon develops its own sales network
through a dedicated subsidiary, MegaFon
Retail, and controlled sales channels,
including MegaFon-branded franchised
stores and Euroset nationwide retail chain
(50% interest acquired in 2012).
As at the end of 2016, MegaFon’s controlled
sales network comprised over 4,000 points of
sale, including 2,057 MegaFon Retail stores
and 2,002 MegaFon-branded franchised
stores, and about 4,000 Euroset stores.
In 2016, the controlled distribution network
accounted for 67% of all new subscriber
additions (both B2C and B2B), with
approximately 38% of new additions coming
from our own distribution channels.

MegaFon Retail
Franchised stores
Euroset

The share of franchised (branded retail)
stores in the total number of new subscriber
additions (both B2C and B2B) in 2016 was 18%,
while Euroset stores accounted for 11%.
As at the end of 2016, the number of mobile
sales outlets in the Russian market clearly
exceeds demand. Customers tend to make
more purchases online and add new options
or services via their Online Client Accounts.
With this in mind, MegaFon plans to gradually
optimise the retail network while at the same
time developing online sales channels and
enhancing self-service systems.
In 2016, MegaFon made it a priority to improve
the efficiency of its own retail network by
optimising customer-facing processes and
relocating stores to increase their commercial
efficiency. Other priorities were to increase
revenue from sales of mobile equipment,
increase customer satisfaction and develop
financial services and new products.
In 2016, MegaFon launched a number of
initiatives in an effort to improve customer
service across its own retail network.
In particular, the Company introduced
a video check list, a new approach to remote
monitoring of employee activities, which
resulted in better employee performance and
reduced customer churn by half. Best practice
examples of customer service were
distributed in all stores, which were aimed
at time saving and minimisation of employee
mistakes in dealing with customers.
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In addition, the Company developed sales
and service quality standards, which enabled
a uniform approach to servicing customers
across the country and almost doubled the
level of cross-functional offerings.
In 2016, purchasing power and demand for more
expensive devices, smartphones and tablets
increased. As a result, MegaFon Retail’s
marketing activities in 2016 were refocused
onto vendor equipment campaigns to grow
smartphone sales, attract new customers and
increase mobile data traffic. According to the
Company’s estimates, the average monthly
revenue per user (“ARPU”) for subscribers
with more expensive smartphones is notably
higher than ARPU for subscribers with cheaper
smartphones (due to more active consumption
of telecommunications services). In 2016, total
sales of vendor smartphones through MegaFon
Retail stores grew by 4% year-on-year in unit
terms and made up 56% of total smartphone,
handset and tablet sales. The best-selling
vendor smartphone models in 2016 were ZTE,
Micromax, Lenovo, Asus and Prestigio.

In 2016, MegaFon Retail ran eleven device
marketing campaigns to acquire new
customers, including seven nationwide
campaigns with major vendors (ZTE,
Micromax, Sony, Asus and Apple). Seven
PayBack for Smartphones offerings were
available throughout the year, providing for
RUB 300 to RUB 7,000 out of the purchase
price to be paid back as compensation
towards communications spend. Smartphone
sales triggered by marketing campaigns
accounted for 30% of total smartphone
sales through MegaFon Retail stores in 2016
(including customised devices).

As the development and roll-out of 4G/LTE
networks continued in 2016, MegaFon Retail
expanded the range of 4G-enabled devices
to approx. 350 models (including different
colour options), which is 1.5x more than
in the previous year. Sales of 4G-enabled
smartphones and tablets grew 3.2 times in
unit terms (approximately 1 million devices)
and made up 32% of aggregate smartphone
and tablet sales (+22 p.p. year-on-year).
In 2016, the share of 4G smartphones in
total smartphone sales via MegaFon Retail
stores grew by 34% in unit terms (+24 p.p.
year-on-year).

The budget category (under RUB 3,500)
accounted for 32% of vendor smartphone
sales in MegaFon’s retail network(1), while
in 2015 this share was 44%. The share of
A-brands (devices by first-tier manufacturers)
in total smartphone sales increased from
15.9% in 2015 to 16.5% in 2016. The average
price of vendor smartphones grew by 40% to
RUB 7,400 in 2016.

MegaFon’s efforts in 2017 will target digital
subscribers and a larger share of informed
consumption with a focus on new financial
services (MegaFon Bank Card), content
services (MegaFon.TV), media services
(MegaFon Books, Music and Games), IoT and
partner products offered jointly with leading
players in related and other markets.

Retail re-engineering

processes, above all those related to
inventory management, promo activities,
demand forecasting and procurement
planning. We developed a system of unique,
tailored product offerings and stock levels for
each store.

Q:

Please tell us about the Retail reengineering project. Why did the company
need it and what goals did you set?  

A:

When we launched the project, we
sought to standardise key processes between
MegaFon Retail and MegaFon, automating
industry-specific processes used in MegaFon
Retail, such as planning, forecasting, product
mix and inventory management, and driving
sales as a result.

We believe that the project will
cut distribution costs, streamline
key processes and make our
information systems more
transparent.
GEVORK VERMISHYAN
Chief Financial Officer

(1)

Net of internet and wholesale sales.

We believe that the project will cut
distribution costs, streamline key processes
and make our information systems more
transparent.

Q:
A:

What areas did the project cover?

The project is unparalleled in the
entire mobile retail industry. It provides for
the automation of MegaFon Retail business

Q:
A:

How has the project progressed
and who has taken part in the project?
The system was launched on
1 July 2016 after more than a year of hard
but exciting team effort by MegaFon Retail
and MegaFon employees. I am sure that over
the course of the project everyone involved
improved their professional competencies
and basic personal qualities such as team
spirit, mutual support and drive for a common
goal. The project has shaped a new, enhanced
environment for effective team work, enabling
us to complete the roll-out of automated
solutions. Over time, the system will enable
us to evaluate related efficiency gains.
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With competition growing, MegaFon also
concentrated its efforts on improving
the performance of franchised stores.
Special attention was paid to making
the stores more attractive, staff training,
and developing employee skills. In order to
improve customer service, the Company
expanded its mystery shopping target
programme to include more franchised
stores. Following the mystery shopping
survey, franchising terms and conditions
were amended accordingly. The Company
introduced monthly tests for the network
salesforce and measures to control the
exterior and interior of franchised stores.
In 2016, MegaFon remained active in
developing its online sales channels and
online shop offering a wide range of retail
services, including the sale of devices and
accessories. The aggregate audience of
megafon.ru (MegaFon’s commercial website)
in 2016 approached 8 million users per month,
up 6% year-on-year. The e-commerce website
was notably redesigned to feature a new
banner system for the site and the shop,
a new product catalogue and an online survey
and usability testing system.
In 2016, the online sales channel fulfilled
260 thousand orders and signed up over
190 thousand new subscribers both in
the B2C and B2B segments. MegaFon sold
138.5 thousand smartphones, handsets
and tablets, including customised devices.
The total sales of MegaFon’s online shop were
RUB 1.4bn(1).

Other retail sales channels
Along with controlled points of sale, MegaFon
sells its products and services through
a network of third-party retailers. In 2016,
the independent dealer network comprised
over 50 thousand points of sale, including
Svyaznoy nationwide retail chain (about
2,700 stores), multi-brand electronics retail
stores, Russian Post outlets, and agents.
In 2016, MegaFon focused on improving
partner relationship management. The
share of independent dealers in total new
additions (both in B2C an B2B) increased from
29% in 2015 to 33% in 2016, mostly due to
the implementation of the Company’s plans
to grow new additions via Svyaznoy stores
(a nationwide network with relatively high
ARPU customers), and stronger positions
in major retail chains, including electronics
retailers, and the Russian Post.

(1)

Including VAT.

MEGAFON LIVE

NON-CONTROLLED SALES NETWORK,
NUMBER OF STORES
4%

3%

5%

34%

Russian post outlet
Local mutli-brand stores
Nationwide alternative
channel

54%

Local alternative
channel
Svyaznoy

BRAND AND MARKETING
TRULY WITH YOU
In 2016, MegaFon continued strengthening
its market position. The Company’s brand
is based on our commitment to improving
communication quality day by day so that
people all across Russia could feel at any
time that they are close to their loved ones.
This positioning underpins all our brandrelated external communications. Although
our new slogan, Truly with You, appeared
not long ago, it is already well-known to
consumers.
As part of its repositioning exercise, MegaFon
continued using a short movie format to
promote its products and services. In summer
2016, the format evolved into a mini-series
showing real-life situations illustrating how
mobile communications brought people
closer together. Thanks to the new approach
to imagery in the videos, brand awareness
grew 10% as compared to 2015, while other
key indicators, such as brand recognition and
comprehension, remained as high as they
were after sky-rocketing in 2015.
According to a survey among the Company’s
subscribers, all the key attributes of
the MegaFon brand, both emotional and
rational, were clearly expressed in the
imagery.

In 2016, MegaFon ran the second MegaFon
Live, a major music festival to support its new
market positioning. The idea of the festival
was to show what it meant to be ‘truly with
you’ and how communications could bring
people and cities closer together. The event
offered a totally new experience for Russia,
with performances running simultaneously in
different cities linked up live using MegaFon’s
high-speed mobile internet service. The 2016
MegaFon Live festival was watched by
200 thousand people in eight cities and
nearly 580 thousand viewers online. While
the event was on air, users downloaded
1.4 TB of data, posted nearly 5.6 million
pictures to Instagram and added 19 thousand
#megafonlive hashtags. The festival repeated
its 2015 success and, as a unique music event,
brought together the most remote parts of
the country, including the Far Eastern cities of
Khabarovsk and Vladivostok.
GUYS, WE ARE WITH YOU
In 2016, MegaFon retained its leading position
in social media in terms of the audience
and its engagement. In spring 2016,
MegaFon as a sponsor of the Ice Hockey
World Championship launched the Guys,
We Are with You campaign that united
Russian fans in a campaign to support
the national ice hockey team and delivered
fan messages to the team players in
an interactive show format. The campaign
clearly demonstrated the quality of MegaFon
communications services and won national
coverage. Its hashtag #ребятамырядом
(#guyswearewithyou) was on the top
position in VKontakte, outperforming even
the Eurovision Song Contest held in those
same days. The campaign was the first in
Russia to incorporate the SMM TV approach
to social media promotion. It was also praised
by advertising market professionals and won
the Best Project 2016 title in the nomination
“Sponsorship in Sports” at the Russian
Sponsorship Awards.
MEME MUSEUM
In summer 2016, the Company took part
in the VKontakte festival and presented
the Meme Museum, an integrated project
that brought the meme phenomenon offline
to reach its audience through several
advertising channels both on the internet and
at the festival. Posts made by users and guest
bloggers had a large amount of views.
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MEGAFON EXPERIMENTS

Unified Billing will reduce the time required
to market and modify new and existing
products, centralise the launch procedure
for new business initiatives and functionalities
to differentiate from competitors, and improve
customer experience.

A series of MegaFon Experiments advertising
projects was run in the autumn to
demonstrate the quality of our mobile internet
in a number of daring tests. For instance, we
tested the data transfer speed and quality
of a video watched by a user in a racing car
travelling at 300 kilometres per hour.
On New Year’s Eve, MegaFon subscribers
received a seasonal greeting from
Steven Seagal. The video was supplemented
with an interactive option we called
‘Seagalogramme’. Using the option, users
could write their New Year greetings to
their friends and have them ‘spoken’ by
Steven Seagal with the help of a text-tospeech engine. The resulting videos could
be shared on all social media and internet
messengers or sent as a web link via a text
message or email.
YOTA
Along with the MegaFon brand, we are
actively promoting the Yota brand, which
primarily targets active users of the mobile
internet. According to a user survey, the Yota
brand is continuing on a positive trend
and consolidating its position across such
attributes as ‘innovative operator, operator of
the future’ and ‘developing new technologies’.
MegaFon plans to capitalise on these
strengths and its previous experience to
achieve its strategic objectives for 2017,
while further cementing its leadership across
the key brand attributes.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
The Company continuously improves
its service levels and pays special
attention to the speed and quality of
responding to subscriber requests and
wishes. Making significant investments in
communication quality, customer services
and customer experience is a vital part of our
approach to improving customer satisfaction.

Call centres and other subscriber services
In 2016, MegaFon continued developing call
centres offering comprehensive information
and technical support to its subscribers.
We also continued working on the project to
create a call centre operations management
hub. As part of the billing solution integration
process, the Company is developing

Q:
A:

What are the benefits of Unified
Billing for MegaFon customers?

Unified Billing will reduce the time
required to market and modify
new and existing products,
centralise the launch procedure
for new business initiatives and
functionalities to differentiate
from competitors.
Unified Billing

Q:

Could you please tell us about
the Unified Billing project? What are its
goals and objectives?  

A:

MegaFon launched the Unified Billing
project in 2015 in partnership with PETERSERVICE, one of Russia’s largest IT companies
specialising in the development, integration
and maintenance of OSS/BSS systems.

a distributed single customer service queue,
which will expand simultaneously with
the growth of our subscriber base. By the end
of 2016, the option of servicing GreenField
subscribers was provided on four sites within
a single queue. The process of bringing call
centres into a single queue will be completed
in 2018.

As part of this project, we will unify
the Company’s product portfolio, including tariff
plans, services and offers, across all branches.
This will give our subscribers access to
all products and services in any region,
regardless of where the SIM card was bought.
In general, every subscriber will benefit from
the Unified Billing project thanks to more
efficient business processes, better customer
service and enhanced customer experience.

Q:
A:

What is the project progress
and what are the 2016 results?
In 2016, we piloted subscriber
migration from the legacy billing systems to
Greenfield, and launched the project in pilot
mode. Since August 2016, MegaFon has been
launching new sales, based on the Unified
Billing platform, on a step-by-step basis.
By the year-end, the project already covered
over 10 thousand B2B fixed-line customers
and 20 thousand B2C customers, with over
200 stores across Russia involved in the sales
launches.

SERGEY NIKIFORETS
Director of Unified Billing Project
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Customer service at its best

ELENA virtual assistant
won the Project of the Year
2016 award as the best IT
project in the Innovative Call
Centre Technologies category.
The awards are hosted by
Global CIO, a web portal for
Russian CIOs.

In 2016, MegaFon won the
Customer Rights and Quality of
Service award for the third time.
The Company was recognised
in the Multichannel Approach
sub-category within the Retail
Services category.

In 2016, MegaFon optimised call centre
headcount by 5%, while handling 1.5% more
calls from a year before. The automation level
in call centres reached 55%. The average
cost per minute of call centre service has not
changed since 2015 and remained at RUB 7.

Notably, the key sales driver in 2015 was
the "Pay When You Can" service, while
the 2016 driver was the "Vse vklyucheno"
(“Everything included”) tariff line. The average
number of calls per employee in 2016
increased by 15% to 2,850 per month.

Throughout 2016, MegaFon’s call centres
confidently retained their leading position
among the “Big Three” operators on all
measures of the Customer Satisfaction Index.
Performance on speed of response improved
from 32% to 35%, while the competence
score grew to 74% vs. the peers’ highest
of 69%. These improvements were driven
by a major initiative to reduce repeat calls
and a global initiative to develop call centre
scripts. We also benefited from the inclusion
of the FCR (first call resolution) indicator into
the employee motivation system. As a result,
the FCR rate increased from 80.8% in Q4 2015
to 82.4% in Q4 2016.

MegaFon pays great attention to
the development of online service and selfservice channels and provides customers
with the most innovative services, such as
the ELENA 24/7 virtual service and the selfservice platform of our Online Client Account.

Other projects implemented by MegaFon in
2016 were the expansion of telemarketing
functions, situational sales at call centres,
employee development, and improvement
of sales processes. The situational sales
project diverted nearly 7% of service
traffic into the sales channel; the number
of telemarketing sales in 2016 increased
by 0.9 million year-on-year to 6.4 million,
while the number of calls handled grew by
3.5 million to 22.8 million and the call-to-sales
conversion rate came to 28%.

ELENA VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
The first version of the ELENA virtual
assistant was launched in summer 2014.
It uses speech recognition technology to
solve customer problems bypassing a keypad
menu. Its key purposes are to improve
automation at call centres, increase customer
satisfaction (CSI), make voice-controlled
self-service systems more convenient, and
boost transactions in self-service channels.
At present, ELENA is a continuously improving
system with a high automation level (52% of
calls are processed by the virtual assistant)
and excellent speech recognition capabilities
(80%). The system handles 70 thousand calls
daily. Our user surveys show that ELENA
helped 62% of MegaFon customers to find
a solution they needed to a greater or lesser
extent.

New options and enhancements, including
proactive themed features, were added to
the ELENA virtual assistant system in 2016 to
improve the customer experience. When a call
comes in, ELENA scans the customer’s
account balance, traffic allowances and other
profile details and engages the callers even
before they state their problem by offering
help in solving their most likely problems.
In addition, the system is now able to support
roaming customers, prompting them to learn
roaming tariffs and activate options reducing
roaming expenses. The speech recognition
technology was upgraded, so that the system
is now capable of recognising 80% of topics.
The speech synthesis engine was also
upgraded to make ELENA’s voice sound more
natural.
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CLIENT ACCOUNT
MegaFon’s Online Client Account service
is available for customers in every
Russian region. As at the beginning of 2017,
the Client Account app for Android, iOS and
Windows Phone devices had 7.8 million
downloads in a growing trend driven by high
usability. The service is used on a daily basis
by over 700 thousand subscribers, with nearly
500 thousand accessing it on mobile devices.
In 2016, MegaFon carried out a major Client
Account optimisation initiative, which resulted
in significant gains in the app’s speed and
stability. This effort will be continued into
2017 to add new features and further improve
quality and stability of the existing functions.
Since 2016, the Client Account app has been
available on all popular platforms (Web,
iPhone, Android smartphones, iPad, Android
tablets, Apple watch, and Android wear).
The web version of the Client Account was
redesigned to significantly increase its actual
and perceived performance and display
personalised offers. It was also supplemented
with interfaces to manage the Internet
Without Problems, Multi-SIM and Automatic
Top-Up options.
Social media remain an essential, but mostly
image-building, tool to support customers
and promote the Company’s products and
services. MegaFon contacts customers via
a monitoring system covering the VKontakte
and Twitter social networking sites,
MegaFon’s official communities on Facebook,
LiveJournal and other blogs. As at the end
of 2016, MegaFon’s communities on social
media had more than 2.2 million registered
users. Over the year, the Company serviced
310 thousand unique customers, focusing on
faster response times.

Subscribers’ protection from unsolicited
messages and fraud
MegaFon pays serious attention to customer
security and protection from unsolicited
and suspicious messages. The fight against
spammers and fraudsters was made
more efficient after the Federal Law On
Communications was amended in October
2014 to enable operators to block any
unwanted mass messaging.
MegaFon introduced a set of SMS mass
messaging requirements protecting
subscribers from unwanted information.
The Anti-Spam nationwide system enables
SMS spam to be blocked.

MegaFon blocked 337 million
spam text messages
from more than 1.5 million
phone numbers in 2016

In 2016, it blocked 337 million text messages
from more than 1.5 million phone numbers.
The Company also uses a uniform system to
collection and handle subscribers’ complaints
on SMS spam (free short number 1911). In
2016, the system handled over 52 thousand
subscriber reports.
MegaFon also has a system in place to
alert subscribers to a potential threat when
they attempt to access internet resources
containing malware. In 2016, the Company
identified approximately 16 thousand
botnets and websites containing malware.
These internet resources were flagged in
a dedicated system to display a warning sign
every time a user tries to access a malware
site. During 2016, the Company handled
over 5 thousand subscriber complaints
against malware, and sent 159 thousand text
messages with information about potential
viruses on mobile devices.
Subscribers can report suspected fraud on
the dedicated "Safe Communication" portal
(www.stopfraud.megafon.ru), where they
can also find information about the latest
fraudulent schemes and ways to protect
themselves against them, as well as
download and install anti-virus software.
In 2016, the Company handled nearly
24 thousand complaints from subscribers
against third-party fraud. More than
2 thousand numbers were blocked to protect
our subscribers against fraud, and almost
11 thousand fraudulent phone links to social
media accounts were cancelled.

7.8m downloads
had the Client Account app
as at the beginning of 2017

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
Network expansion
MegaFon endeavours to maximise the speed
and stability of connections, maintain excellent
communications quality and provide high
speed mobile internet for its customers; all of
which is only achievable by developing first rate
infrastructure.
MegaFon has established the advanced
large-scale infrastructure and we continue
to set ourselves ambitious goals as we
aim to achieve the highest possible level
of 4G services penetration and coverage,
while maintaining high network quality,
engage in the development of the next
generation communication standard, and
continue the improvement of our backbone
infrastructure, supporting further roll-out
of the Company’s mobile network.
The acquisition of Scartel/Yota in 2013
brought MegaFon a fourfold advantage at
the top of the LTE 2,600 MHz frequency band.
Following the recently adopted spectrum
sharing law, in 2016, MegaFon was permitted
by Roskomnadzor to combine the two
companies’ 2x20 MHz bands in the LTE
2,600 MHz spectrum and started sharing
the spectrum and active infrastructure
to provide better services to subscribers.
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In early 2016, MegaFon was awarded additional
spectrum worth RUB 1.9bn through an
open public auction in the LTE 2,570 MHz –
LTE 2,620 MHz bands in a total of 40 Russian
regions. Acquiring these frequencies will enable
the Company to consolidate its competitive
edge in certain regions, improve the quality of
its services by increasing the network capacity
and data transfer speeds, and roll out 4G/LTE
networks at a lower cost.
In February 2017, MegaFon completed
the acquisition of a 100% interest in three
entities in Ulyanovsk, Saransk and Penza from
Russian regional mobile operator JSC SMARTS.
Each of the entities owns 14.8 MHz of spectrum
in the 1,800 MHz band. The acquisition
will strengthen MegaFon’s position in the
1,800 MHz spectrum band in the Volga region
and will provide for a more efficient, faster and
more cost-effective 4G roll-out in the region.
MegaFon currently holds the top position
among Russian mobile operators by number of
base stations – in 2016, the Company increased
their number by 9% to reach 143.7 thousand,
with 4G infrastructure comprising 21%
of the total base stations. According to
Roskomnadzor, in 2016, MegaFon ranked
number one among Russian mobile operators
by the number of base stations across all
communication standards.
In 2016, MegaFon continued to invest heavily
in improving 4G coverage across the network’s
geography, as well as in upgrading 3G and 2G
networks. Total CAPEX for the year amounted
to RUB 65.6bn, i.e. was down 6.5% yearon-year. MegaFon successfully completed
its construction and network development
projects due to clearer investment project
prioritisation and the optimisation of technical
solutions.

It means that we are moving away from viewing
IT as an infrastructure support function and
are concentrating on the development of
digital IT competencies. These will enable us
to understand and satisfy customer needs,
manage the quality of our services, and develop
new digital products and services. This shift
in our focus will meet internal requirements,
improving the efficiency of internal processes
and will help to build a completely unique
digital ecosystem where our customers will be
able to find a readily available product to meet
any of their needs.

The primary goal of the new
strategy is to provide fully vertical
integrated services for our digital
clients and ensure a high level
of customer satisfaction with
the quality of our network.
Digital transformation

Q:

MegaFon has entered a new
strategic development cycle – a cycle of
digital growth, centred around a digital
subscriber. What goals has MegaFon set
for this new strategy?  

A:

The primary goal of the new strategy
is to provide fully vertical integrated services
for our digital clients and ensure a high level of
customer satisfaction with the quality of our
network, by maintaining and strengthening our
technological leadership.
In 2016, we reviewed our approach to
business organisation and initiated a digital
transformation process. Digital transformation
requires, above all, the development of
IT competencies to the same level as
the world’s leading IT companies, and a major
transformation of infrastructure.

The acquisition of Mail.Ru is an important
step towards developing the relevant
competencies. As an absolute leader in digital
coverage in Russia, Mail.Ru has the expertise
and knowledge of digital customers and their
needs. We will work together to build a unique
digital ecosystem of services, enhanced by
partnerships with other digital players.
In addition to building a digital ecosystem of
products and services, we continue to prioritise
our technological leadership. We want to lead
the market in perceived quality of service
for digital clients. MegaFon has already built
the country’s best telecom infrastructure,
both by the number of base stations and by
spectrum. However, we are not going to rest on
our laurels and we will continue consistently
investing in promising technologies (5G and
IoT) and in the development of advanced
competencies.
We follow key global trends in network
development and are already devoting
considerable effort to network virtualisation,
with a focus on network functions visualisation
(NFV). This is set to reduce capex on network
roll-out, cut platform operating costs,
increase tolerance to faults, accelerate timeto-market and launches of new services,
and optimise equipment capacity utilisation.
In 2016, MegaFon launched a number of
initiatives to virtualise the core data network
and the 4G (VoLTE) voice platform. Our plan for
the future is to virtualise all key components
of our network infrastructure, including radio
access and backhaul networks.
ANNA SEREBRYANIKOVA
Chief Operating Officer
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BASE STATIONS,
THOUSAND UNITS

143.7 th. units
+31%

+8%

+3%

30.2

45.7

67.8

2016
2015

+9%
143.7

131.3
23.0

42.5

65.8

2014

102.9
18.5

38.1

4G

46.3
3G

2G

Data for 2015 and further are calculated in accordance with
the new methodology to calculate number of logic base
stations that function in various frequency spectrum bands.
Number of base stations for 2014 was calculated based on
the previous methodology.

4G/LTE networks
In 2016, MegaFon mainly focused on improving
coverage quality, including through improved
penetration into residential and office
buildings, and on increasing the accessibility
of LTE services by implementing LTE 1,800
as an additional layer. Other layers were
developed based on identified customer
capacity requirements. As at the end of 2016,
MegaFon brought 4G to more than 1,000 cities
and towns in 82 federal regions, expanding
coverage to 65.4% of the Russian population. At
year-end, the number of 4G base stations had
grown 31% year-on-year to 30,192 units.
MegaFon continued the roll-out of its LTEAdvanced network enabled by the existing
4G infrastructure, which helped deliver LTEAdvanced 4G high-speed internet services
providing speeds of 150–450 Mbit/s to 27
Russian cities and regions.
In September 2016, MegaFon commercially
launched voice transmission via LTE (VoLTE) in
Moscow and the Moscow Region and became
the first Russian operator to launch a fullyfledged VoLTE (Voice-over-LTE) network.
Subscribers now can enjoy high quality voice
transmission, rapid call set-up and continuity
of Internet sessions while calling via LTE. As at
the end of 2016, customers in the Moscow
region were able to access HD voice on 4G,
irrespective of their tariff plans or payment
options.

In January 2016, MegaFon and VimpelCom
signed an agreement on the joint development
and operation of LTE 1,800 in 10 Russian
regions. According to the terms of this
agreement, MegaFon started roll-out of
new base stations with 4G support and
completed a major portion of the project.
Expenditures on the development and use

of the base stations are shared by the two
operators. The implementation of a joint RANsharing project with VimpelCom will allow us
to harmoniously enhance our infrastructure
in the 1,800 MHz band. Going forward, this
cooperation may grow into a spectrum
sharing project.

NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

4G/LTE

Improved coverage and network accessibility through implementation
of the LTE 1,800 additional layer
Continued roll-out of the LTE-Advanced network
Expanded the geography of LTE, including by rolling out the network
in cooperation with other major players

3G

2G

Extensively developed 3G networks

Expanded 2G coverage, including in remote and hard-to-reach areas
Participated in the federal programme to overcome the digital divide
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3G networks

2G networks

In 2016, MegaFon continued the extensive
development of its 3G networks, as this mobile
data transfer technology remains the most
popular among Russian users. During the year,
the Company focused on local optimisation
tasks in this segment and enhanced local
capacity in areas where 3G networks are still
relevant. We also took measures to maintain
high 3G network quality for our customers.

MegaFon develops its 2G infrastructure to
meet business and customer needs. In 2016,
the Company addressed local initiatives to
expand its 2G coverage, including in remote
and hard-to-reach areas. We also rolled out
this network at remote oil and gas deposits for
a number of Russian majors.

At year-end, the number of 3G base stations
grew by 8% year-on-year to 45,717 units. The
new base stations have brought the benefits
of even more stable connections across our
coverage area and acceptable data transfer
speeds, irrespective of the load on the network.

In 2016, MegaFon continued to participate in
national projects designed to extend 2G mobile
coverage to remote regions of the country and
along federal highways. Under these projects,
we further rolled out our networks in Arctic
areas, far-off regions such as the YamalNenets Autonomous Area, the Komi Republic,
and the Nenets Autonomous Area.

Future communication standard

Q:
A:

How will customers benefit
from 5G?  

MegaFon already offers its
customers the fastest mobile
data services in Russia, but 5G is
a new standard with the potential
to open up new opportunities for
business growth.
ALEXANDER BASHMAKOV
Chief Technological Officer

MegaFon already offers its customers
the fastest mobile data services in Russia,
but 5G is a new standard with the potential
to open up new opportunities for business
growth. At present, MegaFon is exploring
the technical aspects of the adoption and
development of the new standard, and is
discussing the requirements and parameters of
its commercial launch with Russian regulators
and international bodies. All leading experts
agree that 5G will enable the transfer of large
amounts of data from a host of devices and
provide entirely new opportunities for digital
interaction. 5G will certainly open up vast
opportunities to develop the Internet of Things
(IoT) and will also, in our view, trigger explosive
growth in connected device ecosystems in
people’s daily life. 5G capabilities will enable
IoT solutions with optimum energy and cost
efficiency.

Q:

MegaFon signed a memorandum
of partnership and joint development
of 5G networks in Russia with Huawei
and Nokia. Does MegaFon partner with
global 5G research associations and
development centres?

A:

We work closely with leading
technology vendors, such as Nokia and Huawei,
and contribute to discussions about new

In 2016, the number of 2G base stations grew
by 3% year-on-year to 67,754 units. MegaFon’s
2G services cover 83 Russian regions.

Development of the next generation
communication standard
MegaFon seeks to provide the best perceptible
communication quality for customers
through implementing innovations and new
technologies ahead of the market. To achieve
this edge, the Company took a number of
important steps to develop and deploy the next
generation communication standard, to be
known as 5G.

technology within research and development
associations. We see standardisation as
a particularly important issue. In the near
future, MegaFon intends to participate in 5G
development within the GSM Association
(GSMA). I believe our expertise will enable us to
be a fully-engaged and valuable contributor to
the process.

Q:

What changes need to be made to
the infrastructure to enable the launch of
5G?  

A:

There is, as yet, no detailed definition
of the 5G standard, so it is too early to
talk about any specific plans to upgrade
infrastructure. It is obvious, however, that the
new technology will not exist independently of
existing infrastructure but will supplement the
4G networks now in use.
As a Russian leader in frequency spectrum and
an active investor in LTE and LTE-Advanced,
MegaFon is already working hard to keep our
customers connected even in the most remote
parts of the country. It is clear that demand
for network capacity will grow as technology
advances and 5G adoption will require a
capacity boost, but given MegaFon’s existing
backbone and backhaul network, I do not think
the growth will be dramatic, at least not in the
first few years following the launch of 5G.
At the same time, we are preparing for
changes in technology and are set to retain our
leadership in this area. In particular, MegaFon
is developing a project to build 5G trial zones in
Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Kazan and Sochi for
the period of the 2018 FIFA World Cup.
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Review of Operations (continued)
MegaFon is actively engaging in formation
of the new 5G standard, together
with two leading global producers of
telecommunications equipment – Huawei and
Nokia. In July 2016, MegaFon and Nokia signed
a memorandum on the joint development of
5G networks in Russia. The two companies
agreed to explore the technological aspects of
5G introduction and development, as well as
to maintain dialogue with Russian regulators
and international bodies concerning
the requirements and parameters of its
commercial launch.
In 2016, MegaFon conducted two tests,
demonstrating new superfast mobile
internet speeds. In June, MegaFon conducted
a test of mobile data transfer at a speed
exceeding 1 Gbit/s. This success was further
consolidated by another test, carried out

in September: a 360-degree video with 8К
Ultra HD (7680×4320 pixels) resolution was
demonstrated and transmitted over a mobile
network at a speed of 4.94 Gbit/s.

First Tower Company
In 2015, MegaFon made the decision to spin
off its tower infrastructure into a separate
company. MegaFon’s extraordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders, held in September
2016, approved reorganisation of MegaFon
through a spin-off of Joint-Stock Company
First Tower Company.
The First Tower Company is based on
contributions from Russia’s largest
tower portfolio. The portfolio of towers
and infrastructure to be transmitted to
the first tower company will include over

First Tower Company

Q:

Why did MegaFon decide to
establish the First Tower Company?
What advantages will it bring to
the Company?  

A:

For a long time, tower infrastructure
has been a source of competitive advantage
for MegaFon. But times are changing fast and
the competition between mobile operators is
shifting towards the quality of service and new
products and technologies. Today, our tower
infrastructure is becoming a platform for
cooperation, providing operational benefits.

MegaFon aims to apply a
service-based approach to tower
infrastructure management,
improve operational efficiency
via the introduction of the best
practices in management and
servicing, deliver savings through
partnerships, and make sure
the Company benefits from active
involvement in the fast-growing
tower lease market.
ALEXANDER TEREMETSKY
CEO of First Tower Company

The creation of the First Tower Company is
an important step aimed at transforming
the Company’s tower infrastructure, which
traditionally served the business, into
an active market instrument. We have
an ambitious target to establish new
competences for the additional monetisation
of the tower infrastructure and to implement
a transformational approach to tower asset
management.
The First Tower Company was created on
a platform comprising Russia’s largest tower
portfolio, consisting of over 15,000 towers,
auxiliary equipment, related land plots, and
associated assets and liabilities.
As expected, the First Tower Company will
become a centre of competencies focused
on tower infrastructure management.
Spinning-off of these tower assets will allow

15,000 towers, spun off auxiliary equipment,
related land plots, associated assets and
liabilities.
MegaFon expects First Tower Company to
become a centre of competencies focused
on tower portfolio management. This spinoff will allow MegaFon to apply a servicebased approach to tower infrastructure
management; to improve performance by
introducing best practices in management,
servicing, and savings through partnerships;
to increase CAPEX margin, and to benefit from
active involvement in the fast-growing tower
leasing market.

MegaFon to apply a service-based approach
to tower infrastructure management, improve
operational efficiency via the introduction
of the best practices in management
and servicing, deliver savings through
partnerships, and make sure the Company
benefits from active involvement in the fastgrowing tower lease market.

Q:
A:

What is the current status of
the First Tower Company project?
MegaFon’s extraordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders, held in September
2016, approved the reorganisation of MegaFon
through a spin-off of Joint-Stock Company
First Tower Company. In the same year, we
implemented a series of key measures to
establish the First Tower Company, including
the required legal procedures. We drafted and
approved the Company’s development strategy
and, to took steps to ensure the spin-off
process go smoothly, minimising its impact on
MegaFon’s business processes, by establishing
a project management office that brought
together representatives of infrastructure, IT,
HR, organisational development, finance and
accounting functions.
At this stage, we are focused on forming
First Tower Company’s organisational
structure, establishing its IT systems,
taking technical inventory for asset transfer
purposes, and tuning business processes and
accounting procedures. We expect to finish
the reorganisation and First Tower Company’s
spin-off in the middle of 2017.
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TOWER PORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN, UNITS

13%

47%
27%

>15 thousand
towers

13%
Towers
Masts

Concrete posts
Iron posts

FIRST TOWER COMPANY DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO
2017
1 STAGE
Spin-off of tower and related
assets to FTC (07/2017)
●●

●●

●●

Tower portfolio categorized and
structured
Commence involvement in
the market of tower leasing
Disposal of unused tower
infrastructure via parthnership

2018

2019

2 STAGE
Competence centre
for infrastructure management
●

●

●

3 STAGE
Monetization of share
in First Tower Company

Planning and construction of tower
infrastructure transferred to FTC

●

MegaFon keeps control over FTC
to synchronize its plans for network design
and roll-out

Under optimal market conditions,
sale of stake in FTC to a strategic
buyer/ financial investor

Implementation of MegaFon strategy
subject to value accretion of FTC

In 2016, the Company implemented a series
of key measures to establish First Tower
Company, including legal procedures required
to organise JSC First Tower Company.
For these purposes we specifically created
a project management office to update
the list of towers and related contracts and
obligations, conduct revaluation of assets, and
estimate the costs and the overall financial
impact of establishing a standalone business.
We also developed and approved the FTC
strategy. At present, we have the tasks of
establishing an organisational structure,
introducing information systems, taking
technical inventory to transfer assets in 2017,
and streamlining business and reporting
processes.

ASSETS HANDED OVER TO FIRST TOWER COMPANY

Assets retained in MF
•
•
•
•
•

Panel antennas
Radio-relay antennas
Antenna feed
Container
External power supply

Assets handed over
to First Tower Company

FTC

•
•
•
•

Mast-mounted signalling lights
Tower structure
Land
Fencing
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Backbone and backhaul networks
Further development and roll-out of our
backbone fibre-optic communications
line (FOCL) is a key element of MegaFon’s
infrastructure development strategy.
The extension of and enhancements to
the quality of our FOCL helps to improve
communication, increase our mobile network
capacity, and improve data speeds across 4G,
3G and fixed broadband technologies.
MegaFon has one of the largest FOCL
infrastructure among Russian mobile
operators. By the end of 2016, the total
length of our backbone FOCL amounted
to 130.6 thousand km – a 4% increase
year-on-year – achieved through our own
construction efforts, the implementation
of joint construction projects and fibreoptic line exchange programmes, as well as
long-term leases. The percentage of leased
backbone (including international) channels
increased by about 15% due to higher traffic
and customer connections. The share of
urban base stations interconnected through
FOCL was at 65% at the end of 2016.

In 2016, we also continued our evolutionary
migration from 10G-level capacity to 100G
nodes in the bundled backbone network,
mainly on traffic-intensive routes, as well
as migration to 100G within the bundled IP/
MPLS backbone network.

BACKBONE AND BACKHAUL
NETWORKS, THOUSAND KM
+5%

184,401

192,714

+6%

126,030

130,615
65%

64%
+4%

2015

2016

Backbone, km
Backhaul, km
Share of BS interconnected via FOCL, %

(1)

In 2016, MegaFon continued the development
of its backbone network under a 100 Gbit/s
DWDM-based transit trunk line project
designed to minimise technical and
commercial traffic latency and optimise
the cost of enhancing transit route channels.
The Company actively developed key
transit routes with a focus on eastern
regions (Ural, Siberia, the Far East). In 2016,
we launched a new MegaHighway route:
Nizhny Novgorod – Ekaterinburg.

In 2016, MegaFon implemented several
projects under the fibre-optic line exchange
programme together with VimpelCom and
MTS. In particular, we closed a contract
for the purchase of the Khabarovsk –
Komsomolsk-on-Amur backbone FOCL, and
integrated this operational asset, as well
as signing two new exchange agreements.
In 2016, the Company completed a number
of joint trunk line projects: the construction
of a Far East trunk line along the Tayshet
– Khabarovsk route of the Trans-Siberian
Railway, and an Arkhangelsk – Belomorsk
trunk line project.

Core network
Core network upgrades are a key driver for
improving the quality of voice services under
MegaFon’s infrastructure strategy.
The growing number of connected
smartphones drives the traffic consumption
profile, e.g. signalling traffic volumes(1).
In 2016, MegaFon launched a voice network
project (CS Core) to upgrade all main
switching centres across the Company’s
branches. Adequate replacement of core
voice network equipment will increase
signalling traffic throughput and prepare the
infrastructure for launching new services,
such as voice transmission via LTE and via
WiFi – VoLTE/VoWiFi (Voice over LTE / Voice
over WiFi).
The current state of the market requires
transformation of the core network
architecture, with the key development focus
on building core network elements using
virtual network technology. In 2016, MegaFon
actively engaged in a number of initiatives
to virtualise the core data network and the
4G (VoLTE) voice platform. These initiatives
are set to reduce platform operating costs,
increase tolerance to faults, accelerate timeto-market and launches of new services, and
optimise the use of equipment.

By the end of 2016, the total length of our
backhaul network exceeded 62 thousand
km (+6% year-on-year). Our backhaul
network priorities in 2016 mainly focused on
active connections of Far East regions via
terrestrial capacities, including the launch
of a terrestrial link to Magadan, the launch
of a back-up backbone 4x10G channel from
Khabarovsk to Krasnoyarsk, as well as
terrestrial links to Mirny and Lensk.

Signalling traffic is control and management data exchanged between network(s) elements as signalling messages transmitted to authorise, establish and change a communication session.
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Network quality

CONNECTIVITY METRICS IN 2016

MegaFon has a strong focus on
the continuous improvement of its
connections and service quality.
Our advanced and developed infrastructure,
combined with our significant spectrum
advantage, help us ensure both fast data
transmission and high communication
quality.
In 2016, MegaFon introduced a key network
quality indicator – an integral performance
index to monitor network performance
and assess connection quality against
customer expectations, identified through
their requests to call centres and customer
satisfaction surveys.
MegaFon continued to improve quality
of service (QoS) by introducing new
functionalities, optimising the set-up of
network sections to improve the end-toend quality metrics for our services, and
worked to reduce cut-off and missed calls at
specific locations and eliminate local network
congestion.
In 2016, following the implementation of
the QoS system in radio access networks,
MegaFon implemented the statistical
management of traffic based on resource
allocation technology. This system enables
the Company to improve distribution of
3G and 4G network resources among
subscribers and services depending on
the type of product (service). In addition,
the Company is introducing dynamic
management of traffic.
In 2016, MegaFon continued to implement
LTE 1,800 MHz as an additional layer
to support further roll-out and improve
coverage of 4G/LTE. MegaFon and Yota
also combined their 2x20 MHz bands in LTE
2,600 MHz spectrum and started sharing
the spectrum and active infrastructure to
provide better services to subscribers.

4G

3G

2G

Call set-up success rate

▲ 99.49%

▲ 99.61%

▲ 99.21%

Drop call rate

▼ 0.21%

▼ 0.27%

▼ 0.64%

Global Network Operational Centre
Global Network Operational Centre (GNOC)
performs round-the-clock monitoring of
MegaFon’s network status across Russia
and also manages over 350 thousand
active network elements, including voice
and packet switching equipment, network
equipment, service platforms, etc. This is
one of the largest and most advanced hubs
both in Russia and globally. The Centre’s
functions are spread across two sites, in
St Petersburg and in Samara. In case of an
emergency, network operation can be fully
consolidated at one site within 15 minutes.
The GNOC is based on umbrella management
and monitoring systems.
Development of GNOC services in 2016 was
mainly focused on enhancing performance
and delivering higher quality and reliability
of its services. In 2016, MegaFon launched
GNOC services for external customers –
under agreement with PJSC Rosseti,
MegaFon will install special equipment
allowing to monitor cases of intrusion and
collect telemetric data on 300 thousand
substations by 2020.
In 2016, MegaFon was working to improve
customer perceptions of new and
sophisticated services by establishing
a team of consultants helping users to
embrace VAS services, and to improve
customer experience by implementing
a single interface to handle SMS and USSD
requests. In addition, the Company is focused
on further improvements to the quality and
efficiency of its processes.

In particular, MegaFon made over
100 upgrades to its Trouble Ticketing
(problem and incident management system),
introduced GNOC Performance Management
for near-real-time registration of utilisation
and quality metrics of provided services,
refined its Network Resource Inventory,
ensured prompt monitoring for Unified Billing
subsystems, and implemented a number of
network management landscape upgrades.
Throughout 2016, the GNOC processed
on average more than 10 million
notifications and messages and solved
around 8,000 defects a day. The number of
notifications and messages declined yearon-year due to optimised routing of fault
alerts through enhancement of correlation,
filtering and other intelligent tools used in
umbrella systems. During the year, the GNOC
handled 283 thousand requests from mobile
subscribers and 75 thousand requests from
fixed-line customers. In 2016, the Company
resolved a total of over 1.3 million incidents
and performed 198.5 thousand scheduled
network repairs.
In 2016, the GNOC provided technical support
to a number of high-profile events, such as
the 2018 FIFA World Cup draw, MegaFon Live
and Close People.
For 2017, we plan to implement a series
of initiatives to improve the GNOC’s
performance through enhancing automation,
implementing additional correlation
scenarios, and introducing automated
workstations. In 2017–2018, the GNOC will
provide monitoring and service management
for the Confederations Cup and the FIFA
World Cup.
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Unified Billing (BSS)
change the way we collect, process and use
our data and make our key business processes
simpler and faster.
The technical pivot of every process is
a centralised ERP system, linking all of
the company’s business units, suppliers and
customers. We have been using a SAP solution
for over 14 years; however, as the scale of our
business is now many times larger, we need to
rethink this system, dramatically accelerating
and streamlining all of its processes, and
integrating them deeply with other IT systems
used across the company. It is time to make
a new technological leap forward.

In three years, when the project is
completed, users of the system will
be able to work 20% to 30% faster.
Employees will spend 20% less
time preparing new reports and
have more time for analytical tasks.
This will cut costs and significantly
improve overall performance.
SAP re-engineering

Q:

In late September 2016,
MegaFon launched a digital business
transformation project to migrate to
the innovative SAP S4/HANA platform.
Why does the company need it? What are
the project goals and objectives?

A:

The current business environment
is very demanding, requiring rapid and highly
accurate management decisions. There is
increasingly less time to spend on lengthy
searches for information, digging deep
inside various data systems and data sets.
For a company to remain efficient and agile in
evolving markets, you need to have data at
your fingertips. This is the main reason why
we launched the SAP re-engineering project,
our ambitious transformation project that will

(1)

TCO – Total Cost of Ownership.

When taking on a project as ambitious as
this one, we were fully aware that we had
to brace ourselves for dramatic change.
The good news is that the project already has
an innovative enabling technology on board
to provide an entirely new way of handling old
and new tasks. MegaFon was one of the first
companies in the Russian market to start using
SAP S4/HANA, a flagship product in terms of
both performance and customer experience.
Since the project was designed for a time
horizon of 10 to 15 years, we had to select
the latest product available in the market to
ensure we create a future-proof solution.
As a nationwide SAP re-engineering project,
it covers eight branches and subsidiaries of
the company and involves 300 experts from
MegaFon and SAP. The upgraded system will
be used by over 7,000 employees on a daily
basis. We are not just adopting a new system,
we are revising our business processes with
a view to operating faster and with less
complexity. We will continue to gain new
advantages over competitors by pushing
the envelope on technology.
In three years, when the project is completed,
users of the system will be able to work 20%
to 30% faster. Employees will spend 20% less
time preparing new reports and have more time
for analytical tasks. This will cut costs and
significantly improve overall performance. It is
our hope that “going digital” will quickly turn
from a buzzword into an everyday reality of our
corporate life.
GEVORK VERMISHYAN
Chief Financial Officer

In 2016, MegaFon continued to implement
the Unified Billing project which will enable
an modernization of the billing architecture
to transform it into a unified solution for
subscribers of all branches, and ensure the
delivery of high quality products and services.
Unified Billing aims to:
reduce the time required to market new and
change existing products;
●● improve customer experience and service;
●● launch new functionality to differentiate from
competitors;
(1)
●● cut TCO .
●●

In the reporting year, the Company piloted
customer migration from legacy billing systems
to Greenfield. From August 2016, MegaFon
started rolling out new sales into the Unified
Billing system on a step-by-step basis. By the
year-end, this project covered over 10 thousand
B2B fixed-line customers and 20 thousand B2C
customers, with over 200 stores across Russia
involved in the sales roll-out.
In 2016, the project was enhanced with a new
IT organisational structure and an updated
incentive system to boost team morale and
result-oriented performance. In order to
improve the quality and speed of IT delivery,
IT BSS and business signed new service
level agreements (SLAs) and MegaFon and
CJSC PETER-SERVICE concluded operating
level agreements (OLAs).
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UNIFIED BILLING PROJECT TIMELINE
2015

Launch of operational testing
15.12.2015

2016

Pilot project

Information technologies
The new digital age presents challenges but
also offers opportunities for the Company.
MegaFon has a cutting-edge IT function,
which leverages its best-in-class capabilities
to implement most complex infrastructure
projects. In addition to ensuring digital
“parity” between major mobile players, IT’s
purpose is to fully tap into the competitive
potential of the Company. To address new
challenges, MegaFon uses the best global
practices: adapts Agile and Scrum methods,
implements DevOps.
In 2016, the Company launched
the development of its IT strategy with
the following baseline priorities:
reliable services;
faster time-to-market;
●● higher team capabilities.
●●
●●

In 2016, the Company federalised its
business systems: eight standalone
business development and operation units
were rearranged into four federal domains
(Sales and Service, Products and Services,
Integrated Platforms and Customer
Settlements). The federalisation of business
systems aims to ensure seamless migration
from legacy billing solutions to Unified
Billing, and establish a proactive approach
to managing business units. A new Business
Partners unit was added to the federal HR
structure, to function as the Infrastructure’s
single window for corporate customers.
This unit helped to rapidly implement
projects such as MegaFon Bank Card,
ER-Telecom (fixed mobile convergence).
In 2016, the Company launched a project
to change the requirements management
process in order to reduce Т2М(1).
The upgraded process facilitates closer
integration of IT with both business and
PETER-SERVICE and supports migration to
Agile methodology.

(1)

T2M - time to market.

2017

Sales Rollout
Q3 2017

In 2016, we introduced a Content
Management System (CMS) tool, based on
the ELENA system, using speech synthesis
and recognition technology. This tool helps
users self-navigate the ELENA IVR system
through a graphical user interface. This led
to a significant reduction in man-hours
required for system set-up and enabled
the Company to increase the number of calls
handled by ELENA in 2016, from 22 thousand
to 70 thousand per day, while maintaining
the required service quality.
In 2016, the IT infrastructure team played
a significant role in launching our own
Shared Services Centre by preparing all
operational infrastructure, introducing
employee workstations, upgrading the
MegaHelp portal, and installing all necessary
software on schedule. The team also tested,
purchased and installed equipment for 400
universal workstations. The Company carried
out its first commercial launch of the new
VDI architecture, made over 50 upgrades to
its HP Service Manager request acceptance
and processing system, which enhanced user
experience for both employees and Shared
Services Centre users, and made the first
commercial launch of Skype telephony, etc.
In 2014, we started developing a Unified
Accounting Report Library based on our
Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW). In 2016,
this project was fully completed, with
the Company’s management, financial,
and analytical reports are being prepared
based on the CDW data as well starting
from December 2016. The completion of this
project dramatically improved the speed of
obtaining data generated using branch-wide
uniform methods and algorithms. The CDW
consolidates data on all subscriber activities,
including monetary events, registered
requests, registered cases of the use of
certain services, etc. This set of Big Data
enables data mining activity, including
processes based on machine learning
algorithms (BigData/Data Mining).

2018

Migration

In 2016, we completed the Retail
re-engineering project designed primarily
to automate MegaFon Retail processes,
with a focus on product mix and inventory
management, as well as to unify common
retail processes. This project resulted
in MegaFon Retail and MegaFon sharing
the MegaDoc legal document flow and in
MegaFon Retail exchanging e-signed legal
documents with counterparties. For our
industry-related processes, we automated
key retail functionality including product
mix planning by cluster / product group,
supply chain management, automated
demand forecasts, product needs estimates,
automated order creation and product
distribution across the chain.
In 2016, we also introduced our SAP
re-engineering project, focused on
re-engineering of MegaFon’s business
processes and migrating from the existing
SAP ERP to a new generation S/4 HANA
platform. Its key goals are to dramatically
streamline and optimise internal business
processes, as well as to structure them in
the most efficient way. The project will have
a primary focus on network development and
construction business processes, equipment
maintenance and repairs, as well as end-toend project reporting – from project planning
to post-analysis.
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Financial Review
2016 was a challenging
year for the telecoms
industry. Despite
macroeconomic volatility
that affected consumer
behaviour, and intense
competition in the
industry, MegaFon
delivered performance
in line with the previously
announced guidance.

Facing uncertainty, we took measures to
consolidate the Company’s market position
and expect these actions to improve
MegaFon’s future performance. Given the
high mobile penetration rates in Russia
(almost 180%(1)), we decided that pursuing
the policy of building up our customer base
was no longer economically viable. This led
us to prioritise maintaining the loyalty of our
existing customers, by improving the quality
of our services and by offering a wider range
of the best products and services. We do our
best to retain every customer for a long time.
At the same time, we continued to develop
our value-added services to stimulate
growth of revenue from mobile data services.
MegaFon’s financial performance in 2016
fully reflects the conditions in the Russian
telecoms market. Our consolidated revenue
of RUB 316bn increased by 0.9% year-on-year,

Shared Services Centre

Q:

Why does MegaFon need a
Shared Services Centre (SSC) and what
does it mean for the Company?

A:

We live in an ever-changing
environment, and the pace of change keeps
accelerating steadily. As our customers
increasingly choose to go digital, digitalisation
of the environment also intensifies. These are
new challenges for our business, which must
also develop rapidly, adapting to the evolving
landscape to meet customer expectations,
while maintaining a strong focus on
operational excellence.

The project is a priority for the
Company. Our goal is to create
an unparalleled, multi-functional,
world-class service centre.

LYUBOV STRELKINA
Chief Accountant of MegaFon, Director
of Shared Services Centre
(1)
(2)

The SSC project is a priority for the Company.
Our goal is to create an unparalleled, multifunctional, world-class service centre that
will cut the costs of support functions and
deliver improved manageability, better quality
of internal services, higher transparency and
scalability of our operating model. Co-locating
functions within the SSC brings significant
synergies, aligns the goals and objectives
across the company’s functions and speeds
up the implementation of changes to our
operating processes and procedures.

According to AC&M.
Based on the IFRS consolidated financial statements audited by JSC KPMG.

while the growth of mobile data revenue
slowed down and the adjusted OIBDA margin
decreased to 38.3%. In contrast, sales of
equipment and wireline revenue showed
a positive trend.
Maintaining MegaFon’s shareholder value
remains our top priority. Therefore total
declared dividends amounted to RUB 50bn
in 2016 (stable year-on-year).

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
INDICATORS(2)
In 2016, MegaFon’s consolidated revenue
grew by 0.9% year-on-year to RUB 316.3bn,
fully in line with the Company’s guidance.
Russian revenue increased by 1% to RUB
311.6bn and accounted for 98.5% of the total
consolidated revenue. The growth was driven
by higher sales of handsets and equipment,
and positive trends in the fixed-line segment.

In the future, we plan to enter the commercial
market and start offering services to external
customers, beginning with MegaFon’s
SME customers. We see significant growth
potential in the market for accounting support
services and believe that the SSC will find its
market niche. We strive to make our SSC the
best in Russia and beyond.

Q:
A:

How is the SSC organised?

The SSC is multi-functional and
comprises seven service categories. These
are Treasury and Accounting, Planning and
Support for Order Processing, Financial
Control, HR Management (HR administration
and recruitment), Receivables Administration,
Internal Control, and Support of corporate
business operations.
The foundation of the SSC is a unique serviceoriented culture, focused on internal customer
needs. We strive to anticipate customer
needs and to be proactive by regularly offering
new solutions to improve service quality
and customer satisfaction. "Pikta" is a name
that invokes a sense of modernity, digital
development, technology advancement and
ambitiousness.
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This review is based on MegaFon’s IFRS audited consolidated financial results for the year ended 31 December 2016. The consolidated data includes
the financial results of MegaFon’s majority-owned operating subsidiaries in Tajikistan, Abkhazia and South Ossetia.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INDICATORS

Item

2016

2015

Change,
y-o-y

Revenue, RUB bn

316.3

313.4

+0.9%

Adjusted OIBDA(1), RUB bn

121.1

132.4

-8.5%

38.3%

42.2%

-3.9 p.p.

Net profit, RUB bn

25.5

39.0

-34.7%

Net profit margin, %

8.1%

12.5%

-4.4 p.p.

CAPEX, RUB bn

65.6

70.2

-6.5%

Free cash flow, RUB bn

46.9

53.8

-12.8%

Net debt, RUB bn

196.9

180.8

+8.9%

Net debt/LTM OIBDA, x

1.63x

1.37x

+0.26x

Adjusted OIBDA margin

In 2016, adjusted OIBDA decreased by
8.5% year-on-year to RUB 121.1bn, which
exceeded the Company’s guidance. The
adjusted OIBDA margin shrank by 3.9 p.p.
from 42.2% in 2015 to 38.3% in 2016. The
decline in adjusted OIBDA is attributable to
service costs growing on the back of higher
sales of equipment and accessories, change
in the revenue structure towards lowermargin segments, higher dealer commissions
resulting from the expansion of our
subscriber base, and higher rent expenses
and network maintenance costs resulting
from network expansion and inflation. This
decline was offset by decreases in selling
and marketing expenses, employee benefits
and social charges, and frequency fees.

REVENUE BREAKDOWN, RUB BN
Key communication channels with internal
customers are our shared support centre,
a HP Service Manager system, and a
self-service portal. The use of these
dedicated channels enables monitoring and
improvement of customer experience.
Ongoing improvements to services for
internal customers, controllability and
stability of functions transferred to the SSC,
cost optimisation, and need-based process
scalability are the key pillars of the SSC
philosophy. We assess SSC performance
using KPIs subdivided into service quality,
operational efficiency and cost efficiency
categories. These KPIs help us track quality
and cost indicators for SSC services on a
regular basis.

processed over 700,000 transactions and
documents for our customers and received
over 22,000 requests via different channels.
In late January 2017, the SSC conducted a
quarterly customer satisfaction survey (NPS),
and I am pleased to say that the net promoter
score has grown compared to Q3 2016. The
KPIs monitored by the SSC since its launch
are also on a positive trajectory, and we keep
delivering more improvements.

+0.9%

313.4

316.3

19.9

27.0

+35.5%

23.4

25.7

+9.8%

190.1

179.2

At present, our top priority is to align our
activities with the new operating model of
MegaFon. The Shared Services Centre is
expected to reach its full capacity in 2018.

Q:
A:

-5.7%
-2.4%

79.9

84.4
+5.6%

What results has the SSC
achieved so far?
The SSC was launched in July 2016
in Samara. As at the end of 2016, the SSC
serviced the Volga and Moscow branches
and two subsidiaries of MegaFon. In the initial
few months since its opening, the SSC has

Adjusted OIBDA is shown for 2016. Adjusted OIBDA is OIBDA net of impairment charge in the amount
of RUB 3.4 billion related to the goodwill allocated to the Broadband Internet cash generating unit.

(1)

2015

2016

Mobile data
Other wireless services
Wireline services
Sales of equipment & accessories
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Financial Review (continued)
Mobile Revenue

In 2016, net profit decreased by 34.7% yearon-year to RUB 25.5bn, mostly due to an
impairment charge in the amount of RUB
3.4bn relating to the goodwill allocated to
the Broadband Internet cash generating unit,
which reflected the rapid decline in returns in
the retail broadband segment and revisions
in management forecasts in this segment
in response to the current challenging
economic environment and competitive
pressures.

Consolidated mobile revenue in 2016
decreased by 2.4% year-on-year to RUB
263.6bn, amidst stagnation in the traditional
voice segment, rapid digitisation and the
growing appeal of alternative OTT services.
More pressure was put on mobile revenue
by a growing share of subscribers choosing
bundled tariffs, with tariff reduced in early
2016.
Mobile data revenue increased by 5.7% from
RUB 79.9bn in 2015 to RUB 84.4bn by the
end of 2016. The share of data revenue as
a proportion of total consolidated revenue
increased from 25.5% in 2015 to 26.7% in
2016. In the reporting year, growth in this
segment slowed as more subscribers opt
for bundled tariffs with higher mobile data
allowances.

Net debt grew by 8.9% from RUB 180.8bn as
at 31 December 2015 to RUB 196.9bn as at
31 December 2016, mostly due to dividend
payouts. Despite this, MegaFon maintains an
acceptable debt level as net debt to adjusted
OIBDA for 2016 stood at 1.63x (+0.26x yearon-year). As before, we pay significant
attention to our leverage ratio and work
to improve our capital structure.

The number of mobile data users(1) grew by
5.9% to 31.7 million, thanks to the continuing
promotion of mobile data services and
the growing penetration of data-enabled
devices (57.2% of all devices registered on

Free cash flow in 2016 decreased by 12.8%
year-on-year to RUB 46.9bn, driven largely
by a 9.6% decrease (RUB -10.9bn) in cash
flows from operating activities.

KEY FACTORS INFLUENCING OIBDA
-3.9 p.p.
42.2%
OIBDA
margin

-3.1 p.p.
Gross profit
margin

-0.3 p.p.
as %
of revenue

-0.5 p.p.
as %
of revenue

(1.1)

(2.2)

38.3%
OIBDA
margin

Decline
-8.5%
132.4

2.9
121.1
(10.7)

the MegaFon network were data-enabled).
At the same time, the number of data service
users in Russia grew by 5.8% year-on-year,
increasing to 41.0% of our total subscriber
base in the country.
In 2016, ARPDU in Russia decreased by
1.3% year-on-year to RUB 230, in line with
the year’s trend, i.e. a slowdown in mobile
data revenue amidst a higher penetration
of bundled tariffs with increased mobile data
allowances, which were introduced in early
2016. DSU in 2016 increased by 30.4% yearon-year to 4,286 MB, resulting from the
further roll-out of 4G/LTE networks and the
growing penetration of data-enabled devices,
including 4G devices, on MegaFon network.
In 2016, we continued to strengthen our
leadership position in the mobile internet
segment through the development of 4G
and LTE-Advanced networks, as well as
through the introduction of special tariffs
and offers. By the end of 2016, MegaFon was
the leading Russian mobile operator by the
number of base stations. The total number
of all base station types grew by 9% to
143,700 stations, with 4G stations accounting
for about a fifth of the total. As at the end
of 2016, 4G services were available in
82 Russian regions.

Wireline Revenue(2)
Wireline revenue in 2016 increased by
9.5% year-on-year to RUB 25.7bn, due to
subscriber base expansion in the B2B and
B2G segments and the diversification of
products and services. We observe, however,
that growth rates in the segment begin to
stabilise following the termination of some
one-off contracts and the acquisition
of GARS in Q4 2015.

Revenue from Sales of Handsets
and Accessories

Gross profit
-3.4%
+0.9%
OIBDA
2015
y-o-y growth

(1)
(2)

Revenue

+12.7%
Cost
of sales
y-o-y decrease

Including mobile data users in foreign subsidiaries.
Wireline revenue means revenue from the fixed-line business.

+6.2%

+2.8%

Sales &
Marketing

General &
Administrative

OIBDA
2016

Revenue from sales of equipment and
accessories increased by 35.5% from RUB
19.9bn in 2015 to RUB 27.0bn in 2016. This
sizeable growth is associated with higher
demand for more expensive high-end devices
that were actively promoted in the controlled
distribution channels, coupled with our
attractive bundled tariffs.

Capital expenditures and free cash flow
In 2016, total capital expenditure declined by
6.5%, from RUB 70.2bn to RUB 65.6bn, which
was mainly attributable to the high base
effect, as CAPEX for 2015 included costs
of the acquisition of frequency spectrum
from SMARTS in the Volga region.
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MegaFon successfully completed its projects
in construction and network development due
to clearer investment project prioritisation
and the optimisation of technical solutions.
We continued to maintain a sufficient level of
investment to improve the coverage of our 4G
high-speed data transmission network across
the network’s geography, as well as upgrading
our 3G and 2G networks.
At the same time, adjusted OIBDA-CAPEX
decreased by 10.7%, from RUB 62.2bn in 2015
to RUB 55.6bn in 2016, given a more prominent
reduction in adjusted OIBDA compared to
CAPEX.
Free cash flow was down 12.8% year-onyear in 2016 to RUB 46.9bn, primarily due to
a 9.6% decrease in cash flow from operating
activities.

Liquidity and financial stability
At the end of 2016, MegaFon had sufficient
liquidity and a comfortable leverage position
of 1.63x Net Debt / LTM OIBDA.
In 2016, MegaFon continued to implement
its strategy to optimise its debt portfolio,
by successfully extending its average life,
securing lower interest rates on existing
credit lines, and taking further efforts to
mitigate FX risk. In 2016, the proportion of
MegaFon’s debt with a maturity of five years
or longer increased to 50%. In addition, the
Company succeeded in growing its share
of debt denominated in RUB equivalents
to 90%, by raising loans in Russian roubles
and implementing its hedging programme.
MegaFon enjoys access to funding and
support from our financing counterparties.
We monitor all developments and take
necessary steps to mitigate any negative
impacts. The Company’s credit rating, at the
same level as Russia’s sovereign credit rating,
enables borrowing under the best terms
available in the market. In addition, MegaFon
has access to adequate funding through
credit facilities it has in place to meet current
liabilities and back-up CAPEX.
Throughout 2016, we negotiated with key
lenders and secured revisions of certain
lending terms and mitigated refinancing risk.
In July 2016, we extended the maturity of
two credit facilities opened with Sberbank
until 2022 and 2023 and opened a new credit
facility with Sberbank expiring in 2022; we
also increased the size of the credit facility
opened with VTB and extended its maturity.
In April 2016, the Moscow Exchange registered
the exchange-traded bond programme of
PJSC MegaFon with an aggregate principal
amount of up to RUB 80bn and a maximum

BREAKDOWN OF DEBT PORTFOLIO
BY INSTRUMENT, % OF TOTAL

BREAKDOWN OF DEBT PORTFOLIO
BY CURRENCY

31.12.16

31.12.16

24%

6%

31.12.15

31.12.15

13%

17%

3%

2%
28%

44%
9%

54%

39%

61%

22%

78%

Bank loans
Equipment Financing
Bonds

RUB
US$ Hedged
US$

EUR

BREAKDOWN OF DEBT PORTFOLIO
BY MATURITY

CAPEX, RUB BN/AS % OF REVENUE

31.12.16

RUB 65.6bn

16%

31.12.15

11%
21%

10%

2016

65.6
20.7%

50%
24%

34%

26%

2015

70.2
22.4%

2014

56.5
17.9%

2%
1 year
2 years
3 years

6%
4 years
5 years and longer

maturity period of 30 years. Under the
programme, in 2016, the Company placed
two issues of its exchange-traded bonds. In
particular, RUB 10bn exchange-traded bonds
of the first issue were placed for a 3-year tenor
in May 2016. It was a landmark deal for the
Russian bond market, achieving the lowest
coupon rate since 2014 among corporate
borrowers (at the time of placement), 9.95%
p.a. for three years. The bonds become due
in May 2019. In June 2016, the second issue
of RUB 10bn exchange bonds was placed for
a 10-year tenor and is callable after five and
seven years. This issue was the first bond
placement with such a structure in the market.

CAPEX
CAPEX as % of Revenue

The coupon rate was set at 9.90% p.a.
for the first five years.
During 2016, in line with the general trend in
the Russian market for rouble-denominated
bonds, the double-digit income from
MegaFon’s bonds as at the beginning of the
year fell below 10%. These changes were
due to the lower cost of debt financing after
the CBR key rate was reduced in June and
September 2016, as well as much higher
liquidity in the market. In 2016, the Company
continued its efforts to mitigate FX risk. As
at the end of the year, 92% of the Company’s
deposits were denominated in US$.
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Risk Management
APPROACH TO RISK MANAGEMENT
MegaFon’s success and strength in the
market is underpinned by an effective
risk management framework. In 2016, we
continued to improve our risk management
system in line with the international risk
management standards ISO 31000:2009
“Risk management – Principles and
guidelines”, ISO 31010:2009 “Risk
management – Risk assessment techniques”,
the Russian national standards GOST R ISO
31000:2010 “Risk management – Principles
and guidelines”, and GOST 31010:2011 “Risk
management – Risk assessment techniques”.
The risk management structure consists
of the following elements:
●●

The Risk Management Unit at MegaFon’s
Head Office, is responsible for the following:

The Audit Committee, under MegaFon’s
Board of Directors, considers reports on
risks and the performance of the overall risk
management framework, and monitors the
effectiveness of the system.
Risks are identified and analysed at three
levels:
●●

●●

●●

discussions with each unit by means
of interviews and questionnaires;
cross-functional discussions and
brainstorming sessions;

At all three levels, risks are regularly reviewed
in terms of their potential impact on the
Company’s objectives. Monitoring of the
risk mitigation process is conducted via an
electronic system, which helps improve our risk
management performance.
Our risk management process is periodically
reviewed by our Internal Audit and the Audit
Committee. The Audit Committee evaluates the
effectiveness of our overall risk management
system and makes recommendations for
improvement.

meetings of the Risk Committee at the
Company’s Head Office and in branches.

RISK MANAGEMENT LEVELS

-- the development and implementation

of risk management procedures;

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

-- the development of, and support for,

the risk management process;
-- the development of a risk culture;

REPORTING
Audit Committee

-- the review of risks in terms of their

potential impact on the Company’s
objectives;
-- the development of plans to mitigate

MANAGEMENT

risks and supervise the implementation
of risk mitigation measures;

Risk Committee
(Head Office)

Internal
Audit

Chief Financial Officer

-- interaction with all business units as

part of the risk identification process,
interviews and questionnaires;
-- staff training;
-- the submission of risk management

reports to the Risk Committee and the
Audit Committee.
●● Risk owners, who are the Heads of
different functions (departments and
divisions), are responsible for all aspects
of risk management: identification,
risk assessment, development of risk
management activities, monitoring of a risk
and status of activities, and/or provision of
information for the purposes of monitoring
for a risk and status of activities.
●● The Risk Committee at MegaFon’s Head
Office, a permanent collegial body, which
includes various top managers, led by the
Chief Executive Officer. The Committee
is responsible for key decision making
on risk management and is governed by
the Regulations on the Risk Committee.
In 2016, the Risk Committee held two
meetings, taking important decisions on
the management of key risks.

IDENTIFICATION
AND APPROVALS

Risk Management
Unit
(Head Office)
Risk Committee
(Branch)

Process/Project
Risk Coordinator

Heads of Divisions
(Head Office)

Branch Risk
Coordinator

Business Process Risks /
Project Risks

Head Office Risks

Branch Risks
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Development of the risk management
system in 2016
In 2016, the Risk Management Unit continued
its efforts to deploy a corporate automated
risk management solution, based on the
Oracle Hyperion platform, to make the risk
management process more efficient and
better structured. The Company also decided
to manage operational risks as part of its SAP
re-engineering initiative. It was decided to
separate our compliance risk capabilities into
a separate dedicated function. As a result,
compliance risks are now being reviewed by
a specific Compliance Committee. In 2016, we
continued to improve our risk culture.

Key aspects of risk culture development

Tone at the Top

The senior managers of the Company act as role models in the discussion,
identification and assessment of risks and actively participate in risk
management.

Corporate
governance

Risk responsibilities are included in employees’ job descriptions and
targets. Timely communication about risks is encouraged and all risks are
regarded as opportunities to further improve and develop the Company.

Competency

A separate unit is responsible for the development of the risk
management system, assisted by the Company’s management and Risk
Committee. All key employees are trained in risk management. The Risk
Management Unit has started developing an internal training course.
In 2017, we plan to make it mandatory for all employees in managerial
positions.

In 2016, we updated the dedicated information
section on risks on our MegaNet intranet
portal to increase awareness about the risk
management process among employees.

Further development of the risk
management system
In 2017, we plan to continue the development of
our risk management system and risk culture,
and improve compliance with ISO 31000:2009,
focusing on the following areas:
●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Staff training.
Updating the Risk Management
Methodology guide.
Embedding risk management in the
Company’s operations and decision-making
process.
Rolling-out an automated risk management
solution based on the Oracle Hyperion
platform.
Improving ex-post risk analysis and risk
management performance.
Implementing business continuity
management in line with ISO 22301.
Integrating risk assessment into strategic
planning.
Implementing the strategy to improve risk
culture.

PRINCIPAL RISKS AND MITIGATION
MegaFon conducts its business taking into
account a wide range of risks which may
have an adverse impact on the Company’s
performance, if not properly mitigated.
The Company takes into consideration
geopolitical, macroeconomic, operational,
regulatory, financial, tax and compliance
risks. In 2016, new risks emerged, related to
the regulation of the telecoms industry. For
instance, the Russian Government’s adoption
in 2016 of new legislation intended to counter
terrorism could, if fully implemented, require
that capital expenses on infrastructure may
have to be increased to bring the Company in
line with the new requirements.
Operational risks are driven both by growing
competition and changing customer
behaviours in the Russian telecoms market,
which, on the one hand, have an adverse
impact on our revenue growth, and on the
other hand, require additional investment in
customer service and network excellence.

In 2016, we saw an escalation of risks arising
from the entry into the telecoms market of
new players from other industries, as well as
risks relating to the emergence of new market
segments such as Big Data. To mitigate the
latter risks, in 2016 we engaged in a sustained
effort to grow our Big Data capabilities.
The Company has made information security
a top priority. To prevent and mitigate
risks in this area, we have developed a
new information security strategy and are
focusing on improving the competencies and
capabilities of units that face information
security risks.
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Risk Management (continued)
DESCRIPTION OF RISKS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

GEOPOLITICAL RISKS
SANCTIONS

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

MegaFon is registered and conducts its business in
the Russian Federation; therefore, it is exposed to
certain country risks.

Since none of the Company’s managers or directors
is subject to the existing sanctions programmes and
the Company’s operations are conducted outside
the EU, the United States, and Ukraine, to date any
disruption in its operations or relationships with
partners in the EU or the US has been very unlikely.
However, possible imposition of additional sanctions
against entire sectors of the Russian economy such
as the financial services sector, or restrictions on
business dealings with the Company’s partners may
have an adverse impact on the Company’s operations
and, possibly, the profitability of its business.

The year 2014 saw rising economic and geopolitical
risks and the imposition of a sanctions regime by the
United States, European Union and other countries
against certain Russian companies. There is a risk
that new sanctions may be imposed or the list of
designated entities subject to existing sanctions may
be expanded.

Effect upon relationships with
counterparties (vendors and
suppliers)

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

Further sanctions might be imposed on supplies of
equipment, software or services from the EU and
the US.

To minimise this risk, the Company has done a
thorough analysis of all counterparties that might
be at risk, evaluated the possible impacts, explored
alternatives and developed a list of potential
substitutes and other measures to mitigate the
possible impacts of such sanctions.

Bank accounts of systemically
important companies

Risk Description

may be extended to cover systemically important
companies in other sectors as well, including
MegaFon, which has already been identified as a
company strategically important to the economy
under Federal Law No. 57-FZ “On the Procedure
for Making Foreign Investments in the Companies
of Strategic Importance for the Defence and State
Security”. Application of Law No. 213-FZ to MegaFon
could have an adverse effect on the Company’s
results and prospects.

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 213-FZ On the Opening
of Bank Accounts and Letters of Credit certain
strategic companies are required to open and close
accounts and deposit accounts only at, or purchase
securities only from, the Russian banks specified
by the Central Bank of Russia and/or the Russian
Government. Furthermore, when engaging in such
transactions with foreign banks, such companies
are required to notify the competent authorities
accordingly. Additionally, such strategically important
companies are required to maintain their securities
registers only with registrars that meet certain
requirements specified in Law No. 213-FZ.
If further sanctions are imposed, there is a possibility
that Law No. 213-FZ, which currently applies to
entities in the national defence-industrial complex,

Liquidity risk

Risk Mitigation
The Company is closely monitoring the situation, and
is prepared to take appropriate measures should this
risk materialise.

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

Deterioration of Russian corporates’ access to
Western capital markets and the increased key rate
in Russia may limit our access to capital and affect
our borrowing costs.

To date, a large portion of the Company’s deposits
has been denominated in foreign currencies, which
mitigates the Company’s liquidity position revaluation
risk arising from adverse changes in FX rates.

Further sanctions could lead to restrictions on
access to clearing systems or prohibition on certain
transactions, which would affect the Company’s
international payments.

Moreover, MegaFon has had access to adequate
funding through the credit facilities it has opened
with both Russian and foreign banks. This reduces
the liquidity risks and the risk of having to refinance
its existing debt in the short and medium term.
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GEOPOLITICAL RISKS (continued)
Risk of credit rating downgrade
or unacceptable credit ratings

Risk Description
MegaFon’s credit ratings are constrained by Russia’s
sovereign credit rating, as the Company’s business is
concentrated almost entirely in Russia.
In January 2015, S&P Global downgraded Russia’s
sovereign credit rating to speculative grade BB+ with a
negative outlook, which affected the ability of certain
groups of international investors to invest in Russia’s
sovereign bonds, as well as shares and bonds of Russian
companies. Following the downgrade of Russia’s
sovereign credit rating, S&P Global lowered MegaFon’s
foreign currency credit rating to BB+ with a negative
outlook, and changed the outlook to negative on its
ВВВ- local currency credit rating, which reflected the
agency’s overall approach to assigning ratings to Russian
corporate borrowers. S&P Global has subsequently
revised upward its outlook on the sovereign credit
rating of Russia, first changing it from negative to stable
in September 2016, and then from stable to positive
in March 2017. These changes in the outlook on the
sovereign credit rating resulted in subsequent outlook
revisions for MegaFon: as of the date of this Annual
Report, MegaFon has a stable outlook on local currency
debt and a positive rating outlook on its foreign currency
debt.
In February 2015, Moody’s Investors Service downgraded
Russia’s sovereign credit rating to Ba1 with a negative
outlook. Following this action, the agency revised the
Company’s credit rating from Baa3 to Ba1 with a negative
outlook. The agency’s rating actions reflected its overall
approach to assigning ratings to Russian corporate
borrowers. In February 2017, Moody’s revised upward its
outlook on Russia’s sovereign credit rating, changing it
from negative to stable and affirming the rating at Ba1.
This was followed by a similar rating action on MegaFon.
Nevertheless, given that the risk of a deteriorating
geopolitical situation remains, there still exists the risk of
a downward revision of Russia’s sovereign credit rating by
international rating agencies in the future.

A downgrade in Russia’s sovereign credit rating in
the past caused a downward revision of MegaFon’s
corporate ratings, with an effect on the borrowing costs
of MegaFon.
The Federal Law On Activities of Credit Rating Agencies,
which came into effect in July 2015, introduced a new
requirement that rating agencies obtain accreditation
from the Central Bank of Russia in order to be able to
assign ratings under the national rating scale. Moreover,
starting from July 2017, only ratings assigned by
accredited rating agencies will be considered for the
purposes of state regulation, in particular to govern
investment decisions by sovereign wealth funds and
state-run pension funds or decisions on keeping bonds
in the Bank of Russia Lombard List.
In the absence of a rating assigned to MegaFon by an
accredited rating agency under a national rating scale,
such restrictions would have a material adverse effect
on the value of the Company’s outstanding bonds and
on MegaFon’s ability to raise debt in the future through
placement of exchange-traded bonds.
Risk Mitigation
Despite the fact that MegaFon’s ratings are tied to and
track all revisions to Russia’s sovereign credit rating, the
Company’s ratings among the highest among Russian
corporates, which along with the Company’s financial
strength ensures that the Company has adequate
access to funding.
Furthermore, the Company’s existing credit facilities
do not contain any terms that are tied to changes in its
credit ratings.
The Company believes that it has the necessary
resources in place to ensure uninterrupted access to
finance to support its economic activities.

MACROECONOMIC RISKS
Risk of a macroeconomic
slowdown

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

Falling oil prices and the depreciation of the national
currency have negatively impacted the Russian
economy, leading to reduced consumer purchasing
power and a decrease in household consumption.
If this situation continues, this could result in lower
revenues from telecoms services. A macroeconomic
decline might also lead to the withdrawal of
investment in Russian projects, which could slow down
the Company’s network roll-out.

The wireless market is more resilient in an economic
slowdown as consumers tend to be dependent on
mobile and Internet services, and as a result do not
consider spending less on these services.
The Company has long-term contracts with Huawei,
Ericsson and Nokia Siemens Networks, and access
to adequate long-term equipment financing, which
together should ensure the continued construction and
modernisation of its network.
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Risk Management (continued)
OPERATIONAL RISKS
Risk of increased competition

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

The mobile telecom business, which provides the
bulk of the Company’s revenue, is one of the most
developed areas of the Russian telecommunications
sector. The mobile market in Russia is characterised
by high penetration rates and slowing subscriber base
growth, which intensifies competition as operators
try to retain existing subscribers and attract new
customers.

MegaFon is a fully integrated nation-wide
communications operator offering a diverse range of
fixed and mobile services, enhanced data capabilities,
broadband, and other value-added services throughout
Russia. The Company has licences to provide GSM, 3G,
and 4G services throughout the country.

According to the Company’s analysis, as of now,
this very competitive landscape is one of the most
important factors that may continue to impact the
mobile telecommunications industry over the long
term.
MegaFon’s key direct competitors include MTS,
VimpelCom, and Tele2. Additionally, MegaFon may
face competition from various MVNO operators in
the medium term. In 2016, Sberbank continued the
implementation of its MVNO project with various
mobile operators including Tele2 and MTS. Should the
launch of Sberbank’s MVNO project be successful,
it may lead to more intense competition and
subsequently additional pricing pressure in the market.
Evolving business models in the market may lead to
changes in market structure and dynamics. Failure to
anticipate and respond to these developments, and to
make consequent adjustments to our own business
model, may affect our customer relationships, service
offerings and market position and result in a negative
impact on our operating results.

Risks associated with possible
changes in the prices of
materials and services used by
the Company

The Company also benefits from its well-developed
retail network comprising about 2,000 owned-andoperated stores and roughly the same number
of franchised stores, which allows it to control
distribution channels and provide a wide range of highquality services to customers.
The Company seeks to keep up with the pace of
technological advances and new industry standards
by maintaining its focus on integration of emerging
technologies and development of new and more
effective and innovative products and services.
We believe that our extensive backbone networks,
unrivalled spectrum advantage, leadership in 4G/
LTE mobile data services, extensive distribution
network, diversified portfolio of products and services,
and smart approach to CAPEX allocation and cost
optimisation should enable the Company to maintain
its competitive edge.
The Company is investing in the development of
innovative infrastructure to consolidate its leadership
in high-tech segments, including IoT and M2M.

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

The Company imports a high proportion of the
equipment and materials needed to support its
network expansion and telecommunications
infrastructure development. Most payments made
to foreign equipment suppliers are required to be
made in euros or US dollars. Further depreciation
of the rouble may result in increases in the prices
of equipment, materials and services used by the
Company, and may accordingly have an adverse
impact on the performance of its securities-related
obligations.

To mitigate foreign currency risks, the Company
uses forward foreign currency exchange contracts,
diversifies its credit portfolio and cash assets in
bank accounts, and makes effort to negotiate better
equipment supply terms with its counterparties.
As a result, the Company believes that it can control
the risks associated with possible changes in the
prices of materials and services purchased in foreign
markets, and that there will not be a material adverse
effect on the Company’s ability to comply with the
terms of existing agreements.
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OPERATIONAL RISKS (continued)
Risk of not keeping pace with
technological advances

Information security risks

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

As MegaFon further deploys its telecommunications
network, it is exposed to certain risks that may delay
launches of advanced services in certain areas and
increase the costs of constructing the necessary
infrastructure. Apart from the risk of failure to ensure
timely supplies of telecommunications equipment to
the Company on commercially attractive terms, other
risks include the tightening of the rules regulating
the use of telecommunications equipment in public
communications networks and the commissioning
of new facilities. In particular, all equipment is now
subject to mandatory state certification.

The Company has successfully manages the risk of not
keeping pace with technological advancements in the
telecommunications market through implementing
a range of measures. Specifically, the Company
continues to improve its supply chain and has
introduced stronger controls to ensure compliance
with all rules, regulations and standards regulating
the use of telecommunications equipment in public
communications networks and commissioning of new
facilities. It also maintains an ongoing dialogue on the
relevant issues with regulators and the Government.

Risk Description

Ensuring information security and protection of
subscribers’ personal data are among MegaFon’s
top priorities. The Company acts to serve its
interests, the rights of its subscribers and other
third parties with whom we interact, and complies
with the requirements of the following regulations:
the law “On communications” (126-FZ), the law
“On protection of personal data” (153-FZ) and the
law “On information, information technologies and
information protection” (149-FZ).

Given the fast-paced development of information
technology and cryptographic analysis, there is a
risk of failure to ensure the appropriate levels of
information security for our software, subscribers’
personal data protection tools, and equipment
and it may result in illegal dissemination and use
of subscribers’ personal information in fraudulent
transactions.
There is also a risk of intrusion into the Company’s
internal networks, including IT systems, which may
result in malicious applications being introduced
onto the equipment of the Company’s employees,
unauthorised access to customers’ personal data
or confidential information, with such data being
compromised, or the spread of malware (viruses).
Risk Mitigation
The Company takes all necessary measures to
ensure the appropriate levels of security for its IT
systems, software, technologies and equipment,
including continuous monitoring for potential threats
and the use of Security Intelligence platforms across
its IT and telecommunications infrastructures, as
well as the use of the latest software ensuring higher
levels of security.

During 2016, MegaFon signed a number of agreements
with leading global producers of telecommunications
equipment and software vendors to join their efforts in
the development of the next generation communication
standard. As a result, in 2016 the Company became
Russia’s first mobile operator to demonstrate, through a
joint project with Nokia, a mobile data transfer speed of
4.95 Gbit/s in an existing network. These tests represent
an important step towards formation of the next
generation communication standard.

In 2016, the Company’s was working on further
development of the telecommunications security
strategy to conduct an in-depth analysis of
approaches and projects aimed at ensuring full
monitoring of potential threats and before-the-fact
risk prevention. In February 2017, the Company’s
Management Committee approved an updated
telecommunications security strategy, which is being
currently implemented by MegaFon. In addition, in
the reporting year, we updated local documents
regulating protection of personal data.
MegaFon has in place a strong information security
policy and provides training and certification of
employees in this field.
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Risk Management (continued)
OPERATIONAL RISKS (continued)
Telecommunications
fraud risks

Risk Description
The Company may incur losses as a result of wilful
misconduct of unscrupulous counterparties or
subscribers. It is also exposed to the risk of losing
subscribers who become victims of fraud, and also
reputational damage as a result of the fraud.
Risk Mitigation
The Company has a dedicated unit responsible for
the prevention of fraud and associated financial or
reputational losses, and for the protection of the
Company’s customers against fraud. Its activities are
carried out in accordance with all applicable laws and
regulatory requirements of the Russian Federation,
and are aligned with MegaFon’s business targets.

Risk of new business
acquisitions or strategic
alliances having an adverse
impact on our business

To support these activities, the Company uses a
number of specialist, automated anti-fraud solutions
which enable near real-time detection of fraud
threats to its business and the elimination of such
threats. Monitoring for the more critical fraud threats
is carried out 24/7.
In 2016, further efforts were made to prevent fraudrelated losses, by improving the existing business
processes, systems and services and developing new
ones.

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

MegaFon may continue to expand its business
through acquisitions and strategic alliances. Should
the Company be unsuccessful in integrating or
managing any acquired company or in making a
strategic alliance work, remediation of the situation
may require that management’s attention is diverted
away from other business concerns. In addition, any
unsuccessful acquisition or alliance could negatively
affect the Company’s financial position or credit
ratings or dilute the value of its shares subject to the
asset acquisition deal structure, possible deferred
payments, FX exposure in the transaction price, etc.

The Company’s aim is to increase its market value by
effectively integrating any new acquisitions or assets
to achieve maximum synergies, and to ensure further
growth for the acquired assets.

Risk Description

The tax authorities may impose additional tax
liabilities if prices applied under a controlled
transaction are found to be not at “arm’s length”.

Any asset acquisition or strategic alliance is always
preceded by extensive due diligence of the asset,
evaluation of the viability of acquiring the asset,
verification of ownership and other legal due
diligence, and a thorough financial analysis of the
proposed transaction.
MegaFon has a successful track record of acquisitions
and alliances, and post-transaction integration; its
management consists of experienced professionals
who have the necessary expertise and qualifications
to achieve this.

REGULATORY RISKS
Transfer pricing

In 2012, significant amendments were made to
transfer pricing legislation, providing for monitoring
of prices used in controlled transactions to make
sure they are in line with the market. The amended
legislation expanded the range of methods used
to monitor prices to make sure they are in line
with the market, extended the list of transactions
treated as controlled transactions, and imposed on
taxpayers the duty to prepare documentation related
to controlled transactions and to notify the tax
authorities about the execution of such transactions.

Since the practice of enforcement of transfer pricing
legislation is still in its infancy, it is possible that the
approaches used to justify the market level of prices
under controlled transactions will be challenged by
the tax authorities, which may lead to additional tax
liabilities being imposed.
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REGULATORY RISKS (continued)
Risk Mitigation
The Company has implemented a number of
measures to monitor the compliance of its pricing
practices with the transfer pricing rules.

Controlled foreign companies

In addition, a consolidated group of taxpayers was
formed within the MegaFon group of companies, so
that transactions within this consolidated group are
not subject to transfer pricing control.

In particular, since 2012, MegaFon has had in place
and continuously improves internal procedures to
ensure compliance with transfer pricing legislation
requirements, including an internal system for
the identification of controlled transactions
and monitoring of prices used in related party
transactions to make sure they are in line with the
market.

We believe that the Company’s transfer pricing
policy and practices comply with the requirements of
transfer pricing legislation.

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

In 2014, Federal Law No. 376-FZ On Amendments
to Parts 1 and 2 of the Tax Code of the Russian
Federation (with Regard to Taxation of Profits of
Controlled Foreign Companies and Income of Foreign
Organisations) (the “CFC Rules”) was enacted to
provide tax incentives for de-offshorisation of the
Russian economy. The law introduced new rules,
with effect from 1 January 2015, according to which
undistributed profits of foreign companies controlled
by Russian tax resident legal entities and individuals
may be subject to taxation in Russia. The law makes
Russian tax residents who control foreign companies
liable for payment of relevant tax amounts and
submission of relevant CFC notifications.

To ensure compliance with the CFC Rules, the
Company has developed internal procedures to
identify companies that may be treated as controlled
foreign companies. A step-by-step action plan was
also developed in relation to such companies and a
schedule was set up for preparation and filing of the
required documents with the tax authorities.
MegaFon continues to improve its internal procedures
in accordance with official directives and instructions
provided by the competent authorities; to ensure
timely filing of all required reports to tax authorities;
and to monitor and analyse new regulatory initiatives
related to CFC legislation.

To date, there has been limited relevant court
practice relating to the CFC Rules and few
clarifications by competent authorities on the
application of these rules.
Risks of changes
in customs regulations

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

A significant portion of the telecommunications
equipment purchased by the Company is either
imported or produced using foreign-made
components; therefore, changes in customs
regulations or in the rates of, or payment procedure
for, customs duties (introduced, in particular, by
Decisions of the Eurasian Economic Community’s
Interstate Council, Decisions of the Customs Union
Commission, Resolutions of Government of the
Russian Federation, and Decrees of the Federal
Customs Service of the Russian Federation) may
expose the Company ’s business to certain risks
associated above all with lengthier customs
procedures.

Legal risks associated with changes in customs
regulations or in the rates of, or payment procedure
for, customs duties in foreign markets do not have
a material effect on the Company’s business due to
insignificant volumes of operations the Company
carries out in foreign markets.
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Risk Management (continued)
REGULATORY RISKS (continued)
Risk of revocation, suspension
or non-renewal of our licences

Risk Description
Since MegaFon’s principal activity is providing
telecommunications services, revocation, suspension
or non-renewal of its licences could have a significant
adverse impact on its business. The Company also
uses resources which are considered finite, including
frequency spectrum and numbering capacity, and
their unavailability for any reason could adversely
affect its operations.
Risk Mitigation
The Company holds GSM, 3G, and 4G/LTE licences
with different expiry dates. The Company pays close
attention to tracking licence expiry dates and to

Risk of the technological
neutrality principle having
an adverse impact on the
Company’s business

Risk Description
Technological neutrality can potentially increase
competition for MegaFon in the future in spite of the
significant investment requirements made by the State
Commission for Radio Frequencies of the Russian
Federation (SCRF).
In December 2013, the State Commission for Radio
Frequencies of the Russian Federation (SCRF)
approved the principle of technological neutrality for
UMTS technologies in the 900 MHz frequency band
and for LTE technology in the 1,800 MHz frequency
band, and in 2014 for LTE technology in the 900
MHz frequency band. The stated objective of these
measures is to stimulate the development of 3G

Risk of changes in
interconnection regulation

In the event of changes in the requirements for the
Company’s core business licensing in foreign markets,
the Company will act consistently with such new
requirements, including steps to secure required
licences.

and 4G technologies in Russia, as operators with
2G licenses for 900 MHz and 1,800 MHz frequencies
may now use these frequencies to deploy 3G and 4G
technologies. The SCRF plans to take these efforts
further, extending the technological neutrality principle
to allow LTE technology to be deployed in other
frequency ranges.
Risk Mitigation
The Company views technological neutrality not only as
a risk but also as an opportunity, because it will enable
provision of better quality services to customers as
frequencies becomes available.

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

The Russian Government continues to discuss
the issue of amending existing traffic transfer and
interconnection regulations.

The Russian Government has been considering
various options for amending the existing regulations
regarding cooperation between mobile operators and
fixed operators to assess their potential impacts on
the telecommunications industry.

Specific regulatory bodies continue to develop new
regulations in the field of operator cooperation,
including regulation of interconnection rates.
The implementation of these government-sponsored
initiatives may result in lower rates for traffic transfer
and call services, and thus a decrease in service
revenue.
Risk of the introduction of
minimum communications
service quality parameters

ensuring that all steps required to ensure timely
renewal of licences with the Federal Service for
Supervision of Communications, Information
Technology, and Mass Media of the Russian
Federation (“Roskomnadzor”); nevertheless it is
still exposed to minor risks associated with possible
failure to secure licence extension or possible delays
in obtaining a licence.

Risk Description
Legislation in the Russian Federation currently does
not contain provisions specifically requiring compliance
by communications service providers with minimum
quality parameters. The regulator’s current philosophy
is that the quality of communications services will be
assured as long as subscribers have the right to select
their communications operator, based on operators’
mandatory provision of information about service
quality to subscribers.

The Company is in the process of developing a set
of measures to mitigate the potential negative
consequences of this risk.

Risk Mitigation
The chances that compliance with minimum
parameters for service quality will be required in the
medium term are not significant. However, even if
the regulators change their current approach, the
Company believes it will be able to ensure its services
comply with any such minimum parameters.
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REGULATORY RISKS (continued)
Risk of changes in the set-up of
data communications network
of federal government bodies
(integrated communications
network)

Risk Description
On 24 November 2014, the Russian Government
amended the procedure for setting up data
communications networks for federal government
bodies.
Such bodies may now connect to data
communications networks that are part of the
infrastructure of government services administered
by one of the communications operators. In 2015,
the Ministry of Telecom and Mass Communications
issued a decree to support the implementation of
this initiative, and guidelines were developed for
the design of data communications networks for
federal government bodies. The implementation of
this regulatory initiative could result in the Company
losing a share of the B2G segment of the data
transfer and telematics services market. Currently,
services that are rendered to federal government
bodies represent a significant part of the services
provided by the Company in the B2G market.

Currently the Ministry of Telecom and Mass
Communications is also working on a draft law on
an integrated communications network, which may
lead to a single provider serving the communications
needs of government bodies. The Ministry suggests
that a legal framework be developed for the
establishment, control and operation of an integrated
communications network to support the national
defence, state security and law-enforcement needs.
Risk Mitigation
The Company is carefully monitoring possible
changes to the procedure and developing measures
to minimise possible market share losses.

On 21 July 2016, the President of the Russian
Federation instructed the Russian Government to
develop and submit to the State Duma a new federal
law on preferential use by state agencies of the
e-government common infrastructure.
Risk of new regulations
requiring mobile operators to
sign MVNO agreements

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

At present, Russian law does not require a mobile
network operator to grant virtual operators access to
its infrastructure.

Although we consider the risk of sudden changes
in the regulator’s approach to the regulation of
MVNO arrangements in the Russian Federation as
insignificant, the Company cannot entirely exclude
the possibility of changes that could adversely affect
the business of MegaFon and its subsidiaries.

Risk of additional costs
relating to enhanced regulation
of personal data on the Internet
and Big Data

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

During 2015, significant changes took place in
the regulation of the processing Internet users’
personal data. In particular, from 1 September
2015, Russian citizens’ personal data must be
recorded, systematised, accumulated, stored,
clarified and retrieved through databases located
within the territory of the Russian Federation.
Further amendments to the regulation of Internet
users’ personal data and Big Data processing are
expected to be introduced in the future. Specifically,
in accordance with the list of instructions issued by
the Russian President following the meeting with
participants of the First Russian Internet Economy
Forum that took place on 22 December 2015, federal
executive authorities are to present their legislative
proposals on regulation of the processing of online
personal data of Russian citizens.

The Company fully complies with the current
legislation, inasmuch as the personal data of
all of our subscribers are processed within the
territory of the Russian Federation. In addition,
the Company believes that it will be able to fully
comply with any additional requirements. However,
the implementation of possible new requirements,
including possible regulation of Big Data, may entail
additional costs for the Company.
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Risk Management (continued)
REGULATORY RISKS (continued)
Risk of having to move overhead
telecoms lines underground

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

In recent years, the administrations of a number of
major Russian cities have adopted or announced plans
to adopt regulations requiring overhead telecoms lines
to be buried underground.

Given that operators’ relocation costs are not expected
to be reimbursed from the applicable government’s
budget, this initiative could result in significant expenses
for operators, reduced connectivity, and increased costs
of telecoms services. The Company has been developing
integrated measures to mitigate the risk of additional
costs relating to the reconstruction and relocation
of existing overhead telecoms lines and to prevent
breaches of network integrity or security. The Company
also initiates proceedings in court to protect its rights
and legitimate interests.

For instance, the Moscow Government has approved
the My Street programme, which sets out the list
of streets where overhead telecoms lines must be
removed, and has issued binding instructions to its
subordinate organisations to remove such lines.

Net neutrality regulation risks

Risks related to possible
restrictions on website speeds
in the Internet

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

In 2015–2016, a working group within the Federal
Antimonopoly Service discussed the principles of
net neutrality, which is defined as a framework
for interaction between end users and content,
application and service providers with telecom
operators that ensures open and non-discriminatory
use of the Internet to distribute and access
information and services.

If a strict approach to net neutrality is adopted
through legislation, operators will not be able to
differentiate between Internet traffic in any way,
which may lead to networks being overloaded at
times of heavy content transfer. It should be noted,
however, that the expert community is currently
reluctant to endorse a strict approach on the issue.

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation
MegaFon’s proposal is that the existing blocking
tools be used instead to restrict webpage access,
which would not entail any additional costs for
telecom operators.

Currently a number of state agencies are discussing an
initiative to impose mandatory requirements for the
reduction of traffic speeds for online resources that are
non-compliant with Russian regulations (e.g. do not
follow the instructions of the Federal Antimonopoly
Service ).
The implementation of lower traffic speed
requirements will ultimately be the responsibility
of telecom operators, which would require the
deployment of additional equipment and software
and, accordingly, entail additional costs for telecom
operators.

Risks associated with
unreliability of data contained
in subscriber database

Risk Description
Proposals have been made by several state
authorities to increase operators’ accountability for
providing services to subscribers whose data has
not been properly entered into the operators’ billing
systems, and also to require operators to “cleanse”
their customer databases.
The implementation of these initiatives will entail
additional costs for telecom operators, principally
related to verification of their customer databases,
and expose them to the risk of being fined if there
are discrepancies between actual service user data
and data contained in the databases maintained by
telecom operators.

Risk Mitigation
MegaFon is proposing a number of measures to reduce
this exposure for telecom operators. In particular,
it proposes the introduction of remote customer
authentication mechanisms and a set of measures to
connect telecom operators to state-run information
systems (Unified System of Interdepartmental
Electronic Cooperation) to enable verification of
databases maintained by telecom operators.
The Company’s representatives actively participate in
working groups formed by authorized state authorities
to develop constructive proposals that will meet the
interests of the state and the business.
MegaFon’s internal procedures provide for checking
the availability of all the required subscribers’ personal
data, including when concluding contracts by dealers.
Dealers are responsible for completeness and
correctness of the provided data.
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REGULATORY RISKS (continued)
Risks associated with the
implementation of additional
requirements for telecom
operators and Internet service
providers introduced as part of
counter-terrorism amendments
to legislation

Risk Description
On 6 July 2016, Federal Law No. 374-FZ On
Amendments to Federal Law on Countering Terrorism
and Individual Legislative Acts of the Russian
Federation with regard to Establishing Additional
Measures to Counter Terrorism and Ensure Public Safety
was passed. Article 13 of the Federal Law stipulates
that, starting from 1 July 2018, telecom operators must
store within the territory of the Russian Federation all
text messages to users of communications services,
voice data, images, sound and video files, and all
other communications from users of communications
services, in each case for a period of up to six months
from the date of their receipt, transmission, delivery
and/or processing. The procedures for storing, timelines
and storage volumes for the data specified in the Article
are to be set by the Russian Government.
On 23 December 2016, the Ministry of Telecom and
Mass Communications posted for public discussion draft
resolutions expanding the requirements of the Law to
oblige telecom operators to store traffic sent over data
communications networks, starting from 1 July 2018,
in the amount of 1 PB of storage per every 1 Gbit/s of
capacity (throughput) of an operated communications
node, and, starting from 1 January 2019, 2 PB of storage
per every 1 GBit/s of capacity. Thus, the proposed
amendments to the requirements covering the entire
telecommunications industry are virtually infeasible in
the current environment given the available technical
and financial capabilities.
The President of the Russian Federation has directed
that measures be taken to ameliorate the impact of the
Law’s provisions. On 19 January 2017, Aleksey Volin,
Deputy Minister of Telecom and Mass Communications,
stated the Ministry’s willingness to reduce the amount
of storage capacity required for redundant traffic and to
introduce a phased approach to the implementation of
the proposed rules.

Regulation of critical IT
infrastructure

Risk Description
On 6 December 2016, the Government of the Russian
Federation submitted to the State Duma draft
legislation aimed at ensuring protection of Russia’s
critical IT infrastructure. The proposed legislation
seeks to establish a state-run system to detect cyberattacks, trace them back to their sources, and mitigate
their effects at critical IT infrastructure facilities.
The draft legislation would also require operators
of critical IT infrastructure to deploy and maintain
technical tools designed to detect signs of cyberattacks in their telecommunications networks, report
cyber incidents to the competent authorities, and take
steps to mitigate the effects of such cyber-attacks.
In particular, the draft legislation contemplates the
establishment of a National Coordination Centre for
Cyber Incidents.

On 31 January 2017, the Minister of Telecom and
Mass Communications, Nikolai Nikiforov, promised
amendments to improve the law thus showing
support for telecom operators. Otherwise, if the
strictest version of the policy is adopted, the
implementations costs for MegaFon may amount
to RUB 500bn - RUB 938bn.
No technical solution exists as of yet to implement
requirements of the law, and the published draft
resolutions have not been approved yet and are
subject to significant revision.
It should also be pointed out that data to be stored
is protected by secrecy of communication laws and
may also potentially be covered by other secrecy
legislation, including laws that protect information
constituting: a state secret, trade secret, banking
secret, business secret, credit history, insurance or
tax secrets, attorney client privilege, etc. Therefore,
to implement these legal requirements, special
secrecy regimes and an overall confidentiality
regime would have to be maintained in addition
to establishing storage systems to store relevant
data within Russia. Another consideration should be
that the storage facilities to keep such data would
potentially become a particularly tempting target
for malicious users and various hacker groups. That
said, we believe that ensuring high levels of security
and privacy protection for the proposed data storage
infrastructure is an enormous challenge, which can
not be fully addressed by telecom operators without
support from the Government.
Risk Mitigation
MegaFon is in discussions with other telecom
operators and federal executive authorities of the
Russian Federation over the model of implementation
of the requirements of the Law.

At the same time, the proposed legislation provides
for criminal liability for non-compliance with
regulations and operating instructions covering
storage, processing or transfer of protected
computer information contained in Russia’s critical
IT infrastructure. We believe that the introduction of
criminal liability for non-compliance with regulations
and operating instructions would make the
enforcement of the proposed legislation problematic.
In a situation where 16 more regulations are
envisaged to complement the proposed legislation,
their absence makes elements of the offence quite
vague, which leads to increased risks for business.
Risk Mitigation
The Company is closely monitoring the discussion of
these initiatives.
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Risk Management (continued)
REGULATORY RISKS (continued)
Regulation of relations in the
Russian national segment of the
Internet

Risk Description
The Ministry of Telecom and Mass Communications
has posted for public discussion the Draft
Federal Law On Amendments to Federal Law On
Communications, which aims to regulate relations in
the Russian national segment of the Internet.

Risk Mitigation
The Company is closely monitoring developments
relating to the proposed legislation and is actively
participating in discussions to promote regulations
that would be more effective than the regime
proposed in the draft Federal Law.

The draft federal law would impose significant
responsibilities on telecom operators. In particular,
the proposed legislation would require telecom
operators to connect to Internet exchange points,
which would deny them an opportunity to select the
best routing options and thereby place a significant
financial burden on such telecom operators.
The draft federal law also seeks to introduce an
obligation for telecom operators to use data collected
in the Russian national segment of the Internet. At
the same time, analysis of the concept on which
the proposed federal law is based, suggests that
the Russian national segment of the Internet seeks
to collect data about legal entities and individual
entrepreneurs operating in Russia and using
autonomous system numbers and/or IP address,
Internet exchange point operators, etc. Therefore,
the data that are actually intended for collection
cannot be used as inputs for the policy of traffic
routing and the development of a back-up reference
system which would contain detailed information
about autonomous systems to ensure support for the
operation of the Internet in case of major incidents or
emergencies.

FINANCIAL RISKS
Interest rate risk

Risk Description
Interest rate risk is the risk of loss arising from
adverse movements in interest rates on liabilities
and off-balance-sheet instruments. Rising interest
rates could increase the cost to the Company of
raising funds to finance its operations and CAPEX
programmes.
In addition, where the Company’s existing debt
carries a floating rate, the Company is exposed to the
risk of higher costs of servicing such debt.
During 2014, the Russian economy saw a series of
increases by the Central Bank of Russia in its key
lending rate, which more than tripled the rate, from
an initial 5.50% p.a. to 17.00% p.a. in an attempt to
curb growing inflation in Russia. In 2015–2016, the
CBR made a number of reductions in the key rate,
setting it at 9.75% p.a. in March 2017. The level of the
CBR key rate affects the costs of raising funds for
borrowers in the Russian financial market.

Risk Mitigation
The Company estimates the probability of further
changes in the CBR key rate as moderate (in the
Company’s view), while stating that reported figures
may require possible adjustments to reflect changes
in interest expense.
Currently the Company enjoys a high credit rating,
which makes it well-positioned to raise funds at the
most attractive terms available in the market.
Around 80% of the Company’s debt portfolio has fixed
rates, while the Company has no rouble-denominated
facilities with interest rates tied to the key lending
rate of the Central Bank of Russia. The Company’s
floating rate debt comprises credit facilities opened
to finance equipment purchases.
In addition, a major portion of the Company’s debt
portfolio is long-term (around 50% of the Company’s
debt is due in five years or later) and carries attractive
interest rates.
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FINANCIAL RISKS (continued)
Risk of adverse changes
in FX rates

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

Some of the Company’s capital expenditures, liabilities
and operating expenses (roaming and interconnect
charges, frequency fees, etc.) are denominated in
foreign currencies, mostly in US dollars or euros. A
weaker rouble may lead to an increase in such costs in
rouble terms, foreign exchange losses and lower net
profit.

To mitigate FX risks, the Company holds a substantial
part of its cash assets on foreign currency deposit
accounts with state-run Russian banks and leading
Chinese banks, and it works with counterparties to
increase the share of operating and capital expenses,
which are denominated in roubles, rather than other
currencies, to cover such expenses using rouble
revenues.

Since some of the Company’s debt is denominated in
US dollars or euros, depreciation of the rouble against
the US dollar and/or the euro could make it more
expensive for the Company to repay or refinance such
debt.

In addition, a major portion of MegaFon’s debt portfolio
is rouble-denominated, including the portion hedged
through its FX hedging programme.

INTERNATIONAL COMPLIANCE
Risk of failure to protect inside
information

Risk Description
As a public company, MegaFon is obliged to ensure
the security of inside information. Inside information
is information, which is directly or indirectly linked to
the Company’s operations and/or its securities, which
has not been publicly disclosed and may have an
impact on the share price.
Under Russian and English laws, the Company and
its employees have responsibilities to ensure proper
usage and protection of inside information. Failure
to discharge these responsibilities could result in
claims by regulators and investors and financial and
reputational damage.
Risk Mitigation
To prevent this risk, the Company is implementing
safeguards to protect inside information, making
improvements every year to its data security
framework. In 2012, the Board of Directors approved
a number of regulations governing the use of inside
information. In 2013–2015, the Company introduced a
number of internal procedures restricting access

Risks related to improper or
inaccurate disclosure and other
securities-related risks

to inside information and started implementing
special technical tools for the protection of inside
information, including protection of information on
mobile devices. In addition, employees are regularly
trained and tested to increase their awareness of
inside information protection.
The Company’s Audit Committee oversees the
execution of these measures, which are designed to
ensure that all shareholders and potential investors
are treated equally in their access to data and
information.
In 2016, Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 on market
abuse (MAR) came into force. To comply with MAR,
the Company approved a new version of MegaFon’s
Share Listing Policy and promptly deployed
additional compliance procedures to monitor all of
the Company’s significant transactions and projects
requiring disclosure in the UK. In addition, to ensure
compliance with the Regulation on Market Abuse, we
amended our standard confidentiality agreements
and maintain the procedure for automated collection
of insider staff personal data in response to regulator
requests (the UK Financial Conduct Authority, FCA).

Risk Description

Risk Mitigation

As a public company, we are exposed to the risk
of claims against our Directors and officers from
regulatory authorities and shareholders for improper
and/or untimely disclosure of information affecting
the Company’s business, operations or plans, of for
disclosure of incomplete, confusing or contradictory
information.

To limit the extent of potential losses or costs
incurred by our Directors and officers or the Company
as a result of legal claims related to improper or
inaccurate disclosure, MegaFon has obtained and
maintains a Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Policy.
This policy not only protects the Company and its
Directors against legal claims related to improper
or inaccurate disclosure, but also against claims
of third parties in respect of mistakes or omissions
that could potentially occur in the course of regular
management activity.
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Sustainability
Sustainable development is an integral
part of MegaFon’s business strategy. The
Company sees sustainable development as
growth that ensures a positive impact from
its operations on the quality of life for people.
We seek to make a meaningful contribution
to the social and economic development
of society. Our sustainability goals complement our social mission to overcome
communication barriers, unite people across
Russia, and provide quick access to information in any situation.
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OUR APPROACH
TO SUSTAINABILITY
MegaFon’s sustainable
development policy  
Sustainable development is underpinned
by our commitment to the principles
of integrity in business operations and
responsible behaviour in relationships
with all stakeholders. MegaFon
acknowledges the supremacy of law and
complies with all Russian and applicable
foreign legal requirements, at the same time
taking into account the expectations of
all its stakeholders. Being a responsible
business means for MegaFon harmonising
commercial, social and environmental
interests. This principle shapes our approach
to innovation, development and launch of
new products. MegaFon’s Chief Executive
Officer, Board of Directors and Management
Board collectively provide and shape the
strategic leadership behind our approach
to sustainability.
We adhere to generally accepted moral
and ethical standards, endorse business
transparency, respect human rights and
support environmental initiatives. Our
sustainability activities are guided by
international regulations and standards,
including the United Nations Global Compact
and the Social Charter of Russian Business.
Our reporting on sustainability is part of
the Company’s annual report and takes
into account international standards: the
Guidelines on Social Responsibility (ISO
26000) and the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) Guidelines for sustainability reporting.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Maintaining ongoing dialogues with all external and internal audiences is essential to ensuring the
Company’s sustainable growth. Our stakeholder engagement is based on the principles
of partnership, equality and respect.

CUSTOMERS
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Provision of high-quality
services
Compliance with the
highest international
standards of consumer
relations
Ensuring confidentiality
and security

EMPLOYEES
●●
●●

●●

BUSINESS PARTNERS
●●

Encouraging employees
to realise their potential

Performance of
all obligations to
counterparties

●●

Fair remuneration

●●

Transparency

●●

Equal rights

●●

Fair competition

●●

Health and safety

●●

Anti-corruption efforts

●●

Enhanced engagement

●●

Prompt response
to requests

Focus on establishing
long-term business
relationships

Responsible marketing

INDUSTRY COMMUNITY
●●

Respect and trust

Involvement in the
development of the
telecoms industry
Elaboration of best
practices and standards

SHAREHOLDERS
●●

●●

●●

Adherence to best
practices in corporate
governance
Equal access to
information about
the Company
Ensuring equality of
shareholder rights

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
●●

●●

●●

Principles of corporate
citizenship
Enabling better access
to new technologies
Improving the quality
of life through social
investments

THE STATE
●●
●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

Contribution to the development of the Russian economy
Involvement in modernisation of Russia’s telecommunications
infrastructure
Contribution to the development of an information space
Contribution to protection of public safety including support
in emergencies
Participation in the development of approaches to regulation
of the industry
Charity and sponsorship initiatives

www.megafon.com
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Sustainability (continued)
ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE

COMPLIANCE FRAMEWORK

MegaFon is governed by the principles
of business ethics and legal compliance,
and fairness and integrity in its business
operations.
Since 2013, MegaFon has followed the Code
of Business Conduct and Ethics approved
by the Board of Directors and articulating
the Company’s principles, standards and
rules of business conduct for our employees
and members of the Board of Directors. The
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics also
applies to all subsidiaries in which MegaFon
has a 100% interest. The Code details the
general principles of interaction with key
stakeholders and specific requirements
for employees. The Code determines the
Company’s position in countering corruption,
discrimination and improper behaviour,
and sets requirements to ensure legal
compliance, integrity, equal rights and
informational transparency.
We have in place a “Direct Line” through
which MegaFon’s employees and other
stakeholders can receive guidance on
compliance with the Code of Business
Conduct and Ethics (in particular, as to
whether a particular action is deemed
corrupt), or can discreetly (and, if required,
anonymously) report violations. The “Direct
Line” usage statistics and information on the
most important issues which have arisen are
communicated to the Audit Committee. The
“Direct Line” is available 24/7.
In 2016, MegaFon increased its focus on
improving the Company’s compliance
framework to further strengthen the culture
of integrity and ensure that all employees
observe the principles of business ethics as
well as requirements of external and internal
regulations in everything they do.
We define compliance as employees’
acting in accordance with the Company’s
principles and standards of business ethics
and integrity to protect the interests of
the Company and all parties impacted by
its activities or decisions, thus enabling
observance of applicable Russian and foreign
laws, the Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics, and other internal regulations, and
maintenance of its business reputation.

COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE

BUSINESS UNITS
(roles responsible for the
implementation of compliance
programmes)

COMPLIANCE
SYSTEM

Compliance coordinator
(headquarters)

In 2016, the Company analysed its
compliance framework, which resulted in a
number of changes to improve it based on
best practices, standards and regulators’
recommendations, including bringing it in
line with the international standard ISO
19600:2014 – Compliance management
systems.
To improve the effectiveness of its
compliance framework, in 2016 MegaFon
adopted a Compliance Policy, which sets
out guidelines for building a compliance
framework, describes its mandatory
elements, and defines its scope.
The Company also established a dedicated
Compliance Committee, responsible
for ensuring the implementation of
the Compliance Policy and setting the
development strategy for MegaFon’s
compliance framework. The Company’s
CEO and functional directors comprise
the membership of the Committee.
We introduced the role of Compliance
coordinator to coordinate compliance
activities in line with the Compliance Policy
and oversee the implementation of the
Committee’s decisions.

Compliance is also ensured at the
business unit level, with dedicated
employees assigned responsibilities for
the implementation of specific compliance
programmes.
The Company manages all areas of
compliance risk, identifies risks and updates
its risk register. Every area of compliance
risk is regulated by individual policies and
procedures. The Compliance Committee
prioritises focus areas for compliance
activities and approves an action plan based
on the analysis of compliance risk factors
affecting the achievement of the Company’s
goals and objectives.
The Company has developed a
comprehensive action plan to further
improve its compliance framework, including
enhancement of compliance controls and
introduction of risk assessments. In 2017, we
will place particular emphasis on fostering
a compliance culture, focusing specifically
on active promotion of “Tone at the Top”
role-modelling, training activities and
communications.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPANY’S
COMPLIANCE FRAMEWORK IN 2016

●●

Carried out analysis of the compliance
framework

●●

Adopted the Company’s Compliance Policy

●●

Established the Compliance Committee

Our team at a glance

HEADCOUNT, PEOPLE*

31,805
2016

●●

●●

Introduced the role of Compliance
coordinator
Developed action plan to further improve
the compliance framework

ANTI-CORRUPTION PRINCIPLES
Today, the world’s leading companies
view their anti-corruption commitment
as an integral part of compliance with the
principles of corporate social responsibility
rather than just adherence to legal
requirements in this area.
The Company highly values its reputation
and does not tolerate any form of corruption
or bribery. MegaFon strictly adheres to
Russian anti-corruption regulations, such as
the Federal Law On Countering Corruption
and the Methodical Recommendations of
the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection
adopted in 2013, as well as the UK Bribery
Act. In 2014, MegaFon became the first
among Russian mobile operators to join
the Russian Anti-Corruption Charter for
Business.
MegaFon has in place an Anti-Corruption
Policy and an Anti-Bribery and AntiCorruption Declaration, which guide our
policy on corruption risks. They provide,
inter alia, guidance to be followed by all
the Company’s employees and third parties
engaged by the Company.

31,805

2015
2014

31,576
30,854

* Number of employees includes full-time and temporary
employees, excluding maternity or parental leave and
outsourced employees, and represents the annual time
average.

More detailed control measures are specified
in other internal regulations, such as the
Gifts and Hospitality Policy, Procurement
Procedures, Know Your Counterparty
Procedure, Charity Policy, etc.
The Company provides mandatory employee
training – new hires now take an anticorruption online training course as part
of their induction process.

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
As a leading innovative IT-driven provider
operating in all regions of Russia, MegaFon
is committed to building and developing
a strong and successful team of industry
professionals.
To achieve these goals we focus on the
following areas: organisational development
and improvement of business processes,
productivity and professional development
of employees, goal setting and KPI
management and improvement, stronger
corporate culture and enhanced employee
engagement across all levels of the
business.

As of 31 December 2016, MegaFon employed
31,805 people, an increase of 229 compared
to the previous year. We have a very agediverse talent pool and provide development
and career opportunities to all of our
employees. Due to our focus on technology
and innovation, most of our employees
have attained higher education. Most of
our employees work under employment
contracts. Overall, the profile of our
workforce and our headcount are driven by
MegaFon’s organisational development and
changes in the governance system.
MegaFon provides equal opportunities
for both male and female employees, and
does not draw any gender distinctions
in terms of career development and
promotion. The key factors that determine
an employee’s progression are a high
level of professionalism, the ability to
work in a team, leadership skills and
the achievement of results. In terms of
female employees, almost 50% of all
management and leadership positions
reporting directly to the CEO are held by
women. They lead some of MegaFon’s
key functions including Operations,
Strategy and Organisational Development,
Corporate Business Development, Shared
Services Centre, Corporate Development
and Human Resources. Currently we have
women in management and leadership
roles in almost every project critical to
our business. Recently we have also seen
stronger representation of women among
the directors of the Company’s regional
branches. In 2016, the proportion of female
leaders in the Head Office and branches
reached 30% and continues to grow steadily.
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Sustainability (continued)
Organisational development
PERSONNEL BREAKDOWN BY AGE

PERSONNEL BREAKDOWN BY GENDER

4% 1%
16%

29%

48%
52%

In 2016, we continued developing and
strengthening MegaFon’s organisational
structure. Our new approach to capability
building enables faster and better responses
to market challenges and offers improved
agility and customer focus, to better meet
the needs of our customers with new
solutions.
Our key initiatives in 2016:

●●

49%
18-25
26-35
36-45

●●

46-55
Over 55 years

Male
Female

Consolidated a number of key functions
into two core functions – Commercial
and Operations.
This transformation is aimed at improving
governance and streamlining cooperation
between business units.
COMMERCIAL

PERSONNEL BREAKDOWN BY EDUCATION
LEVEL (ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF)

PERSONNEL BREAKDOWN BY EDUCATION
LEVEL (RETAIL NETWORK)

10%
3%
31%

●●

Customer experience and digital solutions

●●

Corporate business development

●●

Consumer business development

●●

New businesses and partnerships

●●

Big data analytics

●●

Business development support

●●

Marketing communications

●●

Business intelligence

●●

MegaFon Retail

●●

MegaLabs

1%
68%

OPERATIONS

87%
Higher education
Incomplete higher education
Secondary and vocational education

Higher education
Incomplete higher education
Secondary and vocational education

●●

Infrastructure

●●

Legal function

●●

Government Relations

●●

Procurement and logistics

●●

Administrative function

●●

Branches

●●

NetByNet

●●

First Tower Company

●●

Yota
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●●

Switched from a territorial to a functionbased approach to IT and Legal personnel
allocation.

●●

The new approach means that task-specific
teams are no longer attached to a particular
region but operate together as separate
virtual groups, based either on common
business objectives or their involvement in
specific projects. Modern technology enables
effective remote collaboration between
members of these groups, eliminating the
need for personnel relocation. This helps
the Company retain the best talent and
build deep expertise, while offering superior
solutions to meet the diverse business needs
of our customers.

●●

HEAD OFFICE

Branch

Branch

Position

Position

Position

Development of federal centres of
competencies and customer service.

Launch of "Pikta" Shared Services Centre.

A unique world-class multifunctional
service centre, "Pikta" was set up to ensure
standardised and faster processes across
a number of areas, while delivering superior
customer experience. "Pikta" covers a
wide range of tasks including finance,
accounting and HR operations, planning and
support for order processing, receivables
administration, and support of corporate
business operations. "Pikta" Centre and other
business units interact via digital channels to
deliver the fastest operational performance.
Looking ahead, we are planning to further
expand the range of services provided by the
centre and to make it available to external
customers.

Commercial function

Construction and
property assets

LEGAL
FUNCTION

City 1
City 2
●● City 5
●●
●●

City 3
City 4
●● City 4
●●
●●

●●

Information security

●●
●●

●●

Building project teams.

Remote collaboration capability within
project teams is crucial when operating
across vast distances. It facilitates access
to crucial expertise at any time, regardless
of where the expert is physically located,
and allows us to deliver large-scale projects
of any complexity. In 2016, we continued
our practice of setting up ad-hoc teams
to pursue specific individual programmes
and projects. One such team was launched
for our Unified Billing project. We develop
tailored reward, training and internal
communications systems for every project
team according to its profile, objectives and
location.

City 2
City 3
City 7

Positions

MegaFon has dozens of dedicated expert
teams focused on specific activities across
the Company and all regions of operation.
These include both large functions (Network
Operational Centre, Customer Care Centre)
and small dedicated units (SMS Spam
Blocking Centre, Roaming Support Centre).
This arrangement enables employees based
in different regions to address federal-level
corporate tasks, leveraging and broadening
their expertise while feeling part of a larger
team, regardless of the distance separating
them.

●●

Shift from a territorial to a function-based
approach to personnel allocation.
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Sustainability (continued)
Talent acquisition
We seek to attract and retain the brightest
and most talented people and therefore we
offer every opportunity for all members of
our team to develop their full potential.

PERSONNEL BREAKDOWN BY TYPE
OF EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT
6%

When filling vacancies, we give priority
to internal candidates. As part of the
organisational transformation, a number
of exciting and unique positions were
created during 2016. They were mostly filled
internally through competitive procedures.
At the same time, we carry out a wide range
of initiatives to enhance the Company’s
attractiveness as one of the leading
employers in the market and we continuously
develop channels to source new talent. In
particular, in 2016, MegaFon expanded its
traditional range of candidate communication
tools to include a webpage at icanchoose.ru,
a web portal showcasing job opportunities to
young talent http://icanchoose.ru/company/
megafon/.
During the reporting period, we started
selecting new employees to support growth
in promising areas such as digital solutions,
big data analytics, etc., which will keep us
at the leading edge of technology over the
longer term. We launch complex and exciting
projects which are unique in many aspects
and enable us to offer the industry’s best
talent entirely new opportunities for their
development.
In 2016, the Company launched a recruitment
service using a SAP HR solution. The solution
helped us streamline the entire hiring
process, from application submission and
vacancy posting, to preparing an offer for a
candidate. The solution is integrated with
external websites such as hh.ru, superjob.com,
and megafon.ru. We are negotiating the
development of a SAP HR mobile application.
The service has enabled the automation and
optimisation of processes related to talent
recruitment and hiring.
Talent retention and motivation is a key
factor for the Company. We believe that an
environment encouraging the professional
and personal development of every employee
is a key motivational tool. We provide fair
remuneration and ensure that all of our
personnel have all the support they need to
find the opportunities that best utilise their
skills, knowledge and talents.

94%
Permanent employment
Fixed-term employment

MegaFon’s motivation system includes
both monetary and non-monetary rewards,
ranging from bonuses and social benefit
payments, to development programmes,
professional skill competitions, and awards
and rewards to recognise professional
excellence.
Remuneration
The remuneration scheme at MegaFon is
comprised of a number of components,
tailored to each function, with a focus
on business needs. Our approach to
remuneration is guided by our commitment
to offer competitive salaries based on market
and internal benchmarks. The Company
develops a KPI framework to drive clear
target-setting and track performance.
In 2016, salaries grew 3% on average.
Our compensation package includes two
basic components: fixed and variable
and we ensure that both parts of the
compensation package are well-balanced.
MegaFon follows the principle that bonus
opportunities should increase in line with
an employee’s level of seniority.
Due to unfavourable economic conditions
in 2016, the Company decided to change
the remuneration scheme for employees
receiving annual bonuses. A certain portion
of the annual bonus was included in the fixed
part of the employees’ monthly salary to
make it more stable.

In addition to the fixed salary, flexible bonus
schemes were developed for different
functions based on business goals and
individual targets. A separate incentive
scheme is in place for each of the following
groups of employees: front-line staff in
our retail and corporate businesses, the
management team, and staff of our technical
and support functions. The employee
remuneration structure is balanced and
comparable across functions.
Recognition
In addition to remuneration, we use nonmonetary motivational tools to reward our
employees and recognise their contribution
to the Company’s development. In particular,
employees can receive the following rewards:
●●

●●

Rewards during the year. Every manager
may reward his/her employees for excellent
project results, attractive proposals, and
the implementation of interesting and
useful ideas. More than 2,000 employees
were rewarded in this way in 2016.
Awards of the Russian Ministry of
Telecom and Mass Communications.
MegaFon employees who have worked
for more than 10 years in the industry are
entitled to the Honorary Radio Operator
and Communications Professional award or
the Certificate of Merit from the Ministry of
Telecom and Mass Communications, as well
as to the Letter of Acknowledgement from
the Minister. In 2016, these awards were
given to 86 MegaFon employees.
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TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INTERNAL TRAINING

MegaAcademy
(117,455 people(1))

Distance training
(20 counters;
> 40,000 active users)

Webinars
(7,000+ people)

EXTERNAL TRAINING
(RUB 131m invested)

Business training
(1,656 people)

●●

●●

●●

Peer recognition. Every MegaFon business
unit has developed its own traditions
of additional non-monetary rewards
to encourage good performance.
Motivating competitions. We organise
annual competitions for employees,
including MegaConsultant for sales
assistants and MegaFon-Styled Life for
employees that best apply our corporate
values to their everyday work.
Incentives in federal projects. Each team
working on major federal projects (such
as Unified Billing and SAP re-engineering)
establishes independent recognition
criteria and approaches to rewarding
employees. Project teams meet annually
for discussions and team building activities.
They review employee performance for the
year and reward those who have made the
largest contribution to the project.

Information about rewards and competition
winners is published without delay on the
MegaNet intranet portal for other employees
to know about the achievements of their
colleagues.

Professional training
(2,903 people)

Training and professional development

MegaAcademy corporate university

MegaFon operates in a dynamic, ever
changing industry where employee training is
essential for remaining competitive. In 2016,
our priorities were:

MegaAcademy, our corporate university,
continues to develop as an expert
platform for employee training in project
management, business development and
personal performance. MegaAcademy offers
training programmes for every employee,
from the frontline staff to top executives.
In addition, MegaAcademy is engaged in
research activities and stays in close contact
with function leaders to make the training
process as effective as possible and maintain
its focus on the Company’s goals.

●●

●●

●●

Advanced training for employees in project
management and problem solving.
Expert training as a means of knowledge
accumulation and transfer within the
Company.
Management skills of the Company’s
employees.

Focusing on these priorities, we strived to
offer our employees broader opportunities for
self-development and for sharing advanced
knowledge and best practices with team
members.
In 2016, external programmes for
professional and corporate training were
provided for 4,559 employees. MegaFon
invested nearly RUB 131m on external
training programmes for its employees
in the same year.

In 2016, MegaAcademy trained 117,455
people(1), including 23,394 employees of
third party dealers and partners. If the same
services had been ordered from external
providers, they would have cost MegaFon
more than RUB 1.3bn.
Last year, 7,000 people were trained via
webinars. The most in-demand training
programmes in 2016 were The Art of Public
Speaking, Turning a Problem into a Result,
and Cross-Functional Interaction. These
programmes are aimed at developing
skills around finding creative solutions and
establishing comprehensive approaches to
working.
In the autumn of 2016, the Company
launched a Trainers’ School programme,
focused on the continuous improvement
of MegaAcademy trainers’ competencies.

(1)

Some employees received several trainings within one year.
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Sustainability (continued)

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH
TELEFÓNICA CORPORATE UNIVERSITY

By the end of 2016, over 40,000 active
users were registered with Competentum,
our corporate remote training system. The
efficiency and convenience of remote training
are appreciated by both employees and
customers.

EXTERNAL TRAINING INVESTMENT

35%

In 2016, MegaFon launched two management
training programmes developed by trainers
from Telefónica’s corporate university
in association with MegaAcademy. The
programmes involved 150 senior executives
and managers representing all of MegaFon’s
functions, branches and subsidiaries.

65%

Professional training
Business training

Internal communications
Training through external providers

A TRANSFORMATIONAL VOYAGE
The first programme was "Transformational
voyage”. The goal of this programme was
to discuss global trends in the telecoms
industry, disruptive innovations and the
principles of design thinking. The participants
also studied a change model in Telefónica
and discussed the best practice case studies
in leadership and value management.

MEGAFON LEADERSHIP
The second programme was MegaFon
Leadership where participants worked
to shape a common vision for the personal
qualities a leader should have in order to
build a high performance team. They also
studied new approaches to effective team
leadership and established the next steps
to develop the management team.
Many ideas touched upon during the training
course were later implemented by MegaFon.

At the same time, MegaFon continues
to expand the range of self-education
opportunities for its employees. The
Company maintains MyBook, a corporate
digital library of professional and business
literature. Employees have access to video
lessons and lectures from major business
schools, experts and trainers via the Eduson
platform and have an opportunity to study
English online. In late 2016, MegaFon and
the Harvard Business Review launched
a joint online project to give company
employees free access to all of the materials
published on the magazine’s website.

In addition to training courses provided
by the corporate university, MegaFon
organises employee training through
external providers. We keep investing
in training employees to work with
communications equipment and software, as
well as developing business competencies
in innovations. Much attention is paid to
training employees in project management,
particularly in agile methods like Scrum and
Kanban.
As part of big data development, we engage
the best educational service providers with
extensive expertise in this field, to train
MegaFon employees. We also support our
employees participating in conferences and
forums on the latest industry trends.
In 2016, MegaAcademy and the corporate
university of Telefónica launched a strategic
partnership on two training programmes
for company managers – A Transformational
Voyage and MegaFon Team Leadership.
Distance training
In 2016, we concentrated on the development
of remote training. As part of this effort,
MegaAcademy launched a new area of
research, development of remote training
programmes, and developed 20 courses on
the Company’s key products and services
during the year.

Internal communications is key to running
our business. MegaFon’s team includes
over 30,000 people operating across the
country in locations thousands of kilometres
apart. Therefore, ensuring fast and efficient
cooperation among all employees is crucial
for the Company’s success.
In 2016, we continued to further develop
our internal communications system. The
primary purpose of this system is to provide
every employee with a clear view of all the
key projects undertaken by the Company,
and its corporate objectives and goals, in
order to give them a sense of belonging to
a wider team and the opportunity to see and
measure their personal contribution to our
common cause.
To this end, in 2016, we began practicing
integrated communications, expanded
the range of our communication tools
and switched to integrated coverage of
projects and media planning. The Company
maintains a number of different internal
communications channels, including the
Our MegaFon magazine that is being actively
developed in line with the most up-to-date
trends as a tool to communicate our new
strategic agenda. In 2016, we
refined the Goals and Results section
of our corporate MegaNet web portal. This
provides every employee with an opportunity
to track performance against targets by year
and goal, and watch media presentations
from in-house experts on the Company’s
financial and operating results.
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From kick-off, every project now has its
own targeted mailing list. At the end of the
previous year, we started using messengers
within project teams to ensure faster
communication flows.
Every year, we launch a series of campaigns
to support MegaFon’s key projects.
Our priorities in 2016 were linked to the
implementation of major federal-level
projects such as Unified Billing and the
launch of "Pikta" Centre, which involved
a wide range of experts from across the
Company. At the same time, all in-house
communication channels widely covered
the launches of our key projects including 5G,
bank card, eMotion application, VoLTE, etc.
Unified Billing
In 2016, we focused on further mobilising
support for the implementation of our
Unified Billing project from all of our
business functions. We used a variety of
communication formats from management’s
formal statements at large meetings with
employees, to the latest presentation
techniques such as scribing. The Company
launched personalised digests for all
project stakeholders, developed branded
and distinguishing signs for project team
members, and held events to highlight the
milestones of the project. This programme
helped us improve the motivation and
commitment of project participants, ensure
engagement among employees, and make
the project transparent to everyone.
Shared Services Centre
We ran a major campaign to improve
employee engagement and promote the
Shared Service Centre project within
the Company. We launched a dedicated
information resource – a project diary, and
used short movies, blogs, print and online
materials. We developed a corporate style,
and solutions for interactive dashboards and
QR Code Communications.

SAP re-engineering
The launch of the SAP re-engineering project
renewed our focus on general information
sharing among all employees and the
provision of permanent communication
channels for project participants. At the
end of 2016, employees were introduced to
some new resources that we developed in
collaboration with the SAP team: namely the
project’s corporate style, intranet web site,
and an electronic publication.
We are committed to fostering a communal
culture of information exchange focused
on our corporate values through, inter
alia, informal events and celebrations. In
2016, MegaFon arranged a joint New Year
celebration in Moscow for employees from
the head office, the Moscow branch and
Moscow offices of various subsidiaries, which
helped us create a communal atmosphere
before the re-location of all employees from
the head office and branches into our new
office building. We traditionally celebrate
Company Day, Communications Workers’
Day and other holidays. The Company also
supports launches of its new key products
with in-house events: for example, in 2016,
we celebrated the launch of MegaFon
bank card. We strongly believe that such
initiatives promote the development of our
corporate culture and enhance team spirit.

Social responsibility  
MegaFon guarantees all statutory social
support to employees and goes beyond
that by running a wide range of additional
programmes focused on providing the most
comfortable environment for employees’
work and their professional growth. In 2016,
MegaFon spent over RUB 500m on social
benefits for its employees.
In particular, MegaFon offers its employees
the following benefits and guarantees:
●●

Corporate strategy
In mid-2016, the Company started developing
a new corporate strategy, another important
topic widely covered in our communications.
To communicate the key messages of the
strategy we produced a series of short films
featuring the Company’s managers and
utilised various communication channels:
Our MegaFon magazine, a web platform at
MegaNet web portal, a special bulletin on the
purpose of the strategy, and presentations
during video conferencing for employees
across the Group.

●●

●●

●●

Voluntary health insurance (VHI) policies are
offered to employees free of charge and their
family members are offered to have them at
a discounted price.
Employees’ accident insurance.
Partial compensation for employees’
expenses on sports or fitness classes.
Temporary disability payment above the
statutory minimum – in case of temporary
disability up to 14 calendar days per year
in aggregate, the Company offers an extra
payment to make up for 100% of the salary.

BREAKDOWN OF EXPENSES ON SOCIAL
PROGRAMMES
8%

2% 2%

5%

83%
Voluntary health insurance

Material aid
Compensation
for sport activities

●●

●●

Compensation for
settlement expenses
aﬅer relocation
Additional sick pay

Lump sum allowances to employees
and their family members in difficult life
situations.
Compensation for mobile phone expenses
– to be on equal terms with our customers,
all employees of MegaFon use standard
commercial rates. However employees
get compensation for their mobile phone
expenses within the established monthly
limits.

MegaFon encourages employees to pursue
development opportunities within the
Company and rewards their willingness to
embrace changes: we cover expenses for
relocation to a new place of work in a different
region and pay a fixed lump sum to help
employees settle in at their new place of
residence. The Company provides relocated
employees with comprehensive information
and organisational support during the first
months following relocation.
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OUR MISSION
Occupational safety
With a headcount of over 30 thousand
people, employees’ health and safety is one
of Company’s top priorities. The Company
strictly follows its internal regulation on
MegaFon’s Occupational Safety Management
System, drafted in line with GOST 12.0.2302007, "Occupational Safety Standards
System. Occupational Safety Management
Systems. General Requirements".
To ensure MegaFon’s strict personnel
health and safety requirements are met,
the Company provides instructions on
workplace precautions and safety rules
concerning, in particular, the use of PCs
and office appliances, as well as emergency
procedures. All MegaFon employees must
study these instructions and undergo
induction training before they start working.
Key occupational safety initiatives in 2016
included:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Internal training and the development
of employees’ knowledge of occupational
and fire safety.
Training for employees whose job duties
involve extra hazards (work at height,
operation of electrical equipment,
operation of lifting equipment, etc.)
at specialised training centres.
Scheduled and unscheduled monitoring
of occupational health status across the
Company, and specific assessment of
working conditions for compliance with
occupational safety standards.
Medical examination of employees
(at the start of employment and on a
regular basis for certain activities).
Purchasing, distributing and accounting
for workwear and other personal
protective equipment for employees.
Recording and investigating occupational
accidents.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Charity: consistent approach
Today, corporate charitable activities are a
key element of corporate social responsibility
and an essential ingredient for the continued
successful growth of any major company with
international operations.

BREAKDOWN OF SPENDING ON CHARITY, %

17%
33%
14%

UNITE PEOPLE, OVERCOME
COMMUNICATION BARRIERS,
PROVIDE QUICK ACCESS TO
INFORMATION IN ANY SITUATION,
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR EVERYONE

36%
Helping orphans

Supporting employees

Supporting people
with disabilities

Special education,
cultural and sports
projects

This shift in the CSR agenda is driven by an
ever-increasing public scrutiny of companies
and corporations regarding their social
responsibility, which influences the opinions
of end consumers.
The key objectives of MegaFon’s CSR
activities include consistent and effective
support for the efforts to address pressing
social problems in Russia based on our
professional knowledge and experience
and contributing to lasting changes for the
better, and promotion of “smart” charity
aimed at achieving social results in Russia.
The Company also benefits from these
activities as they help improve a social
and economic state of local communities,
increase customer loyalty and create a more
favourable environment for future business
success. Consistent charitable activities
facilitate stronger ties between the Company
and NGOs, the government, existing and
potential customers, and wider communities
in Russia. Therefore, we see the associated
expenses as a long-term investment rather
than a cost MegaFon’s social investments are
a conscious commitment delivered through
a well thought-out policy which is linked to
all aspects of the Company’s business, its
mission and its values. Set up in 2013, the
Company’s Charity Committee reviews and
approves projects, monitors their progress
and assesses their social impacts.

OUR OBJECTIVES
1.
Provide consistent and effective
support for the efforts to address
pressing social problems
in Russia
2.
Promote smart charitable
activities by helping Russian
charities and NGOs effectively
engage with the business
community
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OUR PRINCIPLES
TRULY SMART
• Professional approach: engagement
of external experts, problem mapping

• Alignment with business: use

OUR INITIATIVES

OUR RESULTS

HELPING ORPHANS
AND CHILDREN DEPRIVED
OF PARENTAL CARE

total allocations by the Company towards
charitable purposes in 2016

RUB 180m

of our technologies

• Openness: new approaches

to fund-raising (crowdfunding)

48 charitable projects
delivered through partnerships, benefiting

• Professional development
and training for partners

over 27,000 people

SUPPORTING PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES

TRULY AMBITIOUS

Our charitable projects covered
432 cities and towns, and participants
in 17 countries near and far-abroad
countries

• 100% of Russia’s territory covered
• 20 years of continued consumer
confidence in the brand

• RUB 180m spent on charitable activities
• Project sustainability: focus on
engaging the government and new
partners

AIDING DISASTER VICTIMS
AND EMPLOYEES IN DIFFICULT
LIFE SITUATIONS

Supporting people with disabilities
RUB 64m
20,000 thousand beneficiaries

Targeted initiatives
RUB 30m

TRULY TRANSPARENT

SUPPORT TO EDUCATIONAL,
SPORTS AND CULTURAL
PROJECTS

Tens of thousands of beneficiaries

Aiding disaster victims and employees
in difficult life situations
RUB 26m

• Standing Charity Committee
• Focused support
• Clear principles and eligibility criteria
to select projects for support

• Full alignment of objectives,

approaches and tools around strategy

• Assessment of performance
and value for money

CORPORATE
VOLUNTEERING

Helping orphans
RUB 60m
7,000 beneficiaries
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Sustainability (continued)
2016 highlights
The Company supports both federal- and
regional level projects just where our help
is most needed. We actively engage with
charities, NGOs, celebrities and public officials
across Russia, building partnerships to deliver
our social projects.
THE SECOND ANNUAL DOBRO
(KINDNESS) CONFERENCE

SUPPORT FOR EDUCATION, CULTURE AND ARTS
For over eight years now, MegaFon has been helping the Polytechnic Museum (Moscow) in the
renovation and restoration of its historical building, the development of architectural projects,
and updating existing and arranging new exhibitions, as well as supporting educational programmes
and youth projects.
SUPPORT FOR THE POLYTECHNIC MUSEUM: 2016 INITIATIVES

FANK SCIENCE
FILM FESTIVAL
360
10 days
8 sites in Moscow
7,000 spectators
50 film screenings
It is impossible to drive sustainable changes in
addressing pressing social problems without
formation of a competent society of charity
providers and increasing the level of literacy
of NGOs. To this end, MegaFon, together with
the Dobro Mail.Ru project and Metalloinvest,
hosted the second annual Dobro (Kindness)
conference in April 2016, bringing together
140 NGOs and dozens of business leaders
from across Russia to discuss growth
opportunities in times of crisis and foster
better dialogue.
COLLABORATION WITH PLANETA.RU
PLATFORM
In 2016, we enhanced our partnership with
Planeta.ru, one of the first and most popular
crowdfunding platforms in Russia. Under the
MegaFon Helps programme, if charitable
foundations can raise 25% of the amount
required for the implementation of a social
project on Planeta.ru, MegaFon will then
contribute the remaining 75%. During 2016,
15 projects were presented on the platform,
raising a total of RUB 2.6m in private
donations, with the average donation growing
almost 50% year-on-year to RUB 3,369. The
MegaFon Helps programme was recognised
at the Digital Communications Awards 2016
ceremony as the best in the Projects &
Strategies (CSR Communications) category.

(1)

22 films

39
EXHIBITIONS

OVER
1,000 TOURS

119 PUBLIC
LECTURES

over 550,000
visitors at own
and partners’ sites
in Moscow, Ufa,
Orsk, Arkhangelsk,
Nizhny Novgorod
and other cities

of the permanent
sites of the
Museum

attended
by 3,800 people

#GIVINGTUESDAY GLOBAL CHARITABLE
CAMPAIGN
In 2016, MegaFon also became one the
first corporate participants to support
#GivingTuesday, a growing global charitable
campaign. The initiative was conceived in
2012 as a way of engaging people in a major
flashmob campaign of charitable giving. Since
then, people in 71 countries have joined in,
with Russia first participating on 29 November
2016. On that date, MegaFon, together with
the Alisher Usmanov’s Art, Science and Sport
Charity Foundation and the Zhivie Serdtsa
(Live Hearts) Foundation, held free screenings
of Russian films with audio descriptions and
special subtitles for visually and hearing
impaired people in 29 cinemas across Russia(1).
The initiative was run as part of Cinema for
Blind and Deaf People, a wider, long-term
project MegaFon has supported since 2014.

PROMOTION OF FORMATION
OF CHARITY-GIVERS’ COMMUNITY
IN RUSSIA
In September 2016, for the first time in
its history, MegaFon announced a writing
competition entitled Provide Real Help and
invited journalists and bloggers to submit
essays highlighting our charitable initiatives.
Over a period of four months, more than 55
participants visited a number of charitable
events hosted by the Company across Russia
and shared their experiences with readers,
followers or viewers. The media tour covered
Barnaul, Vladivostok, Voronezh, Irkutsk,
Moscow, Omsk, Rostov-On-Don, Kalmykia,
Tomsk and Tula Regions, Ulan-Ude, Ufa,
Khabarovsk and other Russian cities and
regions. We launched a dedicated website,
www.dobro.megafon.ru, to cover the project
progress and attract new participants.
Winners received grants of RUB 300,000 in
“The Best Media” category, RUB 100,000 in
“The Best Media Contributor” and “The Best
Blogger” categories, and an opportunity to
become MegaFon Charity Ambassadors for
2017.

Audio description is a voice-over track describing what is happening on the screen, prepared by a script writer and read by a narrator.
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Helping orphans and children deprived
of parental care
Orphan children are a severe problem in
Russia. Although the Russian Ministry of
Education and Science reports a reduced
number of orphans in Russia, with ca. 481,921
children registered as orphans as at the end of
2015, most orphans face significant difficulties
in socialisation and adaptation as they start
living independently.
Our key programmes to support orphans
are focused on promoting different forms
of fostering, guardianship and adoption,
facilitating social contacts through involving
children in sports activities and cultural life,
support for social adaptation and life after
leaving foster homes, as well as on improving
their education, providing vocational guidance
and assistance in employment.
THE FUTURE DEPENDS ON YOU
FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
The Future Depends on You, an open allRussia football championship among
children’s teams from orphanages and foster
homes held by MegaFon since 2005, is the
only federal-level project nationally that offers
children in care of the state more than just
physical health benefits but seeks to facilitate
social adaptation and promotes fostering,
guardianship and adoption. In 2016, a total of
over 5,000 children from 140 cities and towns
across Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Latvia,
Tajikistan and South Ossetia took part in the
competition, with the championship covering
a total of over 30,000 children grouped in
more than 3,500 teams over the 11 years of its
existence.
The initiative not only helps children from
across the country to adopt healthy lifestyles,
strengthen their character and build social
contacts with peers and adults, but also
assists them in finding a new family. Since
2014, the Change One Life foundation with the
assistance of MegaFon has been producing
video profiles to help children aged 10 years
old and above, an age group with fewer
chances of being adopted, find a foster family.
As at 7 March 2017, 1,695 video profiles of
young football players were produced, and
355 of the children already found new parents.

WE LIVE A REAL LIFE PROJECT
Since 2015, MegaFon, together with the
New Development Technologies NonProfit Organisation (NDT), has run We Live
a Real Life, a project focused on building
and developing a framework to facilitate
socialisation of orphaned children through
their engagement in social planning and
charitable activities. The project provides an
opportunity for high-school students to feel
needed, feel that they are useful for society,
learn how to communicate with their peers
and adults as equals, set goals and achieve
them through joint efforts with a like-minded
team.
The project is focused on the following areas:
●●

theoretical and practical training;

●●

advisory support for participants;

●●

●●

●●

learning to use IT-enabled tools which
facilitate socialising;
involvement of orphans in project activities
after leaving social care;
establishment of regional educational
resource centres to implement interactive
methods of developing social skills in
orphans;

●●

development and implementation in foster
homes of socially significant projects
benefiting local communities, such as
construction of children’s playgrounds,
support to war veterans and nursing
homes, renovation and repairs for socially
vulnerable groups, and support to animal
shelters.

In 2016, the project covered 238 older children
from 32 institutions for orphans and children
deprived of parental care and living in the
Ivanovo, Lipetsk, Novosibirsk, Tambov, Tomsk
and Yaroslavl Regions, and also managers and
teaching staff of participating foster homes.
In each of the six regions, the initiative has
received support from relevant authorities
such as social protection bodies, departments
of education and science.
The We Live a Real Life project aims to
eradicate the entitlement mentality which
is widespread among those who have left
orphanages and foster homes. The initiative
brings tangible benefits to its participants
as they are now able to work in a team with
peers and adults they did not know before,
and confidently communicate with public
officials or business people.
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The project’s key outcomes in 2016:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

a framework to facilitate socialisation of
orphaned children through their engagement
in social planning and charitable activities
was built;
a social adaptation and post-graduation
support programme was developed for
foster homes;
32 socially significant projects were
implemented, benefiting local communities
(elderly people, war veterans, orphaned
children and people with disabilities);
significant declines in social alienation risk
levels achieved in at least 80% of project
participants through developing their social
and independent life skills;
increased levels of “social responsiveness”
and “social engagement” achieved among
project participants;

THE BARRIER-FREE ENVIRONMENT
PROGRAMME
The Barrier-Free Environment programme is
aimed to increase awareness of the problems
encountered by persons with disabilities
among the public. We offer special tariffs
for subscribers with hearing impairments
and run a dedicated website for people with
impaired vision. Since 2015, people with
eyesight disabilities living in the Ural region
have benefited from our programme that
aims to increase their social and professional
engagement. The programme covers 1,200
people in 10 cities and towns.
THE “ENJOY SPORTS TOGETHER.
TRULY” PROJECT

Sports have a unique potential to inspire and
unite people irrespective of their age or social
standing. Therefore, sports initiatives are high
on MegaFon’s list of social projects focused
on social adaptation, self-fulfilment and
improving the quality of life for people with
disabilities.

Athletes participating in international
tournaments are awarded high ranking points
which enable them to compete in major
international events, including the World
Championship and Paralympic Games.

In November 2016, the tournament became
the winner of the 23rd “Russian Cup” national
tennis award, also known as the Russian
tennis “Oscar”, in the “Tournament of the
Year” category.

This and other initiatives based on social
planning will increase young people’s chances
of getting into universities or vocational
schools, becoming employed and creating
functional families over the longer term.

MegaFon is committed to helping people with
disabilities to overcome internal and external
physical and psychological barriers they face
in everyday life. We contribute to addressing
the problems of limited communication and
social contacts, lack of access to education,
and employment difficulties, help promote
mass sports participation and support
Paralympic sports, cultural and artistic
events. In helping these people to overcome
infrastructure barriers, we promote the
development of special technologies and
services to bridge the digital divide.

The MegaFon DreamCup tournament is
part of MegaFon’s extensive portfolio of
longer-term social initiatives to develop and
support Paralympic sports. The tournament
has become a flagship Russian wheelchair
tennis event. In 2016, the International Tennis
Federation (ITF) upgraded the tournament
to ITF2 Series and its prize fund was increased
to US$ 18,000.

In 2016, the event brought together
63 athletes with high international rankings
from 13 countries, the wheelchair tennis elite.

more positive attitudes towards foster home
graduates achieved among the public.

Supporting people with disabilities

MEGAFON DREAMCUP INTERNATIONAL
WHEELCHAIR TENNIS TOURNAMENT

SUPPORT FOR PROMOTION OF BOCCIA
IN RUSSIA
MegaFon has run the “Enjoy Sports Together.
Truly” project together with the Perspektiva
Regional Public Organisation of Disabled
People since January 2016. The project is
focused on support for social adaptation
and physical development of children and
teenagers with disabilities through their
participation in inclusive sports events
together with their peers without disabilities.
The project’s mission is to break stereotypes
about the life and capabilities of people
with disabilities and increase inclusivity in
Russian society through provision of equal
opportunities in sports to everyone.
In 2016, 678 students from 23 schools from
six Russian cities and towns (Khimki,
Kotelniki, Nizhny Novgorod, Ufa, Syktyvkar
and Yakutsk) participated in the project:
452 children with disabilities and 226 children
without disabilities. To host events under
the project we engaged 23 physical
education teachers, 51 expert mentors,
47 school administrators, 112 volunteers
and 17 representatives of local education
authorities. Based on 2016 results, regional
education authorities highly praised the
project, and decision was taken to extend it
into 2017 and add two more cities – Voronezh
and Vladikavkaz.

Since 2011, MegaFon has supported the
efforts to promote boccia in Russia. Boccia is
one of the few sports enabling athletes even
with severe motor disturbances, including
severe cerebral palsy conditions, to reach
their full potential; therefore, it is called
“athletics for all”.
In 2016, about 1,400 children and adults
across Russia took part in international and
all-Russia boccia tournaments and festivals,
attended sports and health camps, regular
workshops and trainings co-organised by
MegaFon and its partners, including the
Russian Boccia Federation, Preodolenie
Kalmyk Regional Social and Sports NonGovernmental Organisation, Khabarovsk
Territorial Club of Disabled People for Physical
Culture and Sports Non-Governmental
Organisation, BLAGO Udmurt Republican
Non-Governmental Organisation of Disabled
People, and Obyknovennoe Chudo Charitable
Foundation for Children.
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Environmental Balance
MEGAFON IS A WINNER OF GREEN OFFICE
CAMPAIGN

MegaFon’s approach to environmental
protection

According to environmental experts with the
Moscow Department for Natural Resources
Management and Environmental Protection,
MegaFon’s Head Office on Kadashevskaya
Embankment meets the highest energy
saving standards. By this measure, our office
ranked first among the 80 participants of the
Green Office initiative.

MegaFon takes its commitment to care about
the environment seriously, seeking to make
meaningful contributions to maintaining
environmental balance across its footprint. By
enabling optimisation of multiple key business
processes our business, and new products
and solutions help society as a whole to cut
energy costs and reduce consumption of
resources.
MegaFon’s operations do not cause direct
significant damage to the environment,
and we are not engaged in industries that
pose a potential threat to the environment.
Nevertheless, we recognize that improving the
energy efficiency of our operations, resource
conservation, and minimising environmental
impacts are important objectives for us as
a leading player in the telecommunications
and IT market with operations across Russia.
In its operations, MegaFon complies with
all applicable environmental laws and runs
various initiatives to encourage all employees
to care about the environment.
Energy efficiency
When constructing base stations, we utilise
advanced energy technologies to reduce
power consumption and are gradually
transitioning to alternative energy systems.
For instance, the Company increasingly
uses solar/wind power generators, mainly
in the areas where arranging a connection
to external power sources is a challenge.
These solutions make mobile communication
services accessible to people even in the
most remote settlements, while at the same
time the use of alternative power sources
offers significant environmental benefits
and helps minimise the Company’s overall
environmental footprint.
We also continue to install balanced
ventilation systems in base stations, which
enables significant reduction in electricity
costs. To reduce power consumption, our
offices use heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems with recuperative
heat-exchange and self-cooling functions.

USE OF GREEN POWER SOURCES

The Company seeks to optimise power
consumption by all employees: lights and
electrical appliances are switched off outside
office hours, incandescent lamps are replaced
with more energy-efficient fluorescent
lamps. We also have in place energy saving
guidelines for employees.
Resource conservation
We seek to ensure that MegaFon’s offices
provide a comfortable working environment
for staff, while at the same time meeting all
modern environmental standards. In 2016,
MegaFon continued its efforts to ensure more
sustainable use of resources across its offices
and stores. We consistently pursue a policy of
reducing our water and paper consumption. To
optimise paper consumption, we have in place
the Uniform Library module, and electronic
documents and memo systems. The Company
has introduced all necessary waste disposal
equipment.
In 2016, the jury of Green Office environmental
and information campaign organised by the
Moscow Government recognised MegaFon’s
Head Office to be the most energy efficient.

MegaFon widely employs wind generators
to power its base stations. Specifically, four
such wind-powered base stations operate in
the Murmansk Region. All four are installed
in hard-to-reach, sparsely populated
areas which are nevertheless strategically
important for the region since they are host
to industrial enterprises, settlements and
highways.
Installation of alternative power sources
helped resolve the issue of irregular
power supply in the absence of requisite
infrastructure and ensure the communication
facilities’ performance at 100% capacity. Due
to uninterrupted operation of MegaFon’s
equipment, an area with strategically
important facilities and a population of about
4,000 people benefits from stable voice
service and 3G Internet coverage.
Wind power plants used by MegaFon offer
improved energy-conversion efficiency and
reliability. At average wind speeds of 3 to 4
m/s, they generate 300 to 400 kW per month.
The stability of power supply is monitored
remotely, with online data displayed at
technicians’ desktops. Given the Murmansk
Region’s massive wind power potential, the
use of wind energy and batteries to power
base stations delivers the best efficiency.

